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FLORIDA INFORMATION ASSOCIATES, INC.
P. o. Box 11144
Tallahassee, FL 32303
(904) 878-0188
FLORIDA SESSION LAW HISTORY/DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACT
FIA RESEARCH PROJECT NO.

L88-060

SESSION LAW/SECTION NO(S).

79-40, Section 17

AFFECTED STATUTE(S)

440.205

PRIME BILL NO.

CS/SB 188

PRIME BILL SPONSOR

Buddy MacKay

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL NOS.

HB 1510

NARRATIVE/COMMENTS:

The subject statutory section was not included in CS/SB
188 until after the bill had been through the Senate Commerce
Committee and amended on both the Senate and House Floor.
When CS/SB 188 was returned to the Senate after the House had
made several floor amendments, the bill was heard by the
Senate Ways and Means (now Appropriations) Committee on April
18, 1979. Amendment No. 1 by the bill's sponsor, Senator
Buddy MacKay, contained the subject statutory section for the
first time. The Senate Ways & Means Committee Staff Analysis
of CS/SB 188 only described what 440.205 was supposed to do.
Nothing in the analysis addressed what damages by the employee
are assumed.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:
CS/SB 188 was a major issue of the 1979 Regular Session
of the Florida Legislature. It was controversial enough to
warrant action by a conference committee. As the subject
statutory section was not added until very late in the legis
lative process, and as it appeared to be a relatively minor
issue at that time, a review of the Senate Ways & Means Commi
ttee meeting tapes for April 18, 1979 may yield little addi
tional information. If such a review is desired by the
client, an estimated 3 to 4 hours of additional research time
will be required.
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Florida Information Assoicates
Session Law Abstract, LOF 79-40

DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST:
NOTE: All documentation obtained from the Florida State
Archives is cited by the series and box number, i.e.,
"FSA S.19/200." "na" indicates that either that particu
lar documentation does not apply or is non-existent.
* Laws of Florida: Chapter 79-40, Section 17
* Florida Statutes, 1987: Section 440.205
* History of Legislation: 1979; SB 188, HB 1510.
* Prime Bill Version(s):
CS/SB 188, Amendment 1 by Senate Ways & Means
Committee, 4/18/79, pp. 1, 52. (FSA, S. 18/852).
* Identical/Similar Bills: na
* House Journal: na
* Senate Journal: na
* Committee Staff Analyses and Reports:
Senate Ways & Means Committee, Staff Analysis of
CS/SB 188 (1979), 4/18/79. (FSA, S. 18/852).
* Committee Meeting Tapes:
Not reviewed. Senate Ways & Means Committee Meeting
of 4/18/79. 4 tapes. (FSA, s. 625/187).
* Floor Debate Tapes: na
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1. Major Differences
\ I

(G

--7

2.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Income supplement: 66-2/3%
Inflation factor
Ratemaking methodology
Public Counsel
JUA reorganization

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

Agents' commissions
Administration
(1) Upgrading Bureau to Division
(2) Changing JIC's to Deputy
Commissioners
(3) Expanding powers and responsi
bilities of the Division

f.
g.

Wage loss - 80/80

I

u

Wage-loss - 85/95
Inflation factor
Ratemaking Methodology
JUA reorganization
insurers

Administration
(1) Transfer Bureau to Department
of Insurance

including self-

Administration - same as House

Guarantee Fund - individual self
insurers

Permanent Partial
a.
b.
c.

Income supplement - 66-2/3% of the
difference between pre- and post
injury wages, if actual wage loss
exceeds 20% (p. 18).
Burden is on the employee to prove
that any wage loss is the result
of a permanent impairment.
Actual wages discounted at 6%
before calculating supplement, be
ginning with 25th month after
MMI (p. 20).

d.

350 week termination (p. 19).

e.

Impairment benefits for amputation,
80% loss of vision (after correc-i
tion), serious facial disfigure
ment (p. 17).

a.

Wage loss:

80/80 formula (p. 20)

b.

If impairment is less than 15%, �he
burden is on the employee (p. 20).

c.

No inflation factor

e.

350 week termination, increasing to
525 weeks for injuries after July 1,
1981 (p. 21).
Impairment benefits for amputation,loss
or loss of use of an eye, s�rious dis
figurement (p. 18).

Wage loss: 85/95 formul�, benefit
cannot exceed 66-2/3% of the employ
ee's pre-injury average weekly wage
(p. 23).
Same as House (p. 24).
Actual wages are discounted before
calculating wage-loss benefit, begin
ning with 25th month after MMI.
Discount percentage equals 3% for
injuries occurring before 7/1/80; 5%
for injuries on or after 7/1/80 (p. 24).
350 week termination, increasing to
525 weeks for injuries after July 1,
1980 (p. 24).
Same as House except: "serious
or head disfigurement" (p. 21).
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3. Permanent Total

In such other cases, no compen
sation shall be payable under para
graph {a) if the employee is en
gaged in, or is capable of engaging
in, any form of gainful employment
(p. 15).

In such other cases, no compensation shall
be payable under paragraph ("a) if the em:
ployee is engaged in, or is physically cap
able of engaging in any form of gatAful
employment for which he is reasonalt/bY
suited by education, training or experience
(p. 16).

In such other cases, no compensation shall
be payable under paragraph (a) if the em
ployee is engaged in, or is physically
capable of engaging in, gainful employment, and the burden shall be upon the
employee to establish that he or she is I
not able uninterruptedly to do even light
work due to physical limitation (p. 17).

I

Quadriplegia and paraplegia shall, in the
absence of conclusive proof of a substan
tial earning capacity, constitute total
disability (p. 17).
4.

Attorney's Fee
Carrier pays attorney's fee on claims
for medical benefits, if the division
has been unable to arrange settlement.
Claimant pays his own attorney's fee
in all other combinations of claims
for benefits (p. 49).

Claimant pays 100% of his attorney fees
unless the carrier acts in bad faith or
completely denies the compensability of
the claim. In such cases, the carrier
pays all attorney's fees (p. SO).

Claimant pays 100% of his attorney's
fee except that the carrier pays in the
following cases:
a) on claims for medical benefits only.
b) If the carrier handles a claim in bad,
faith, defined as fraud, malice, op- I
pression, or willful, wanton or reek- t .
less disregard for the rights of a
claimant.
c) If the carrier denies that a compensa
ble injury occurred and the claimant
prevails on the issue of coverage.
Attorney fee schedule of current law
is retained; attorney has a lien on
compensation payable to the claimant
(p. 68-70).

�OMPARI�ON OF HOUSE, SENATE AND COMPROMISE BILLS
5.

Washouts
a.
b.

c.

d.

6.

a.
b.
c.
d.

'SENATE

HOOSE

Stated policy is that periodic
payment of benefits is in the
best interests of the injured
worker (p. 38).
Liability for future medical payments shall not be released by a
lump sum payment (p. 38). ·
Liability for compensation benefits shall be released by lump
sum settlement only under special
circumstances, where it will aid
in workers' rehabilitation or is
clearly in his best interests, and
it will avoid undue expense or hard
ship to any party (p. 38).
Employer shall have the right to
appear at any washout hearing; the
carrier shall notify the employer
of the time and date of such hearing and inform him of his right
to testify (p. 40).

Division Responsibilities· -� -

3

Employer must report injuries
directly to Division (p. 30)
Division must mail informational
guide to employee (p. 30).
Division may demand explanation
from carrier which controverts
claim (p. 36).
Division must attempt to contact
and counsel workers whose injury
appears to be permanent (p. 30).
Division shall certify carriers
with poor claims handling to
Insurance Commissioner (p. 42).

a.

Not included

COMPROMISE
Same as House, except that no washouts
are permitted until 6 months after

MMI

b.
c.

(p.

45).

Not included
No washouts until 6 months after

MMI (p. 39).

*Benefit(i.e. washout) must be
based on this 6 months experience.

d.

Same (p. 40)

a.

Not included

b.

Not included

c.

Not included

d.

Not included

Same as House, except that employee
must report wages to the carrier (p.36

4
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e.

f.
g.
h.

7.

d.

Not included

f.

Not included

g.

Employee must report wages to the car
rier (p. 27).

h.

Not included

Judges of Industrial Claims
a.

Renamed "Deputy Commissioners"

a.

No change

b.

D.C. must hold prehearing confer
ence (p. 44).
Not included

b.

Not included

c.

Hearings must be held within 90 days
after a request for hearing (p. 43).

c.

8.

Division shall publish annually a
report on the promptness of first
payment of compensation by carriers (p. 42).
Division shall evaluate all claims
and issue an advisory, non-binding
opinion to the parties (p. 32).
Employee must report wages to
Division. Division shall-'calculate
the income supplement (p. 31).
Division must attempt to secure payment of medical claims before a hear
ing can be held on this claim.

•-

(p. 58).

Carrier Responsibilities
a.
b.

c.

Carrier must provide Division with
a written explanation for its den
ial of benefits.
Carrier must provide safety consul
tations to its policyholders and give
premium rebates to employers who im
plement an approved safety program.

Same as House
•

.:.f ..

a.;.;.:�

Jb:t

Not included

Same as House (p. 42).

.

Not included

Carrier must inform its policyholders
of the availability of safety consul
tations and shall provide such con
sultations upon request of- its policy
holders (p. 101).
10% punitive penalty for late pay
ments; Deputy Commissioner must raise
the issue of late payment at any
A
�
hearing (p. 43).
Not included.
. .

20% punitive penalty for late
paymentt,s.

10% penalty for late payements.

Not inQluded

No experience rating plan filed withthe
Department of Insurance shall be approved
unless it provides an option to be exper
ienced rated for employers with less than
$750 in annual premiums (p. 73).

'

Same as Senate

.

'

d.

Not included

5
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9.

SENATE

Self-Insurance
a.
b.

Division shall require that self
insurers carry reinsurance
(p. 53, 72).
Not included

a.

Not included

b.

Division may adopt rules: by which
b. Same as Senate (p. 72).
businesses may become qualified to provide claims-adjusting, loss control
and safety services to self-insurers;
requiring self-insurers to file any reports needed by the Division (p. 38).
c. ·Requires the Division to adopt rules
creating a Guarantee Fund for indi
vidual self-insurers, to become ef
fective July 1, 1980 (p. 72).
d. Requires all self-insurers to parti
cipate in the JUA, effective July 1,
1981 (p. 153) •

c.

c.

d.

d.

a.

Same as House (p. 72, 103).

10. Ratemaking
a.
b.
c.
d.

Insurance Commissioner must con
sider using a specific ratemaking
methodology contained in the bill
(p. 103).
Ratemaking organization must meet
in Florida and in sunshine(p.105).
All rate fliings, etc., must be in
the sunshine (p. 106).
Office of the Public Counsel shall
represent the people in proceed
ings before the Insurance Commis
sioner or Dept. of Insurance re
garding workers' compensation
insurance.

a.

Not included

a.

Same as House (p. 137).

b.

Not included

b.

Same as House (p. 139).

c.

Not included

c.

Same as House (p. 140).

d.

Not included

d.

Not included

6
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11.

a.

b.

10% mandatory rate reduction; NCCI
a.
must make rate filing within 15 days
after Governor approves the act.

d.

Agent's commissions limited to:
1) 15% of premium less than $500;
2) 10% of the p_ortion of-'premium
from $500 to $1500.
3) 7½% of the portion of premium
greater than $1500.
JUA is reorganized and the 8% surcharge is eliminated except for
employers with demonstrated accident and safety problems.
Not included

e.

Not included

e.

f.

Rehabilitation responsibility
placed on employer/carrier; no
time limit on employee's entitlement to rehabilitation.
Limits profit from underwriting and
investment income on reserves to
7�% (p. 111) •
Permanent total, wage-loss, temporary total benefits are reduced
by the amount of any unemployment
compensation received (p. 23).

f.

c.

g.
h.

t

COMPROMISE

Miscellaneous

21% mandatory rate reduc_tion

b.

Not included

c.

Not included

d.

Health care providers shall be
paid their usual and customary charge
or the maximum charge as contained in
the fee schedule, whichever is less
(p. 15) •
Statute of Limitations:
1) Claims for medical benefits are
limited to within 2 years after the
last remedial treatment.
Rehabilitation responsibility placed on
employer/ carrier; maximum time limit o
one year placed on the employee's entitl ment to rehabilitation.
Limits profit from underwriting to 7�%.

g.
h.

Prohibits an injured worker from receiv- .
ing permanent total or temporary total
benefits while receiving unemployment
compensation. Wage-loss benefits are
reduced by the amount of any unemploy
ment compensation received •.

15% mandatory rate reduction; NCCI
must make rate filing within 15 days
after the bill becomes law (p. 164).

Not included

1

��.,_.

�'JJ
\O'

J.,-J,

•"

Same as House, except for self- �
insurers (see 9.d. above) �f)J)�,�
Same as Senate (p. 13) • �
Same as present law except that there
is no limitation on medical claims for
insertion or attacqment of prosth�t!c _f:'J
devices (p. 37).
Same as Senate (p. 87).�
1

1

Same as� (p. ii0) •
Same as Senate (p. 28).

�

COMPARISON OF HOUSE, SENATE AND COMPROMISE BILLS

i.

j.

;.

Provides for a penalty of $500,
plus 25% of any benefits paid by
the carrier, which would be paid
by the employer to the carrier,
if the injury was caused by the
willful failure of an employer to
provide safety appliances or to ob
serve safety rules (p. 4) ·:
Wage-loss benefits payable bi
weekly. ..

c,-�a/eJ

.7

i.

Not included

i.

Not included

j.

Wage-loss benefits payable monthly.

j.

Same as House

J t:ntff ('plf1/111jJ//)ff�r

e

I

12. MAJOR SIMILARITIES

•

•

•

1
4
�,r:lt��
A

All Bills:
a.

Raise the maximum weekly benfefit from 66-2/3% to 100% of the statewide average weekly wage.

b.

Raise the rate of compensation for permanent total and temporary total disability from 60% to 66-2/3% of the
employee's average weekly wage.

c.

Adopt a wage-loss system for payment of permanent partial disability benefits.

d.

Raise the rate of compensation for temporary partial disability from 60% to 66-2/3% of the difference between the
employee's wages before and after the injury.

e.

Require the claimant to pay 100% of his attorney's fees, with exceptions.

f.

Place the responsibility of rehabilitation on the employer/carrier.

g.

Prohibit excessive profits.

h.

Provide a peer review mechanism for review of health care services.

i.

Establish a Workers' Compensation Rating Bureau within the Department of Insurance.
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PART ONE:

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A WAGE LOSS SYSTEM
ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION

· ISSUE

I. PERMANENT PARTIAL . � §440.15(3):
DISA]ILITV BENEFITS

Change to a "wage loss system.": In computing benefits for a worke
who suffers n permanent partial disability, the primary benefit
If a worker· suffers a permanent par
should be based upon any actual loss in wages the employee
tial disability, he receives 60% of his experiences as a resuJt of the injury. Secondary impairment
AWN.for a certain number of weeks, the
benefits should also be paid. based upon the employee's physical
numbe� of weeks being dependent upon the impairment rating.
injury received. If the injur� is one
specifically listed in the schedule of.
Source: Lewis, FALCI, AJA, FAIA, AIF, AFL-CIO, and Sadow
injuries [see §440.15(3) (a)-·(r)J, the
(i.e., all the wage loss proposals)
number of weeks are set by statute.
(e.g., 'if a thumb is lost, 60 weeks of
compensation is paid),

If the injury does not fall within the
schedule, S440.15J3) (u) controls, which
�tates that 60% of the employee's AWW
's paid for such number of weeks as the
percentage
of disability is of 175 weeks
1
when the disability is 10% or less, of
350 weeks when the disability is more
than 10% but less than .and including
50%, of 525 weeks when the disability is
more than 50% but less than and includ
ing 99%. For non-scheduled injuries,
"disability" means either physical
impairment or diminution of wage-earning
capacity, whichever is greater.
A. Impairment Benefits

•

(1) Computation of
Impairments Benefits

All 7 wage-loss proposals recommend that impairment benefits be
paid for some or all injuries resulting in a permanent partial
disability. These benefits would strictly be a function of the
anatomical im airment ratin made b a h sician.
$50 for each percent of permanent impairment of the body as a
whole from 1% through 50%.
$100 for each percent of impairment in excess of 50%.
Source:

FAIA (p.17°), All\. (p.19(a), FALCI (p.7)
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-J(; '-;, 5yo
/cJ /�/ / '/ 7 7
ame impairment benefits as above, but only for injuries
resulting in an amputation or total loss of an eye. ,:?,,;:',,-{ [tVJ- 1!.t.qi::..,
d � lo�
.
Source: AIF ( .11)

:lJ·

/1-�d'

$75 for each percent of permanent impairment of the -body as a
hole·from 1% to 10%.

$1!?0 for each percent of impairment from 11%' to 25%.
$250 for each percent of impairment from 26% to 50%.

400 for each percent of impairment from 51% to 100%.

lternatively ,. pay 60% of AWW, as follows:

.6 weeks of compensation for each percent of impairment from 1%
to 10%.
1.2 weeks of compensation for each percent of impairment from
11% to 25%.

2 weeks of compensation for each percent of impairment from 26%
to 50%.

3 weeks of compensation for each percent of impairment from 51%
to 100%.
Source:

Lewis ls. 440.15i2) (a)

ay impairment benefits in accordance with a schedule of· injuries,
so that a specific dollar amount is paid for each percent of
impairment of a specific body part, as follows:
I

$400 for each percent of impairme_nt of the body as a whole.
$250 for each percent of impairment of the arm or leg.

J
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$200 for each percent of impairment of the hand or foot.
$200 for each.percent of impairment of the eye.
$50 for each percent of permanent hearing loss of·one ear.
$30 for each percent of impairment to the first finge�.
(This schedule continues for other injuries)
See, Source:
(2) When impairment
benefits are paid.

AFL-CIO (p.B), and Sadow (p.7).

Impairment benefits are due and payable when the inju�ed worker
�eaches maximum medical improvement.
Source:

AIF (o.11).

/impairment-benefits ·are·due and payable within 30 days from
the"..insurance carrier voluntarily accepting an impairment
-1{1L �ating or within 30 days from the finaltzatioA of a Judge's
. 7.. award.i
u�
/,J,u! �
'l
\
// 'j)() nlSD
B)
Source: AFL-CIO (p. 9) and Sadow (p. .

.wjo

When the employee has reached maximum medical improvement and an
·li.mpairment rating has been assigned impairment benefits are due
�4 days after the employer has knowledge of the impairment rating.
Source:

FALCI (p.7) and L ewis (s. 440.20( 3)).

[mpairment benefits are due and payable at the time of termination
�f.wage loss benefits.
Source:
(3) Determination of

Impairment Rating

FAIA (p.17) and AIA (p. 19(a).

Presently, a physician's evaluation of �o change from present law: A n impairment rating may be based
an injU'red worker's physical impairment µpon a physician's personal opinion without reference to an
�pproved standard.
(for purposes of compensation for a
non-scheduled permanent partial injury)

. 4
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may be based solely upon the physician's
personal opinion without reference to
an approved standard.

J

Source:

AFL-CIO, Sadow, and AIF make no recommendations
for changes from the present method for·evaluating
impairments.

All evaluations of permanent physical impairment in determining
impairment benefits must be made in accordance with the AMA
Guide to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment. The division
shall . adopt a schedule for use in cases in which the.Guide is
not· applicable.
Source: Lewis [s. 440.15(2) (b)} and AIA (p. 19b).

.
The 'division sha11 ·· establish. a. schedule for determini�g the
•
-:J1:.,;existence and degree of.permanent impairment based upon objective
/IZc,f!_,/tu.---,v ___, medical standards which may incorporate all or part of one or
more generally accepted schedules such as the AMA Guide. Pending
(_ M�---h·�-·)
rr�1v
adoption of the schedule, the AMA uJ..de shall be used as the
\temporary schedule.
�/-11..SSeI) )
Source: FAIA (p. 18) and FAL
(p. 7).

-

Staff Comment: The list that follows .i,s a small sample of physical
impairment ratings for the body as a whole given by the AMA Guide
to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment (1977, 1971):
Result of Injury
Impairment ·of Whole Man
�mputation of arm (shoulder joint)
60%
Amputation of hand (wrist joint)
54%
Amputation of thumb
22%
Amputation of ring finger
5%
50% impairment of hand
27%
Amputation of foot (ankle joint)
28%
50% impairment of foot
14%
Total loss of vision-one eye
24%
�otal loss of vision-both eyes
85%
50% impairment of speech
18%

5
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(4) Physician Certifi Chapter '440 does not prescribe any
limits on the medical testimony that
cation
may be presented at a hearing before
a judge of Indistrial Claims.

B.

Wage-loss benefits

(1) Computation of
Wage Loss Benefits

AL'fERNATIVES

No change from the present situation is recommended by AIF,
AFL-CIO, or Sadow. ·I
. /
ul tJ ool - / ·
t1Sfe.a

eer1on

-;ntc.{:LtU,-,,L
If'-tt ecomes
necessarY, for a Judge of Industrial Clalms to
·
resolve a
ute concerning the existence or degree p9�rm�nent
impairment, medi ,-...tgstimony shall be limited to____practitioners
ho are certified and qua-3.�d by the divis.io� The division
.shall provide by rule for theiipp 'ntment---Of advisory committees
to assist in .the certification proces • One-half of the members
f these committees wo�e�sent labor an -o�f would
epresent.employ�r carriers.
--· -�
S�r.ae<Lewis fs. 440.15(2) (c)], FAIA (p.18), FALCI (p.8),
----AIA (p.19b).
11 7 wage-loss proposals recommend that compensation.based upon
ctual loss in wages be paid an injured employee who suffers a
ermanent partial disability.
ay wage loss.benefits equal to 80% of the difference between
80% of the employee's average monthly wage and the wages the
mployee is able to earn after reaching maximum medical
imp!ovement, as compared on a monthly basis.
Source:

FAIA (p.19), AIA (p.19c).

ay wage loss benefits equal to 80% of the difference between
0% of the employee's average monthly wage and the wages the
mployee is able to earn commencing two months after reaching
aximurn medical improvement, as compared on a monthly basis.
Source:

FALCI (p.9) and Lewis [440.15(3) (a].

ay wage loss benefits equal to a straight 80% of the difference
etween the employee's current average weekly wages and his pre
injury earnings as compared on a monthly basis.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.10)

6
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Pay wage loss benerits equal to a straight 60% of the
difference between the injured employee's average weekly
wages before the injury and his actual weekly wages after
the injury. However, wage loss of $5.00 or less per week
shall not be compensated.
Source:

AIF (pp.8,2).

-Pay wage loss benefits equal to actual wage loss. in dollars
. multiplied by the average of the impairment rating and the
loss of �age earning capacity rating.
Source:

Sadow (p,9-10).

Staff comment: Examples of hypothetical wage loss situations
are provided in Appendix A, using the 80/80 approach; as well
as using 80/90, 90/80, straight 80% and ·straight 60% .
(2) InWltion Factor

No inflation factor is currently used
in computing compensation for injuries
resulting in permanent partial dis
abilities,

.

No--•inflation" factor is utilized in computing wage loss.
benefits for injuries resulting·in a permanent �artiµl
disability. 1
b...../ (Y} e..<E,/cL� V\
Source: AI�, FAIA, FALCI, and Lewis.

i<t

In computing wage loss benefits, define "pre-injury earnings''
as an injured worker's average weekly wage at the time of the
accident adjusted .for changes in the Consumer Price Index.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p;lO) and Sadow (p.iii).

7
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(3) Initial Entitle
ment to Wage Loss
Benefits

ALTERNATIVES
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Increase wage lo.ss benefits by 5% multiplied by the number
of years since the date of the.accident.

-Jt-q

tnAtLOn bj
v

I

Source:

AIF ( .5)
.

/VCJ

t9_bJ ee..rt on

·

Entitlement to wage-loss benefits begins in the first month
/
follo�ing maximum medical im�rovement in �hich �n actual /)do-Pree
/
loss in wages occurs. Benefits are due ithin 14 days of
wmpensa ble age loss
hen the employer has no 1ed ge of the co
w
w
.
k w
_
_AIA(p.19c,30c), AIF.
_
_
Source:
FAIA
(p.19,31),
,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ � � _ _ �- - � - _ � - _ _ � - __ � � - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Enti:1:l2eme.nt_!a wage loss benefits begins two months after..the
employee reacneS-ma-Ximum medical impr'overnen�Bene-fit;--are
due within 14 days of�h
m lgyer-has knowledge·of the
compensa·ble wage loss.
____......-· . ,
--=:--�---me eta(./) /?1() t-,,o ./) 
Source..:----J;ewis Iss.440.lS(J)(a)],· 440.20(4),
------( .9,15).

Jj0,ll��. __

--------

£)

Wage loss benefits are due retroactively from the earl�est of
five dates. The•first four dates are the· dates uporr hich
w
maximum medical improvement is �eached as 1) stipulated,
2) adjudicated, 3) alleged by claimant or his attorney, or
4) as alleged by the insurance carrier. The fifth date is
the acceptance of an impairment rating by the carrier.
Source:

AFL-CIO ( .11) and Sadow ( .iii).

8
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The carrier has three months after the earliest of the above
mentioned dates to accept a percentage of wage loss in excess
of the impairment accepted or awarded previously.

(4) Subsequent
Entitlement to
Wage Loss Benefits

. I

·
w1(!,, �{p.l n

1 1'
tf:' ID

Source:

AFL-CIO (p.11)

/Jtc tl.(L(�

. _Wage loss benefits shall be paid monthly, subsequent to the
period for which such payments are due, within 14 days of the
\ date upon which the employer has knowledge of the compensable
wage loss.
u.
._,._,
/idopc.e�
.J _ J1
, ·,/
1 o u L) ect"C C9Y)
;Sourcei:'-r.€Mis [s.440.20(4)), FAIA (p.31), FALCI (p.15),
.
,AIA (p.30c) ·

/hh ·

.

/ ·

Wage loss penefits shall be paid.bi-weekly.
Source:

(5) Termination of
Wage Loss Benefits_

AFL-CIO {p.11) and Sadow (p.iii)

Wage loss benefits shall be payable for as long as wage loss
exists.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.11) and Sadow (p.iii)

Wage loss benefits for permanent partial disability Phall be
payable until age 65 or 400 weeks after reaching MMI, which
ever comes first.
The right to wage loss benefits shall also terminate for impair
ment� of 25% or less if any 2 year period passes after MMI is

9
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reached in which there were not at least 2 consecutive months
of compensable wage loss. Wage loss benefits terminate for
impairments in excess of 25% if any 4 year period passes after
MMI is reached in which.there were not at least 2 consecutive
months of compensable wage loss�
Source:

Lewis [s.440.15(3)(b)J

Wage-loss benefits·shall'be·payable until age 65 or 350 weeks,
whichever comes first,
.s

./b set/

The ··right to wage loss benefits shall' also terminate i_f any
2 year period passes after MMI is reached in which there were
not at least 3 consecutive months of compensable wage Joss.
Source:

FAIA (p.20),·FALCI(p,9),·AIA (p.19d)·.,

The maximum period for which wage loss benefits shall be
payable is dependent upon the injury sustained, in accordance
with the following schedule:
Arm lost, whether total loss of use, partial loss, or
partial loss of use; 200 weeks.
Leg lost, whether total loss of use, partial loss, or
partial loss of use, 200 weeks.
Hand lost, whether total loss of use, partial loss, or
partial loss of use; 175 weeks.

* * * * *

(Maximum periods are set for thirte'en additional scheduled
injuries - see the source.)

10
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Other cases: Wage loss benefits are paid for such number of
weeks as the percentage of disqbility is of 350 weeks.
Source:

(6) Reporting of Post
Injury Wages

AIF (p.9)

Any compensable wage loss shall be reported by the employee to
the employer.within 30 days after the termination of the month
for which such loss is claimed. The department shall provide
by rule for the reporting of wage loss and may prescribe forms
fqr such reporting.*
Source:

Lewis [s.440.iBS(lO)]

It shall be the employee's resp?nsibility to report his wages
earned on a quarterly basis.*
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.12)

/7)C, ef_u.trJ

- />?O"r,-Or,

7V AOoPr

The division shall provide by rule for the reporting of wage
i,J
loss br the injured worker and may prescribe _forms for such
.,In£//�
eporting.*
�
��
�
Source: FAIA (p.31), FALCI (p.16), AIA (p.30c)
•
C;/a C{q qAe,.- . S<-1 b -.n-:oT/O�-:i
• . •
The·employee shall r�port his post-inJury wages to the division.
Within ten days the division shall notify the carrier of the
amount of wage loss. The division shall also verify the
employee's report of wage loss by cross-checking it with his
employer's quarterly wage reporti;J/o
�
Source: Recent modification by AIF
fA�ScP
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Staff comment: If the worker is required to report his post
injury wages to his former employer or its carrier, a require
ment that the new employer verify the wage report ma� serve to
·reduce subsequent disputes.
*The division shall require by rule that the employer inform a
worker who suffers a permanent impairment of his possible
entitlement to wage loss and other benefits, and of his obliga
tion to r�port a claimed wage loss.
Source:

(7) Burden of Proof

Section 440.26 states that in any pro
ceeding for the enforcement of a claim
for compensation, in the absence of sub�
stantial evidence to the contrary, it
shall be presumed that the claim comes
within the provfsions of the chapter.

IF ITF

Lewis, AFL-CIO, FAIA, FALCI, AIA (see above
page numbers.)'

/11e. (!J_a. (. /)

If�the'�mpaiimeri£-�iting is 15% or less, the burden shall be
on-the employee to establish that.any wage loss claimed is the
result of a compensable injury. If the permanent impairment
rating is greater than 15%, the burden shall be on the employer
to establish that any wa?T loss claimed js not the result of a
!));o
compensable injury�
/)
�
Source:

FALCI (p.9), FAIA (p. 20), AIA (p.19(d)).

If the impairment rating is 10% or less, the burden shall be
on the employee to establish that any wage loss claimed is the
result of a compensable injury. If the permanent impairment
rating is greater than 10%, the burden shall be on the
employer to establish that any wage loss claimed is not the
result of a compensable injury.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.12).

The burden shall be on the employe� to establish that any wage
loss claimed is the result of a compensable �J_):iury.
Source:

AIF (p.5).

--

,b�a--;;/.,.� ')(. /U!
V
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II. PERMANENT TOTAL
DISABILITY BENEFITS
A. Rate of Compensation

Under s. 440 ♦ -15(1), a worker who
receives an injury resulting in a
permanent total disability is paid 60%
of his AWW for the continuance of the
disability, subject to the maximum
compensation rate.

Ce

OY\

-r-

P·

perma_!!_�nt-tot_a benefits =
_.. uance of the disability.

(p.5), FAIA (p.15)
The wage loss system applies to permanent total injuries.
Therefore,· impairment benefits and wage loss benefits are
payable for permanent total injuries and are computed in the
same manner as they are for permanent.partial injuries.
Source:· Lewis [s. 440.15(2) (a)]

;;;=The compensation

--,....,__

rate for permane.nt total injuries is raised
to 66 2/3% of the employee's AWW.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.7)

f�

The compensation rate 'for permanent total injuries is raised
to 80% of the employee's AWW.
Source:
D. Subsequent Establish
ment of a Wage
Earning Capacity

If an employee with a permanent total
injury subsequently establishes an
earning capacity, s. 440.15(1)(d) state
that the employee is paid 60% of the
difference between his AWW at the time
of the injury and his wage-earning
capacity as determined by his actual
earnings.

AIF ( .5).

Raise the compensation rate to 66 2/3% of the difference
without making any other change to s. 440.15(1) (d).
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.7) .

If an employee with a permanent total disability subsequently
1establishes an earning capacity, pay him wage loss benefits
in the same manner as a worker w.ith a permanent partial
disability is paid wage loss benefits.
Source: Lewis [440.15(2)(a)) applies wage loss benefits
to all permanent total di$abilities, whether or not a
wage-��rning Q�p�city exi�t§.

·ISSUE

ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION

\

Continued
FALCI (p.5) specifically
to -this situation.
FAIA (p.15) and AIA (p.l�) indirectly
loss benefits to this situation.
A deduction of all wages· earned shall be made dollar to dollar fran
permanent total compensation.
Source:
III. TEMPORARY TOTAL
DISABILITY
BENEFITS
A. Rat� of Compensation

Under s. 440.15(2)(a), a worker who
receives an injury resulting in a
temporary total disability is paid
60% of his AWW, not to exceed 350 we
subject to the maximum compensation
rate.

I

.

AIF (recent modification of ·.6)

--7)(_,e_

�

temporary total b�nBflts
- .
/'A
�
�
Lewis [s. 440.15(1)(a)], FAI (p:16), FALCI (p.6),

No change from present situation:
60% of the employee's AWW.
Source:

AIA (p.16), AIF (p. 7).

--�--

The compensation rate for temporary total disability is �aised
to 66 2/3% of the employee's AWW.
--......... ,.
--------------f----------------------7"1---;,/1"'-,��--------------------------------

D. Increased Compensa
tion for Certain
Serious Injuries

Under s. 440.15(2)(c), an employee w o
sustains the loss of an arm, leg, ha d,
or foot, or total loss of use of such
member, because of organic damage to th
nervous system, or loses the sight of
both eyes, is paid temporary total
disability benefits equal to 80% of
his AWW until he has completed training
under a rehabilitation program. These
benefits are payable for up to 6 months
and cannot exceed $400 per week.

No change from the present situation is proposed by Lewis, //l'IJ_,C.{tJ..-M t
fl
AIA, FAIA, FALCI, AFL-CIO, or Sadow.
The 80% of AWW presently payable under s. 440.15(2)(c) shall be
li�ited to use for rehabilitative purposes, or o�herwise the
increased temporary total benefits shall not be payable.
Source:

AIF (p.7).
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IV. 'l'EMPORARY PARTIAL
DISABILITY
BENEFITS

A.

Rate of Compensa
tion

Under s� 440.15(4), a worker who
receives an injury resulting in a
temporary partial disability �s pa'd
60% of the difference between his R W
before the injury and his wage-earni
capacity after the injury, up to 5
ears.

I

Maintain the present 60% rate, but base the difference on
actual wage loss rather than qn loss of jpge-earn_ing
rJ {)
capacity.
Source:

1�

·

FALCI (p.10), AIA (p.19(a), FAIA (p.21),

AIF (p.11).

�

[

� t'

�of'/

f!i(µA--'

------
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PART TWO:
ISSUE
(1) Permanent Partial
Disability Bene
fits

RECOMMENpATIONS FOR DETERMINING PERMANENT'PARTIAL DISABILITY BENEFITS UNDER A NON-WAGE LOSS SYST�M
ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
The 1978 amendment to s. 440.15(3) tu),
F.s. ,· created a three-tier systern for
computing compensation for non-sched
uled injuries·. Sixty percent of the
injured employee's AWW is paid for such
number of weeks as his percentage of
disability is of 1) 175 weeks when
disability is 10% or less, 2) 350 weeks
when the disability is more than 10%,
but less. than and including 50%, 3) 525
weeks when the disability is more than
50% but less than and including 99%.
"Disability" is defined as either
'physical impairment or diminution o
wage earning capicity, whichever l
greater.

Compute permanent partial disability benefits as it was done
before the 1978 amendment: Pay the employee 60% of his iww for
such number of weeks as the percentage of disability is of
350 weeks.

t change the rates of compensation but redefine "disabili·"
allows: "Disability• means either physical impairment or,
f the in'ured em loyee is unable to return to regular, gainful
employment at equ valent wages, loss of wage earning capac ty,
whichever is greater.

a

-<�,

Source: . Bar (p. 3)

o�

· !"ke\ the three-tier schedule cummulative, so that the first 10%
of a�y disability is multiplied by 175 weeks, the next 40% is
multiplied by 350 weeks, and the,ast 50%
multiplied by 525
weeks.

,iJ
�3

In addition, redefine "disability" as is done in the ab
proposal.
Frierson (p.6)

/ul

:f,_,,-. ✓
� ,t i

./

Replace the three- ier system with a continuous geometric
progression, so that by incorporating the 1978 amounts of
compensation for 10% (17.5 weeks), 50% (175 weeks), and 99%
··(519.75 weeks), the weeks of compensation would gradually
increase for each additional percent of impairment.
.
\

Source:

FDLA (p.9)

(-;J3tti 1.. (.,/

-----
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'Return to the tort system, with modifications. Allow an injured
employee to bring an action in tort against his negligent
employer. The employer would be required to pay for medical
services; however, irrespective of fault. In addition, a
worker who sutfers a·per�anent .total or ·temporary total · disabil
ity is paid a decreasing percentage of hfs AWW for up to 450
days, which payments would reduce any recovery by the employee
.in tort. Make every employer liable for damages for injury or
death resulting from the negligence of any of his officers,
agents, or employees, or by reason of any negligible defect in
his equipment. The employee�s contributory negligence or his
assumption of the risk would be admissible to reduce, but.not
bar recovery. However, such.negligence would not be admissible
if the employer's violation of a safety regulation contributed
to the injury,. An employer would be required to carry workmen's
compensation and employer liability insurance with max�murn
coverage of $250,000.
�ource:

AFTL (pp,6,14,64,65)
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PART THREE:

RECOMMENDATIONS APPLICABLE TO EITHER A WAGE LOSS OR A NON-WAGE LOSS
ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
I. MAXIMUM RATE OF
COMPENSATION

II. DEATH BENEFITS

1/

Section 440.23(a), ·F.S., states that
the maximum rate of compensation is.
66 2/3% of the state average weekly
wage. This maximum rate applies"to
compensation benefits for permanent
total, temporary total, permanent
partial, and temporary partial
disabilities, and to compensation for
death paid to dependents.

Set the maximum rate of compensation at $126 per week.

Under s. 440.16, F.S., if death results
within on� year after an accident, or
follows continuous disability and
results from the accident within five
years thereafter, the employer must pay
up to $1,000 in funeral expenses, and
compensation to dependents (in a
statutory order of preference at de
�reasing percentages of AWW) up to a
�aximum of·$50,000. Compensation for
:111 dependents· combined cannot exceed
DO% of the employee's AWW, subject to
·he maximum rate.·

Raise the number of years after the accident from 5 to 7 within
which period death following continuous 'disability must •result.
�ncrease the m�ximum payment of funeral expenses from $1�000 to
�-2, 000. Increase the maximum amount for compensation from
,50,000 to $75,000.

Source:

FDLA (p.3)

Raise the maximum rate of compensation to 100% of the state
average weekly wage.
Source:

7

Sadow (p.4), National Commission on State
Workmen•s Compensation Laws recommendation
(hereafter, National Commission)

Source·:

Sadow (p.13)

Source:

AFL-CIO (p.17)

ncrease the maximum payment for funeral expenses to $2,500.
ncrease the maxim4m compensation rate for all dependents
;ombined from 50% to 66 2/3% of the employee's AWW. Increase
he·compensation rate to the surviving spouse (without child),
�rom 45% to 50% of the employee's AWW.
�imit death benefits to dependents to·a period of 525 weeks,
pr a total of $50,000, whichever is less.
Source: "FDLA (p.14)
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ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION.

Reduce compensation by the amount of "social security retirement
Under s. 440.15(10), F.S., the sum of
benefits" received by the worker after he reaches age 62, not
comp-benefits and any benefits from
. a reduction i? ex s � O,� of the worker's (wa9"e
specified federal- insurance benefits fo to exceed
� :�
_
loss) benefits.
old age, survivors, and disability
_
A. Social Security cannot exceed 80% of the employee's
l.JLU-»'r tf
FAIA {p.20), FALCI (p.9), A.IA (p.19a), AlF (p.11),
average·weekly wage. Otherwise, the
Benefits
compensation benefits must be red uced
Lewis (s,440.15(3) ( d)].
to that extent. The last sentence in
s.440.15(10)(a), however, adds that
Rerluce compensation by the amount of "social security.retirement
this reduction does not apply to any
benefits" ·received by the worker after he reaches·age 65.
compensation benefits payable after
injured worker reaches the age of 62
Source: AFL-CIO (p.11)', Sadow (p.iii).
_years.

III. COORDINATION WITH
OTHER INSURANCE
BENEFITS

illnd s. ·440�15(10) tolA.-:t 1. compensation in accordance with
that statute for the specified federal _benefits payable to
the employee's dependents, as wel-1 as for those benefits
payable to the employee him�ei
�
So
�.15(10)(a)], Friends of 4,ro...__(P..l).
B.

IV.

Unemployment
Compensation
Benefits

Section 440.15(11), F.S., states
compensation benefits for temporary
total or permanent total disabilit�
s
_ hall be reduced by the amount of
unemployment compensation received.

ATTORNEYS' FEES

Under s. 440.34, if the employer or
carrier resists a claim by an injured
worker who employs an attorney in the
successful prosecution of his claim,
the Jud ge of Industrial Claims must
award a scheduled attorney's fee, 75%
of which must be paid by the employer

Amend
440.15(11) to reclude (rather than to merely reduce)�
compensation to an emptoyee receiving unemployment compensation.'\
Source:

Lewis [s. 440.15(11)).

f�-rf

.Return to the situation in effect before the 197 8 amendment:
_require the employer or carrier to pay 100% of the at�orney's
· �ee of a successful litigant.
Source:

Bar (p.6), Sadow (p.3), AFL-CIO (p.19),
FO 440 (p,l), FDLA (p.21), AFTL (p.39).
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Require that the claimant pay 50% of his attorneys' fees, and
r carrier, and 25% of'which must be
eliminate the provision that the employer or carrier is liable
aid by·the claimant. However, the
mployer or carrier must pay 100% of the for 100% of the fee if it is proven that one of them handled
the claim improperly.
fee if the claimant proves that one of
them handled the claim in a negligent,
F-(-�J.--41.
rbitrary,· or capricious manner.
Smt
-----�
�
,J
(The only sanction against a claimant
·
�
- -iif .rq
fat p.;.c/c.,:br
;;?'
I'
ho institutes proceedings without
/i,1,1.,.tlf,,
Require that the claimant pay 100% of his �ttorneys' fe�s. P
-�
easonable grounds is that provided in
·
s. 440.32, F.S., which assesses the
_
·
·
,c
�...10-01. ",.,._.,/
/._./_,,/µo
g-•· ...J-_
Source: Committee
-::]-.,A/4-,._d-a ,,a�ost of the proceedings against a part:(
ho institutes such proceedings.)
�-:;:�:;:-;:-;:�:--;;;-;;:::::::;::�;;::;::-;;:.;-;::���--c�-;-:-:-----.-:-:;;�h�-�-�-�� �7�
��1J
Eliminate
the attorney fee schedule.
�
Source: ,FDLA (p.21), AFTL (p.39).
� ���

.:/4,,

,-t;-•
1.-t{i)/

�.el-'��� (/

Assess attorneys' fees expended by the employer/carrier agaGst 1U,l,,.
a claimant who institutes proceedings without reasonable grounds.�
Source:

FALCI (p.24), FAIA (p.47).

Assess attorneys' fees expended by the employer/carrier against
a claimant's attorney who institutes proceedings without
reasonable grounds.
Source:

FDLA (p.20), AIA (p.47), Lewis (s .440.32)
(Lewis adds an administrative cost as wellJ

�
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ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION

v.

Under the present definition of
"employment" contained in s. 440.02(1)
A. Number of Employee: (b)2., only employments in which three
or more employees are employed by the
same ·employer are covered under the Act

COVERAGE

B. Sole Proprieters
a11d Partners

C. Officers

VI. DEFINITION OF
"ACCIDENT"

Eliminate the exemption based upon number of employees.
Source: Lewis [s. 440.02(1)(b)2], FALCI (p.1),
AIA (p.l), FAIA (p.l), AFL-CIO {p.1), AFTL {p.l)•,
National Commission recommendation.

Section 440.02(2) (c) states that the
term "employee" includes only'those
full-time partners or sole proprieters
who elect to be covered. This elec-tion
is made by mailing notice to the
division, pursuant.to s. 440.05(2).

Require that a sole proprieter or partner secure and keep
insured his liability in accordance with s. 440.38 before an
election to be covered by the Act would become effective.
Subsequent rejection of coverage can only be made upon
termination of the insuranc·e contract.

Section 440.02(2) (b) states that the
term "employee" includes any paid
officer of a corporation, but any
such officer may elect to be exempt
by filing notice with the division, as
provided in s. 440.05.

Require that a corporate officer affirmatively elect coverage,
rather than require that an officer elect not to be covered.

Source:

Source:

AIA (p. 6), FAIA (p. 6), FALCI (p. 2).

AFL-CIO (p.l).

The definition of "accident'' in s.440.02 Delete the.provision stating that where a pre-existing
(18) states that the term means only an disease or anomaly is accelerated or aggravated by a work
unexpected or unusual event or result,
accident, only the acceleration of death or the acceleration
happening suddenly. Mental or nervous
or aggravation of disability reasonably attributable to the
injuries due to fright or excitement
· accident is compensable.
only are deemed not to be an i
_ njury by
accident arising out of the employment.
Source: Lewis {s. 440.02(18)]. National Commission
Where a preexisting disease or anomaly
recommendation.
is accelerated or aggravated by an
I
accident arising out of and in the
Add a provision stating that injury by accident includes
course of employment, only acceleration injuries resulting from repetetive activities, if such

2l.
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of death or·the acceleration or.
aggravation of disability reasonaply
attributable to the accident are
compensable w�th respect to permanent
disability or death. Compensation for
tempora�y disability and medical
benefits are not subject to apportion
ment under this subsection.

activities are physical, extend over a period of time,
and proximately cause an injury.
Soµrce:

FAIA (p.4)

Add a definition for "permanent impairment" as follows:
"Any anatomic or functional abnormality or lo ss, after
maximum medical improvement or recovery, which is stable
or non-progressive and which results from the injury."

VII. OTHER DEFINTIONS

Source: Lewis, FALCI, FAIA, ·AIA, and AFL-CIO
provide the same definition. See, e.g., AFL-CIO (p.2).
Add definitions for the following terms:
"maximum medical improvement," "controversy," "Individual
Self-Insurers," "Group Self-Insurer's Fund Member," and
"Group Self-Insurer's Fund."
Source:

AIF (pp. 1,3,4).

VIII. PROCEDURE
A. Claim Filing

Neither the statute nor the rules
require that a claim filed with the
division take any particular form or
make any particular showing.

.Replace claim filing with a "request for hearing" in �11
applicable places in the statute. This request for a
hearing must state the specific benefit which is due and is
not being paid.
Source: See proposed s. 4 40 .19 (d) in Lewis, FA_IA,
AIA, and FALCI.
If a request for a hearing is filed, require the division
to order a hearing within 45 days.
Source:

FALCI [s. 440.25(3)(a) on p.20), AIi\ [p. 30(a))
'
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Section 440.25(1) states that a claim
may be filed at .any time after the
first 7 days of disability following
an injury.

Raise the minimum time after disability for filing a
claim from 7 to 14 days.
Source:

AIA {p, 39(a)J, FALCI (p.19).

Require that a claim based upon late pay�ent of benefits
go through an informal procedure before maturing by
. requiring the claimant to give the division three days
to informally solve the problem.
Source:· AIF (p.3).
Reguire that the claimant mail a copy of a claim for
compensation to the employer or carrier, if known.
Source:

FDLA (p,14), amendinq s. 440.19(i) (c).

Require that the Industrial Relations Commission decide the
issue on appeal within 90 days upon application for review
of a case involving emergency medical treatment.
Source:
B. Statu te of Limitations

Section 440.19(1)(a) states that the
right to compensation is barred unless
a claim therefor is filed within two
years after the time of injury, except
that if payment of compensation has
been voluntarily made or remedial
treatment has been furnished by the
employer, the claim for compensation
may be filed within two years after
the date of the last payment or of the
last remedial treatment furnished by
the employer.
The same limitations describ e d in the
above paragraph also apply to a claim
for remedial attention, according to
s. 440.14 (3)(d).

Sadow (p.13).

Maintain the present statute of limitations of two years from
the date of in jury, but restrict the eKception so that.a
claim (i.e., a "request for hearing" under these proposals)
for compensation benefits can be filed within two years
after the date of the last voluntary payment of compensation,
and a claim for remedial attention can be filed within two
years after the date of the last remedial attention furnished
by the employer.
Source: AIA [p.JO(a)], FALCI (p.14), FAIA (p.3Q),
Lewis [s. 440.19(1)(a)].
1\mend the statute of limitations for a claim for remedial attention to
state that no statute of limitations applies to the right for medical
treatment for an injury involving the insertion or attacl11rent of a
prosthetic device to any part of. the body.
g,-,nr"�'

1I.FT.--C.TO (n. fi\ .
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Extend the statute of limitation for compensation for work
related dust diseases to eight years from the last injurious
exposure •. Add other statutory provisions to procedurally
iiberalize claims of thi� type.
Source:

c. "Washing Out" Claims

IX.

MEDICAL

AFL-CIO (p.14-15).

Section 440.20(10) addresses two situa Eliminate the provision allowing a JIC to discharge an
employer's future liability for compensation alone, but
tions concerning the discharge of an
employer's liability. First, the
maintain the provision which allows a JIC to discharge an
Judge of Industrial Claims may upon
employer's tuture liability for both compensation and remedial
application of any party in interest,
• treatment.
approve a lump sum payment(discounted
at 4%), and discharge an employer's
Source: FALCI (p.17), AIA (p.33) •·
obligation to make future payments of
compensation. Secondly, a Judge of
Raise the discount rate on future awards from 4% to 6%.
Industr·ial Claims may, upon• application
of all interested parties, discharge
Source: FDLA (p.16).
an employer's liability for both
compensation and remedial treatment;
Section 440.13(1) states that an
employee shall not be entitled to
recover any amount personally expended
for remedial treatment unless he has
requested the employer to furnish the
same and the employer has failed to do
so.

Amend s. 440.13 to allow an injured employee to make the
initial selection.of his medical care, but require the
employee to select another physician of his choice if the
employer or carrier objects within 10 days of knowledge
of treatment.
Source: (AFL-CIO {p.5)). (The National Commission also
recommends that the worker be permitted the initial selection
of his physician, either from among all licensed physicians
in the state or from a panel of physicians selected or approved
by the agency. )
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Section.440.13 (3)(a) limits· all med
ical fees to such charges as prevail in
the community, and requires the divi-.
sion to adopt schedules of charges for
such treatmerit•or services.
Section 440.13(1) requires that every
treating physician furnish a sworn
statement that the services rendered
were reasonable and necessarv.
Section 440.25(6) authorizes the Judge
of Industrial Claims to r equire an
injured employee claiming compensation
to submit to a physical examination.

Require that the medical fee schedule be revised annually.
Source:

FMA (p. 3).

Eliminate the requirement of the sworn statement from the
·physician.
Source:

FDLA (c. 6).

If the Judge of Industrial Claims orders an employee !O be
examined, require that the division bear the cost.
Source:

FDLA (D. 19).

Utilize a "peer-review" system to monitor medical care.k.o
evaluate its necessity, quality, and cost.
Source:
X.

FMA

THIRD-PARTY SUITS
A.

Immunity From
Suit

A 1978 amendment to s. 440.11 extended
the employer's immunity from liability
to an employee of the employer's
business, but this immunity does not
extend to employees of the same
employer when they are assigned primar
ily to unrelated tasks.
Section 440.11(2) also grants
immunity from suit to an employer's
carrier, service agent, or safety
consultant for assisting the employer
in furnishing any safety inspection, or
other safety service.

Extend the immunity from suit provided in s. 440.11 to
officers, directors, and agents of the employer.
Source: FALCI (p. 2), AIA (p. 9). (AIA also extends
the immunity to the employer's insurer).
Eliminate the requirement that employees must be primarily
assigned to related tasks in order for fellow-employee
immunity to apply.
Source:

FAIA (p. 8), FALCI (p. 3), AIA (p. 9).

Extend the immunity granted in s.- 440.11(2) to an employer's
.carrier, service agent, or safety consultant who fails to
:furnish any safety inspection or service.
Source:

FALCI (o. 3).
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Subrogation

ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
Under s. 440.'39, if an employee is
injured by a third party tort-feasor,
the employer or carrier is entitled
, to a lien upon.any compensation paid
or to be paid to _the employee.

Eliminate the present subrogation or reimbursement process
in the case of any products liability action filed by the
employee and, instead, require that any judgment in a
products •liability action be reduced by an amount equal to
the amount of any workmen's compensation. payabl�- Al�o,
grant an employer immunity from any actio_n for. indemnity
or contribution by a thir9 party tort-feasor liable to
.an employee in a products liability case.
Source: Proposed s. 440.39(7) in FALCI (p. 30), AIA
(p. 56[d]), FAIA (p. 57).

Rather than require that a cqurt reimburse the employer
for 100% of the compensation paid or payable, amend s.
440.39(3)(a) to allow a court to make an equitable distri-bution of-the amount recoverable after deducting the
employer's pro·rata share of the employee's court cost� and
attorneys' fees.
Source:

AFTL ( • 44).

XI. REGULATIONS AND
PENALTIES FOR INSUR
ANCE COMPANIES AND
EMPLOYERS
A.

Rate Making

Section 627.091(1) requires every
workmen!s compensation insurer to file
with the Department of Insurance every
manual of classifications, rules and
rates, every rating plan and every
modification of any of the foregoing
which it proposes to use. Subsection
(4) adds that an insurer may satisfy
its obligation to make such filin�s by
becoming a member of, or a subscriber
to, a licensed rating organization
which makes such filings, and by author
izing the department to accept such

Eliminate the authority of licensed rating organizations to
make rate filings on behalf of workmen's compensation and
employer's liability insurers. Also, amend s. 627.314{1) to
prohibit two or more workmen's compensation and employer's
liability insurers from acting in concert with each other
·with respect to the making of rates or, alternatively,
prohibit only a certain number of the largest insurers· (as
determined by the amount of premiums written, for example)
from acting in concert, while permit.ting the remaining insurers
to make joint filings.
Source:

Committee Cha.irman
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filings in its behalf. Subse'ction (4)
·also states, however,· that there is no
requirement that ·ariy insurer become a
member or a sub�criber to any rating
organization.

Limit the authority of a rating organization to either
a State (governmental) or a state industry rating bureau.
Source:

Committee

Subject every filing, approval of filing, ·disapproval of
filing, rating deviation from filing, or appeal from any
.of these to s. 286.011, the Florida Sunshine Law.
Source·:

Bar ( p. 2) •

Require that insurance company's rate making and financial
statements be periodically reported to the Department of
Commerce.
Source:
D.

Reporting Require
ments

C. Claims Handling
by Carriers

D. Excess Profit Rebate

Friends of 440 (p.l).

Section 624.435 requires that all work Amend s. 624.435 to require the reporting for
men's compensation insurers and self
,l978, as well as subsequent years. Each year
insurers transmit detailed information
.reported at 8 stages of de�elopment. Florida
to the Department of Insurance each
be reported direct while the countrywide data
year with its annual report broken
reported net wit� respect to reinsurance.
down by its nationwide and P.lorida
Insurance writings. Subsection (3) (a)
Source: Department of Insurance
states that the·first report shall
include information for toe last six
months of 1978.
There is no requirement that insurers
writing workmen's compensation
insurance in Florida maintains a
claim office within the state.

the full year
should be
data should
should be

Insurers writing workmen's compensation insurance in Florida
should be required to have a claims adjuster, either in
house or under contract, situated within the State of Florida.
Source:

Department of Insurance

Enact into law excess profit rebate provisions for workmen's
compensation and employer's,liability insurance.
Source:

Bar (p.2, Aoo:C).
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Payment

ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
· Under s. 440. 20 (5) and (6), if an·
.employer or carrier does not'pay
compensation within 14 days after it
becomes due, or within 20 days after
it becomes due if under the terms of
an award,· a 20% penalty is assessed
against the responsible party. In
addition, s. 440.20(7) includes a
12% per annum interest charge oh the
payment t�at is due.

Reduce the penalty for a late payment of compensation
without an award from 20% to 10%, and also eliminate the
interest charge.
Source:

AIA (�.31); FALCI (p.16).

• Reduce the penalty for a late payment of compen�ation
without an award from 20% to 10%,·and reduce the interest
charge from 12% to 6%.
Source:

FDLA (p.16).

·Add a provision stating that the penalty for a late payment
of compensation without an award shall not be used in the
computation of the attorney fee award.
Source:
F. Coinsurance

AIF (p.12).

Under the 1978 amendment to s. 440.38
:Eliminate the two 80/20 coinsurance provisions within
(5), an insurance company must make
ss. 440.38(5) and 440.57.
available to an employer a coinsurance
provision under which the carrier would
Source: AIA (p.54,79), FALCI (p.27,39), FAIA (p.54,79).
pay 80%, and the employer would pay
20% of medical benefits due up to
$5,000. Similarly, s. 440.57 permits
Do not eliminate the 80/20 coinsurance provisions but allow
two or more employers who· pool their
a carrier to cancel the coinsurance if at any time during
liabilities as self-insurers to agree
the life of the policy it determines that the employer -is not
to provide.that the pool and the
sufficiently financially stable.
employer member each be liable for 80%
and 20%, respectively, for medical
benefits due up to $5,000 (with a $100
deductible).
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G. Self-Insurers

ALTERNATIVES

· PRESENT SITUATION
Section 440.38(1) (b) states'that by
furnishing satisfactory proof to the
division of his financial ability
to pay compensation, an employer may
become authorized by the division to
become a self-insurer. The statute
adds that the division may, as a
condition to such authorization,
require the employer to deposit either
an indemnity bond or securities in
an amount determined by the division,
and subject to such conditions as the
division may prescribe.

Provide the division with explicit statutory authority
to require proof pf competent personnel and assurances
of safety as a condition to self-insure. Also provide the
division with statutory authority to promulgate rules by
which businesses may become qualified to provide under
writing claims adjusting, loss· control, and safety
engineering to self-insu�eds.
Source:

�IF (p.17).

Provide that· the division ,"shall" (rather than "may") adopt
Section 440.57 states that the divisio
may, under such rules and regulations
rules permitting two or more employees to pool their
liabilities as self-insurers. Also stqte that the division
as it may prescribe, permit two or
more employers to enter into agree
shall require monet�ry reserves to be maintained by such funds.
ments to pool their liabilities for
the
of ualif in as self-insur rs.
Source: AIF ( .25).
JI. Retaliatory Discharge
of an Employee

Penalize an employer who discharges an employee solely
because of an injury or a claim for compensation unless
there was no suitable employment available. The penalty
would equal the amount of temporary total benefits paid to
the employee until reemployment, together with any attorney's.
fees and costs. In addition, upon order of the department,
the employer would be required to pay up to one year's lost
wages during the period of refusal to hire.
Source:.

AFL-CIO (p. 13)
(Senator Dunn also recommends adding a retaliatory
dischar e revision.
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I. NO'l'ICE OF NEW
POLICIES

XII. REHABILITATION
A. Responsibility
for Providing

ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
Under s. 440.185(7) 1 every insurance
carrier must file written notice with
the division within 'io days after the
issuance of a policy or contract.of
workmen's com ensation insurance.

!Increase the time period for notifying the division of a
new policy of insurance from 10 to 21 days.

Section 440.49(1) places the responsi
bility on the Division of Labor to
assist injured employees in obtaining
appropriate training, education and
employment in cases in which it appears
that disability will be permanent. Any
such vocational services provided by
the employer or carrier are on a volun
tary basis. [However, any reasonable
and n�cessary medical rehabilitation
would come under the employer's
obligation to provide remedial treatmen
pursuant to s. 440.13(1).) The
division may cooperate with any public
or private agency in.the vocational
rehabilitation of the employee, and may
expend moneys from the Workmen's
Compen
°
sation Administration Trust Fund for
these purposes.

Every workmen's compensatio� agency should have a medical
.rehabilitation division, with authority to effeqtively
supervise medical care and rehabilitation services. Every
·employer or carrier should be required to cooperate with ·
this division when an employee needs rehabilitation services.
The medical-rehabilitation division should be given the
ijpecific responsibility for assuring that every worker who
could benefit from vocational rehabilitation services be
offered those s�rvices. Every employer should pay all costs
of vocational rehabilitation necessary to return a worker
·to suitable employment.

Source:

Source:

FALCI (p.14)� AIA (p.29), FAIA (p.29)

0

•

National Commission recommendations.

Place the responsibility for· rehabilitation on the emplo¥er
and carrier, rather than on the division. An employee·•s
right to rehabilitation arises when it appears that the .
injury will preclude the employee from earning wages equal
to wages earned prior to the injury. The carrier or
employer, at its own expense, must· provide the employee with
"appropriate training and education for suitable gainful
employment." Cooperation with any federal, state, or private
agency is optional. If the services .are not voluntarily
offered or accepted, the division may order, after evaluation,
that the services be provided at the expense of the employer
or carrier.

To carry our this responsibility, there
exists within the bureau the Rehabili
tation Section. This·section attempts
to identify and make early referral of
11 severely injured workers to one of
the 25 Rehabilitation Nurses. Indivi
ual rehabilitation plans are developed.
S urces: FAIA ( . 63), AIA ( . 68a), FALCI ( . 31).
nd workers are assisted with placement
�ervices through community resources. · Place the responsibility for rehabilitation on the employer and
� carrier. Entitlement to such services· are limited to those
employees.with a permanent impairment in excess of 10% and
who are unable to return to �egular employment within 45 days
after feachipg MMI. Supervision by a qualified public or private
agency 1s required.
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PRESENT SITUATION

B. Limits on Rehabili · No statutory limits are placed upon the
time or cost of the ·rehabilitation
tation Services
services required to be provided by the
division.

ALTERNATIVES
There should be no statutory limits of time or dollar
amount'for physical rehabilitation services. The agency
should haye the discretion to detennine the appro�riate
services in each case�
�he right to rehabilitation
_benefits should not terminate by the mere passage of time.
Source: National Commission recommendation.
Under the FAIA-AIA-FALCI plan-discussed above, an eligible
employee would be entitled to rehabilitation services for
a period not to exceed 26 weeks, which period may be
extended for an additional period not to exceed another·.
26 weeks, if suoh extended period is detennined to be
n�cessary by the division (but the carrier may voluntar�ly
extend the period ).
Source: FAIA (p. 64), AIA (p. 68b), FALCI (p. 32).
Under the Bar plan discussed above, the program must
include the cost of vocational evaluation and services up to
an amount equal to four weeks of compensation at the maximum
rate, the cost of vocational training or education up to
· an amount equal to four weeks of compensation at the maximum
rate, and the cost of on-the-job training or subsidized ·.
employment up to an· amount equal to the value of six weeks
of compensation at the employee's rate.
Source: Bar (App. D).

C. Benefits During
Rehabilitation

Th� workmen'� compensation agency should be authorized to
Section 440.15(2) provides, during the
provide special maintenance benefits for a worker during
ehabilitation period, te mporary total
enefits (60% of Ami) are paid for a
the period of his rehabilitation. The maintenance benefits
naximum of 40 weeks.
would be in addition to the worker's other benefits.
If the injured employee suffered th.
oss or loss of· use of an arm, hand, leg;
Source: National Commission �ecommendation.
,r -Fnnt- nr t-nt-;il loss of ev�§, the

3J.
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PRESENT SITUATION
benefit'during rehabilitation is 80%
of AWW for up to six months and up to
a maximum amount-of $400 per week.

ALTERNATIVES
FALCI and AIA, in conjunction with their rehabilitation
plan discussed above, amend s. 440.15(2)(b) to state that
_temporary total benefits are payable during the period of
rehabilitation pursuant to sections 440.49(1) and (4).
FAIA, however, does not amend s� 440.15(2)(b).
Source: FALCI (p. 6) ,· AIA (p. 16) •
The increase in temporary total benefits from 60% to 80%
for certain·seriously injured- workers, should be limited
to use for rehabilitation purposes only.
Source: AIF (p. 7).
Require the carrier to pay the employer a bonus equal to
40 weeks of compensation if he reoires an employee who
has missed at least six months from work and who has at
least a 10% impairment.

D. Bonuses for
Successful Rehabili
tation

Source: Sadow (Supp. P. 1).
E. Special Disability
Tcust Fund

Section 440.49(5) establishes the
Special Disability Trust Fund to
encourage the employment of the physi
cally handicapped by protecting employ
ers from excess liability when an injury
to a handicapped worker merges.with his
:oreexisting permanent physical impair, nent to cause a greater disability than ·;
,muld have resulted from the injury
3lone. The Fund is maintained by annual.
3ssessments on all carriers an self
insurer s writing workmen's compensation
insurance.
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(1) Employer
-Knowledge of
Handicap

ALTERNATIVES

PRESENT SITUATION
In order· to be eligible for any r�im
bursement by the Fund, according to
s. 440.49(5)(f)l., the employer must
establish that he lcnew that the pre
existing permanent physical impairment
existed before the iniury occurred.

'Eliminate the requirement of employer knowledge for reim
bursement from the Fund.
Source:

(2) Other Limita No reimbursement of an employer from
tions on Reim the Fund is currently allowable unless
the total reimbursement is at least
bursement
$3000, according to s. 440.49(5)(f)l •.
This statute also states that the Fund
is not liable for any costs, interest,
penalties, or attorney's fees.

Amendments to s. 440.49 by Lewis, FALCI, AIA,
and FAIA do not contain a requirement of employer
knowledqe.

Remove the minimum dollar limitation ($3000) for a reim
bursement from the Fund. Keep the limitation that the
Fund is not liable for costs,·interest, penalties, or
attorney's fees.
Reword the limitation on the type of disability for which
benefits are reimbursable to make it clearer and easier to
interpret.

Section 440.49(5) (f)3.· basically states
that the employer's right to apportion�
Source: ?AIA (p.69), AlA (68g), FALCI (36).
ment· or.deduction does not preclude
reimbursement e�cept when the injury
The workmen's compensation agencies should publicize second
results in permanent disability which
injury funds to employees and employers and interpret eligibility
is materially and substantially greater requirements liberally in order to encourage employment of the
than that which would have occurred had physically handicapped.
the preexisting permanent physical
impairment not existed, and the appor
Source: National Commission recommendation.
tionment or deduction reliev.ed the
employer from providing materially and
substantially greater permanent
dis·
ability benefits.
Section 440.56 provides the division
Require the carriers to provide safety consultations to·their
with the autho�ity to investigate and
policy holders.
prescribe what safety precautions shallt
Committee
pe adopted in every place of employment:. -- Source:
---------------------------------'-. ! +rhe federal Occupational Safety · and
lealth Administration (OSHA) has pre- , Provide the Bureau with the authority to mandate safet;(
�mpted enforcement in the private sectof con-sultations by carriers.
�owever, so that state enforcement has
)een limited to the public sector. The·•
Source: Committee
3ureau' s Industrial Safety Section perfoJ:11 s

i--.-----------�'---�----��----�------------

XIII. SAFETY

l!
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\

on-site consultations in the.private
sector upon request, but the Bureau
has no authority to require carriers
to provide safety consultation
services. The Bureau performs on-site
consultation and enforcement in the
public sector. (See the staff report
on Worker Safety which outlines the
program the Bureau is in the process
of implementing that will coordinate
the present consultation with OSHA).
XIV. A-OMINISTRATIVE
CLAIMS HANDLING

AL'rERNA'rIVES

PRESENT SITUATION

Require the carriers to report annually on their safety
'programs to the Bureau.
Source:

Committee

Provide the division with the express statutory authority
report violations of federal regulations to the regional
office of OSHA.
Source:

AFL-CIO (p.21).

The Claims Section within the Bureau of Establish a mediation panel b�low the level of the JIC to
Workmen's Compensation employs 12 claims informally resolve disputes, requiring that no attorney
examiners ·to review open files. The
could be present, and providing that the decision would·not
"Injury Progress Report," required to
be binding. ·
be filed by the employer/carrier,
triggers a review. An examiner is
Source: Committee
currently expected to review 186 files
a day to ensure that the employer/
·Substitute mediation for the JIC and use the circuit courts
carrier is meeting its legal obligations as trial courts.
rhree claims examiners also maintain the-t---Source:
Committee
---------------------------------toll-free WATTS line on a rotating basis
Nhich is open to any individual who has Rename the Judges as "Hearing Officers" in order to remove
i question about a case.
the possible prejudice that exists that may encourage a
worker to seek an attorney.
?or a more thorough discussion, see
,taff report on Workmen's Compensation
Source: Committee
,dministration) ·•
Require that the Bureau inform workers of their rights and
obligations immediately after the first report of injury.
1Source:

Cammi ttee

Transfer all or part of the Bureau to the Department of.Insurance
' to take aqvantage of that department's expertise.
Source:

Committee
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XV. EMPLOYEE ASSESS
MENT

AL'l'ERNATIVES

PRESSNT SITUATION

Deduct .025% - 1%'of the employee's gross salary to partially
jfinance premium·cqsts.
Source:

Sadow (p.2, Supp. p.2).
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COMPARISON OF BENEFITS PAYABLE USING VARioui WAGE-LOSS FORMULAS
(Pre�Injury.I Wage = !$200/we�k)
.

80/80

9o/ao•

80/90'

I

801

I

601

$ 180

$

0

$

0

$

0

$ 16

$ 12

$ 160

$

0

$

0

$ 16

$ 32

$

24

!Q!_!!-

$130

�

$ 50

$

1*

0

$ 2'

$ 27

$ 40

$ 56

$ 42

$ 48

$

54

$ 64

$ 80

$

$ BB

$ !19

$10�

$120

$ 90

$160
(exceeds

$120

$12B

$144

(exceeds
current
111axl11111111)

$1U
(exceeds
current
maximum)

-

60

�:�I::!i�i

"90/80" me ans 90\ of the difference between 80% of the
employee's w ages at the time of the injury and his wages
'
1
after the injury.
:

"80/90" means; 80% of! the difference!' between 90% of the
employee's w ages at the time of the injury'and his w ages
after th� inj:ury.
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-SJ 00028
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EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
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NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00302
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PLACED ON SPECIAL (1110ER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME
3
-SJ 00433; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 29 NAYS
-SJ 00434
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO K - 12 EDUCATION, APPROPRI ATIONS
-HJ 00589
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON K - 12 EDUCATION

S 0188 GENERAL BILL/CS BY COMMERCE, MACKAY AND OTHERS (COMPARE H 0525, H 1510,
----ENG/S 06691
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION; REDESIGNATES WORKMEN'S COMP. LAW AS WORKER'S
COMP. LAW; PRESC�IBES WHEN EMPLOYEES OF SUBCONTRACTORS ARE OEEMED TO BE
E MPLOYED BY CONTRACTOR; PRESCRIBES MAXIMUM WEEKLY COMPENSAT(ON RATE,
S 0185 GENERAL BILL SY JOHNSTON
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02/19/79 SENATE REFEPREO TO COMMERCE
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04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00028; COMM.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
PEPORT: C/S PLACED ON 4ALfNOAR SY COMMERCE -SJ 00065;
02/01/79 SENATE PREFILEO
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4
-SJ 00068; C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 36 NAYS
WAYS AND MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE E, WAYS ANO �EANS
-SJ 00071
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AND �EANS -SJ 00027
-HJ 00174
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
THIRD TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00209; PASSED
READ
HOUSE
04/10/79
AND CONSUMER AF�AIRS
AS AMENDED; YEAS 101 NAYS 14 -HJ 00210
04/24/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FPOM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
04/11/79 SENATE IN HOUSE MESSAGES
-SJ 00227; NOW IN WAYS AND MEANSl SUBCOMMITTEE E
04/17/79 SENATE REFEPRED TO WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00130
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM�ITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
04/18/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: F�VORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
05/09/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
BY WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00139
05/22/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED CO�HITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENCAR; REFUSED TO CONCUP,
04/19/79
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS
REQUESTS HOUSE RECEDE/APPOINT CONF. COMM -SJ 00171
04/19/79 HOUSE REFUSED TO RECEDE -HJ 00258; CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
S 0186 GENERAL 8ILL BY JOHNSTON (COMPARE H 0556, S 10501
APPOINTED -HJ 00258; REP. SADOWSKI, BELL, JONES,C.F,
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04/23/79 SENATE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE APPOINTEO; SENATOR MACKAY, BARRON,
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MCCLAIN, THOMAS, & WARE -SJ 00234
DEPARTMENT PAYROLL OF MUNICIPALITY, ETC. AMENDS CH. 175.
HOUSE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT RECEIVED -HJ 00318;
04/24/79
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED
02/01/79 SENATE PREFILED
BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT; YEAS 95 NAYS 13
02/19/79 SENATE REFEPRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
-HJ 00352: MOTION TO RECONSIDER FAILEO
WAYS ANO MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE E, WAYS AND MEANS
04/26/79 SENATE CONFERENCE CO�MITTEE REPORT RECEIVED -SJ 00263;
04/03/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, CCM�UNITY ANO
COMMITTEE REPORT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED
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CONSUMER AFFAIPS, WAYS ANO MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE E , WAYS
4
BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT; YEAS 3 5 NAYS
ANO MEANS -SJ 00028
-SJ 00296
04/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, CCMMUNITY
05/04/79 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00361
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/11/79
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-40 -SJ 00429
04/24/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/11/79
AMENDED BY SB 1293 (CH. 79-411
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05/09/79 SENATE
INSURANCE; DELETES REFERENCES TO RATING OPGANIZATIDNS PE WORKMEN'S COMP.
05/22/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
& EMPLOYER•S LIABILITY INS.; PROHIBITS 2 OR MORE INSURERS FROM ACTING IN
06/06/79 SENATE O(EO IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
CONCERT RE MAKING OF w.C. & EMPLOYERS LIABILITY INS. RATES; PROHIBITS
INSURERS FROM P ARTICIPATING IN DELIBERATIONS OF RATING ORGS., ETC.
S 0187 GENEPAL BILL/CS BY EDUCATIQN, FECHTEL AND OTHERS CCOMPAPE H 079 61
AMENDS CH. 627. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/80.
ECUCATION; DELETES PROVISIONS CLASSIFYING SCHOOLS INTO KINDERGARTENS,
02/02/79 SENATE PREFILED
ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY SCHOOLS; PROVIDES FOR STATE HATCHING OF FEDERAL
02/19/79 SENATE REFERRED TO COMMERCE
FEQUIREMENTS FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH ACT; SPECIFIES A 5-YEAP OPEFATION
0�/03/79 �ENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00028
PROGRAM; DELETES CERTAIN PROVISIONS RE OPENING & CLOSING OF SCHOOL, ETC.
D4/17/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE CCMMERCE
AMENDS F.S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
05/03/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
02/02/79 SENATE PREFILED
05/16/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE CCMMERCE
02/19/79 SENATE REFFFRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS AND MEANS
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RECEIPT, FTC. AMENOS 215.422. FFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
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-SJ 00492
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OPERATIONS
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H 1504 GENEPAL BILL BY ETHICS & ELECTIONS
NONPARTISAN ELECTIONS/JUDICIAL; REPEALS LAW RE LIMITATIONS ON POLITICAL
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04/09/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED. PLACED ON CAL£NDAR -HJ 00205
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NAYS
2 -HJ 00269
04/26/79 SENATF PECEIVFD, REFEPRED TO JUCICIARY-CIVll -SJ 00259
05/07/79 SENATE' EXTENSION CF TIME GRA"NTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/18/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUOlCIARY-CJVll
05/31179 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE"ON JUDICIARY-CIVIL
H 1505 GENERAL Bill BY ETHICS & ELECTIONS
STATE EMPLOYEES; REMOVES PROVISION WHICH PROHIBITS OFFICERS & EMPLOYEES
OF STATE AGFNCIES RECEIVING FEOERAL FUNDS FROM SERVING ON POLITICAL
PARTY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES. AMENOS 104.31. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTPOOUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00205
05/15/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR
05/22/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00667
05/23/79 HOUSE READ THIRD TIMF.; PASSEt; YEAS 84 NAYS 15 -HJ 00686
05/25/79 SENITE RECEIVED, REFEPRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -SJ 00571
06/06/79 SENATE OIEO IN COMMITTEE ON JUOICIAPY-CIVIL
H 1506 GENERAL BILL BY CRIMINAL JUSTICE ANO OT�EPS (COMPARE ENG/S 0083,
CS/S 06201
CCNTFOLLEO SUBSTANCES: PPOVIDES MINIMUM M ANDATORY SENTENCES FOR
TRAFFICKING IN LARGE QUANTITIES OF CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES;
PROVIDES ADOITlONAl FINES; PRCVIDES CERTAIN REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTIONS &
FOR REDUCTION OR SUSPENSION OF SENTENCES. CREATES 893.135.
EFFECTIVE OATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/05/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PEFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00138; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND •• PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00139
04/06/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENDAR; WITHDRAWN FROM
CALENDAR: WITHDRAWN FROM FURTHER CONSIDERATION,
IDEN/SIM BILL PASSED, REFER TO SB 83 lCH. 79-11
-HJ 00159
H 1507 GENERAL BILL/CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPEPATIONS, INSURANCE (SIMILAR
ENG/S 103'tl
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE; PROVIDES FOR 180-DAY PERIOD IN WHICH INSURANCE
DEPT. SHILL ACT ON APPLICATION FOR CTF. OF AUTHORITY; PROVIDES
APPLICATiON FOR MAJORITY CONTROL OF BANK/TRUST COo/SAVINGS & LOAN ASSNo
INVOLVING FOREIGN NATIONAL SHALL BE APPROVED/DENIED WITHIN 180 DAYS,
ETC. AMENDS 120.60. · EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTPCOUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-HJ 00206
05/11/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: <IS PLACED ON CALENDAR BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPERATIONS -HJ 00528
05/22/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/23/79 HOUSE C/S PEAD FIRST ANO SECOND TIMES -HJ 00723
05/25/79 HOUSE IOEN./SIM. SENATE Bill SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
�C�l\NUED ON NEXl PAGE
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RULE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE Bill PASSED, REFER TO SB 1034
(CH. 79-1421 -HJ 00774

H 1508 GENERAL Bill BY INSURANCE (SIMILAR S 09471
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE: PROVIDES THAT UPON REPLACEMENT OR TERMINATION OF
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE POLICY THE PRIOR INSURER REMAINS LIABLE TO EXTENT
OF ITS ACCRUED LIABILITIES & EXTENSIONS OF BENEFITS; SETS FORTH
LIABILITY OF SUCCEEDING INSURER U PON REPLACEMENT, ETC. AMENDS 627.573,
CREAlES 627.574 ••575, EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00206
05/01/79 HO•JSE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/03/79 HOUSE P EAD SECOND TIME -HJ 00433
05/04/79 HOUSE PEAD THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 111 NAYS
O -HJ 00450
05/10/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERPED TO C_OMMERCE -SJ 00395
05/23/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCf; SUBSTITUTED FOR S 947; PASSED
AS AMENO�O; YEAS 37 NAYS
D -SJ 00516
05/25/79 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 102 NAYS
0
-HJ 00771
05/30/79 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00924
APPPOVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTEP NO. 79-179
06/06/79
H 1509 CCNCURRENT PESOLUTION BY SMITH• Co R., HODGES (IDENTICAL S 08431
HENPY �CRJVENS; COMMENDS HENRY SCRIVENS FOR HIS HEROISM IN SAVING THE
LIFE OF A FELLOW WORKER.
04/09/79 HOUSE INTPODUCEO, REFERRED TO AGRICULTURE & GENERAL
LEGISLATION -HJ 00206
04/12/79 HOUSE SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE & GENERAL
LEGISLATION
04/24/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE. PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
AGRICULTURE & GENERAL LEGISLATION -HJ 00356
05/29/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; ADOPTED -HJ 00650
05/29/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO PULES ANO CALENDAR; WITHDRAWN
FROM RULES AND CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER
CALENDAR -SJ 00633; ADOPTED; YEAS 35 NAYS
0
-SJ 00633
06/06/79 HOUSE OPOERED ENROLLED
06/14/79 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE

-

H 1510 GENERAL elll BY INSURANCE !COMPARE H 0525, CS/S 01ee . ENG/S 06691
WORK�EN'S COMPENSATION; CHANGES CHAPTER 440 TITLE TO "WORKER•S
CCMPENSATION LAW"; BRINGS All PRIVATE EMPLOYMENTS IN WHICH ONE OR MORE
E MPLOYEES ARE EMPLOYED BY SAME EMPLOYER UNCER SAIO LAW; RAISES MAXIMUM
WEEKLY COMP. TO 1001 OF STATEWIDE AVEPAGE WEEKLY WAGE, ETC. AMENDS FoS•
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
04/05/79 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED. REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00139
04/06/79 HOUSE CPMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND •• PLACED DN CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00167
04/09/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROEP CALENCAR; SB 188 TAKEN UP IN
LIEU OF HB 1510 -HJ 00172
06/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IOENo/SIM./COMPARE etLL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 188 CCH. 79-401 & SB 669 CCHo 79-3121
H 1511 RESOLUTION BY WILLIAMS
CITIZENS OF HCRAE. FLOPIDA; COMMENDS THE CITIZENS OF MCRAE. FLORIDA FOR
THEIR EFFORTS IN PRESERVING THE HERITAGE OF THEIR TOWN.
04/11/79 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO AGRICULTUR E & GENERAL
LEGISLATION -HJ 00222
04/13/79 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE & GENERAL
LEGISLATION
04/24/79 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
AGRICULTURE & GENERAL LEGISLATION -HJ 00356
05/02/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME;
ADOPTED. -HJ 00426

H 1512 LOCAL Bill BY SHACKELFORD ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR ENG/H 05911
WEST COAST INLAND NAVIGATION OIST.; REMOVES HILLSBOROUGH & PINELLAS
COUNTIES FROM SUCH DISTRICT; DEFINES "INLAND WATERWAY"; AUTHORIZES
D ISTRICT TO ACT AS LOCAL SPONSOR OR TO PARTICIPATE IN CERTAIN
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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BILL !lo, AND SPONSOR:

Ways & Means Amendment to

House amendment #1 for
CS/SB 188

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation and Effect of Proposed Changes:·.

Due to the complexity of the numerous substantive and
procedural changes made by this bill to the present
workJDen's compensation law, a section-by-section compar
ison will be used for present situation and effect of
proposed changes. Every section which is not listed
below either changes •workmen's" to "workers'", or is a
technical change made necessary by Sections 47 and 33
which upgrade the present Bureau of Workmen's Compensation
to division status within the Department of Labor and
Employment Security, or is a redesignation of judges of
industrial claims as deputy commissioners.
Section 2.

Amends s. 440.02(2) (bl, Florida Statutes, to exclude from
the definition of "employee" any officer of a corporation
who elects to be exempt from coverage. Although current
law allows an officer to elect to be exempt from coverage,
the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation presently includes
all officers, whether exempt or not, when counting the
number of employees to determine if there are three or
more employees and, therefore, required coverage.
Includes within the definition of independent contractor
(who is not a covered "employee") musicians and other
entertainers, which is currently done in s. 562.132.
Provides definitions for •self-insurer", "group self
insurer's fund", "permanent impairment", and "date of
maximum medical �mprovernent".
Section 3,
Exempts certain opinions and decisions by the Division of
Worker's Compensation from chapter 120, the Administrative
Procedures Act, and provides procedures therefor.
Section 5.
Presently, employees of a subcontractor are deemed to be
employees of the general contractor for worker�• compen
sation purposes unless the subcontractor secures payment
of compensation. This section limits the responsibility
of the general contractor for payment of compensation to
the employees of an unsecured subcontractor only to sub
contractors who have three or more employees;
Section 6.
Presently, compensation may not exceed an amount per week
•which is equal to 66 2/3\ of the statewide average weekly
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wage. This section amends s. 440.12(2) to raise this
maximum weekly benefit to 100% of the statewide average
weekly wage. This sectionalso provides that monthly
wage-loss benefits, (see Section 4), shall not exceed
4.3 times the maximum weekly benefit.
Section B.
Present law limits fees to health care providers to the
fee schedule adopted by the Division. This bill limits
such fees to the health care provider's usual and
customary charge, or to the maximum fee schedule charge,
whichever is less. This bill also limits hospital fees
to the lowest charge currently assessed'in the community
in which the hospital is located.
Establishes "utilization review" and "peer review"
mechanisms to evaluate the necessity, quality, and cost
of medical services provided by practitioners paid
pursuant to Chapter 440.
Section 9.
Provides that the average monthly wages of an employee
at the time of injury shall be 4.3 times the average
weekly wage, (for purposes of calculating wage-loss
benefits. See Section 10.).
Section 10.
This �sction includes the bill's most significant changes
to current law by amending s. 440.15, Florida Statutes,
which determines the compensation payable for all disa
bilities. (It should be noted that the maximum benefits
established in s. 440.12 applies to all the disability
benefits listed below. [See Section 2]). For permanent
total disability, present law provides that 60% of the
employee's average weekly wages shall be paiato the
employee during the continuance of such disability. This
section amends s. 440.15(1) (a) to raise the compensation
rate for permanent total disability to 66 2/3% of the
employee's average weekly wage. It also amends the
definition of permanent total disability in s. 440.15(1) (b)
to state that no.compensation shall be payable for perma
nent total disability if the employee is engaged in, or is
physically capable of engaging in, any form of gainful
employment, and the burden is placed on the employee to
prove otherwise. If, however, the employee loses both
hands, both arms, both feet, both legs, both eyes, or any
two thereof, or is paraplegic or quadriplegic, this will
constitute permanent total disability unless there is con
clusive proof of a substantial earning capacity. It
further amends paragraph (d), which presently pays a
permanently and totally di�abled employee who reestablishes
an earning capacity by employment, 60% of the difference
between pre-injury earnings and post-injury earnings.
As amended a permanently and totally disabled employee who
reestablishes an earning capacity shall be paid wage-loss
benefits. (See below).
For temporary total disability, present law provides that
60% of the employee's average weekly wages shall be paid
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to the employee during the continuance of the disability,
not to exceed 350 weeks. This section amends s. 440.15
(2)(a) to raise the compensation rate for temporary total
disability to 66 2/3% of the employee's average weekly
wages. Present law states that temporary disability
benefits shall be paid while the employee is engaged in
a rehabilitation program pursuant to s. 440.49(1), (2),
or (3), not to exceed 40 weeks. This section is deleted
because new s. 440.49(5) provides for the payment of such
benefits during a period of rehabilitation. (See Section
37).

For permanent artial disability, present law pays an
employee 60% o� his average weekly wage'for the number of
weeks provided by the statutory schedule of injuries. For
non-scheduled injuries, the number of weeks is determined
by the physical impairment rating or the diminution of
wage-earning capacity rating, whichever i� greater. This
section amends s. 440.15(3) so that impairment benefits
are paid to an employee who suffers an amputation, loss of
80% of vision, or serious facial or head disfigurement
and wage-loss benefits are paid to an employee who suffers
any physical impairment and as a result loses at least
15% of his wages. Impairment benefits are strictly
a function of.the physical impairment rating and are paid
in one lump sum. The Division is required to adopt an
impai1.T.ent schedule which may incorporate the AMA Guides.
Wage-loss benefits are equal to 95% of the difference
between 85% of pre-injury wages and post-maximum medical
•improvement wages. (Use of this formula·results in the
15% threshold mentioned above.) The right to wage-loss
benefits terminates after 350 weeks after (525 weeks for
injuries occurring after July 1, 1980), age 65, or the
passage of two years without at least three consecutive
months of compensable wage-loss, whichever is sooner. For
purposes of protection from inflation, after an injured
employee is in the wage-loss system for two years, his
post-injury wages are discounted by a factor of 3%, 5% for
injuries occurring after July 1, 1980.)
For temporar� partial disability, present law pays a worke
60% of the difference between pre-injury wages and "wage
earning capacity" after the injury. This section amends
s. 440.15(4) so that a worker is paid 66 2/3% of the
difference between pre-injury wages and the sqlary, wages,
and other remuneration the employee is able to earn after
the injury.
Amends s. 440.15(5) to provide the compensation payable
when a subsequent injury occurs.

Present law reduces compensation, under certain circum
stances, when the employee receives federal disability
benefits. This section amends s. 440.15(10) to also make
this reduction when such federal benefits are paid to
the employee's dependents.

Present law reduces compensation for temporary total or
permanent total disability by the amount of unemployment
compensation payable. Section 440.15(11) would be
amended to preclude compensation for temporary total or
permanent total disability if unemployment compensation
is being received. This section also provides that
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unemployment compensation shall be primary and wage-loss
benefits secondary.
Section 14.
Currently, the employer must report an injury, within
7 days of actual knowledge, to his carrier. The carrier
then has 10.days within which to notify the Division. The
amended bil1 would require that the employer report directl
to the Division. The Division would prescribe a form for
this purpose. Copies of the completed form must be pro
vided by the employer to the Division, carrier and employee.
Included with the reporting form, the employee would also
receive a summary of the rights and benefits of injured
workers under the act. Upon receipt of the injury notice,
the Division would then immediately mail a more comprehensi e
informational brochure to the injured worker. If it appear
that the injury will result in permanent impairment, the
Division must then contact the worker or a family memeber t
discuss the claim.
Requires the employee to report any compensable wage-loss
to the carrier or employer, if self-insured. Also requires
the Division to provide rules therefor and to.verify
reports of wage-loss upon request.
Section 15.
Requires the Division to evaluate all claims for benefits
and to issue an advisory opinion to the parties as to the
claimant's entitlement to benefits.
The statute of limitations on a claim for medical benefits
which appears in new s. 440.19(2) {b) is the same as
that currently in s. 440.13(3) {d), except that the new
version ttates that no statute of limitations applies to
the right for remedial attention relating to a prosthetic·
device.
Present law requires that a claim filed with the Division
state the "nature of the claim". The amended bill requires
that this filed request state the specific compensation
benefit which is due and not paid.
Requires employers an carriers to provide certain infor
mation to an employee or his attorney whether or not
a request for hearing has been filed.
Section 16.
Provides time periods for payments of compensation.
Requires the carrier to file a written explanation of the
reasons why a claim is controverted.
Reduces the current 20% penalty for a late payment to 10%,
but requires the �eputy commissioner to raise the issue.
Present law provides for the release of an employer's
liability under the act upon payment of a lump sum
settlement to the claimant. The bill states that, as a
matter of policy, it is in the best interests of an
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injured worker to receive disability payments on a periodic
basis. "Washout" of future medical benefits would be
prohibited. All lump sum settlements would be prohibited
until six months after maximum medical improvement. Other
wise, washouts would be permitted only in special circum
stances, as when the claimant can demonstrate that a lump
sum payment will definitely aid in his or her rehabilitation
or is othei::wise clearly in his or her best interests and
that lump sum payment will avoid undue expense or undue
hardship to any party. In addition, an employer would have
the right to appear at any washout hearing. The carrier
would have to give reasonable notice to the employer of the
time and date of the hearing and inform him of his right to
appear and testify.
The Division would be required to publish an annual report
on the promptness of first payment of compensation by
carriers. Action would be taken by the Division against a
carrier if the report indicates a general business practice
of late payments. Additionally, the Division would monitor
its claims files on a ongoing basis to identify questionable
claims handling techniques, questionable patterns of claims,
or a pattern of repeated unreasonable controverted claims
by carriers or employers. If such matters constitute a
general busin�ss practice, in the judgment of the Division,
the Division would certify its findings to �he Department of
Insurance for appropriate action.
Section 17.
Prohibits an employer from discharging or coercing an
employee by reason of the employee's attempt to claim
compensation.
Section 19.
Requires a request for hearing to state the specific com- ·
pensation benefit which is due and not paid.
If a claim for medical benefits is filed, the division woul
be required to attempt to secure payment before the claim
would mature.
Requires the deputy commissioner to hold a hearing within
,.·
90 days after a request is filed.
Section 20.
Provides that certain presumptions shall be made in any
proceeding for enforcement of a claim for compensation,
except as otherwise provided in the chapter. (In amended
s. 440.15(3)(b), the burden is placed upon the employee
to prove that any wage loss is due to the injury. (See
Section 10).
Section 27.
If a claimant employs an attorney in the successful pro
secution of a claim, present law adds an attorney's fee to
the award for compensation. With respect to claims for
benefits other than medical benefits, 75% is paid by the
employer or carrier and 25% is paid by the claimant. This
section requires the claimant to pay 100% of his attorney's
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fees on all claims for benefits, with three exceptions:
(l) claims for medical benefits only, (2) claims defended
in bad faich, and (3) the carrier or employer denies that
a compensable injury occurred.
Section 29.

Provides tne Division with the authority to require proof
of competent personnel as a condition to self-insure.
Additional authority is provided to the Division in regulati g
self-insurers.
Requires the Division to adopt rules cr�ating a Guarantee
Fund for individual self•insurers, to become effective
July 1, 1980.
Requires carriers to maintain a claims adjuster within the
state.
Section 30.
In relation to an employer's right of subrogation, the
amended bill provides notice reqairements when third party
suits are filed.
Section 33.
Abolishes the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation (See Section
47 which creates the Division of Workers' Compensation.)
Provides legislative intent for the role ·of the Division
of Workers• Compensation.
Section 35.
Opens to the public the meetings of the Judicial Nominating
Coil!'llission as to deputy commissioners.
Places deputy commissioners and the Industrial Relations
Commission under the Department of Labor and Employment
Security. Creates a Chief Commissioner within the
secretary's fofice and provides duties �herefor,
Section 37.
Present law places the responsibility of rehabilitation
of seriously injured workers on the division. This
bill places such responsibility on the employer and
carrier. Time limits are placed on the rehabilitation
period to which the employee is entitled. Provisions
are included to provide for the payment of temporary
disability benefits during rehabilitation.
•P�ovi�e 7 the amount of reimbursement from the Special
Disability Trust Fund to which an employer is entitled
for excess impairment or wage-loss benefits paid
and for excess compensation paid for permanent total
disability, death,. temporary disability, and medical
benefits.
Removes the $3,000 minimum limitation on the amount
reimbursable to an employer.
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Section 42.
Section 440.56 is amended to mandate that the carriers
provide safety consultations to their policyholders
upon request. The division retains its present
responsibility to provide safety consultations in the
private sector on request and to inspect and enforce
in the pubJic sector, In addition, the division will
monitor the carriers' activities through annual reports.
Section 43.
Requires the division to adopt rules requiring monetary
reserves to be maintained by group self-insurer's funds
and provides the division with authority to adopt
additional rules governing the operation of such funds.
Requires self-insurers to carry reinsurance.
Section 47.
Creates the Division of Workers' Compensation within
the Department of Labor and Employment Security.
Section 85.
Amends the reporting requirements of s. 624.435, for
carriers writing workers' compensation insurance so that
the Insurance Department can analyze that data more
easily and more comprehensively.
Section 98.
Requires the Insurance Department to consider using a
discounting methodology in rate determination. If the
Insurance Commissioner decides not to use this
methodology, he must tell the Legislature why by
March 31, 1980.
Section 99.
Requires any ratemaking committee or organization to
conduct its meetings about workers' compensation
insurance rates in the State of Florida and in the
sunshine after at least 6 weeks' notice to the
Insurance Department and 3 weeks' notice to tQe public.
Section 101.
Section 627.093 is created to make the "Sunshine Law"
applicable to every workers' compensation rate filing,
approval or disapproval, deviation, or appeal.
Section 102.

Creates· a Workers' Compensation Rating Bureau
within the Department of Insurance to give the
department more professional and computer support
to monitor workers' compensation rate filings. Requires
specific prior approval by the Insurance Commissioner
before any workers' compensation rate filin g takes
effect.
Section 108.
Prohibits excessive profits for workers' compensation
insurance and provides rebates therefor.
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Section 111,
Section 627,311 is substantially amended by setting out
specific provisions for the conduct of the joint underwritin
plan, commonly referred to as the assigned risk pool. The
most significant change involves a recognition that many
small employers with no adverse risk experience are refused
coverage on the voluntary market and are thus forced into
the assigned risk pool. Subplan "A" covers insureds who are
"bad risks" according to specified criteria; Subplan "B"
covers those insureds who cannot be classified as a bad
risk," Surcharges are applicable only to insureds in Sub
plan "A",
As amended, s. 627.311(4) (b) requires that an insured be
informed that he may have his name filed publicly with the
Department of Insurance before he is placed in the assigned
risk pool. Effective July l, 1981, all self-insurers
would be required to participate in the plan,
Section 119.
Provides specifically that workers' compensation benefits
are not to be-considered a collateral source of indemnity
in actions for personal injury or wrongful death arising
out of auto accidents.
Section 127,

Severability clause.
Section 128,
Provides that Chapter 440 shall not stand repealed on July
1, 1979, but is readopted as amended.
Section 129,
Mandates a 15% rate reduction for workers' compensation
and employers' liability insurance.
Section 130.
Effectuates the mandated 15% rate reduction . ..·
Section 131.
Applies the new law to all accidents occurring on
or after July 1, 1979.
Section 132.

Effective date of July 1, 1979.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE,

A.

Public:
The most significant fiscal impact of the bill on
the public is the mandated 15% rate reduction in
workers' compensation and employer's liability
insurance. It is likely that further reductions
in premium rates will occur as experience develops
sue to a decreased use of medical specialist and
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fewer controverted claims. This is a result of the
use of an objective wage-loss system, and the
deemphasis of physician's impairment rating. As
reported to the Division of Labor, total premiums
for workmen's compensation insurance totalled over
$779 million in 1978, A spokesman for the Bureau
of Workmen's Compensation estimates that premiums would
total $900 - 950 million in 1979 under the present
law. A 15i rate reduction would result in a savings
to the covered employers of approximately $135 - 142
million.
The anticipated reduction in premiums reflects a
reduction in the total amount of benefits expected
to be paid out. However, the majority of disabled
employees would receive an increase in compensation
benefits due to the increased total disability and due
to the increase in the maximum benefit. The
decrease in benefits would affect those workers who
suffer a permanent partial disability and experience
a slight or no loss in wages. Whether a worker with
a pernament partial disability who suffers a
substantial wage loss would receive higher
compensation benefits under present law or under this
bill would depend upon the disability rating he would
receive under 'present law. Statistics for 1978
compiled by the Bureau of Work.men's Compensation show
that only 2.6% of all work injuries and 18% of all
disabling injuries in that year resulted in a
permanent partial disability, yet over 44% of the
total benefits paid in 1978 went to those workers.
The health care cost containment and "peer review"
provisions contained in Section 8 of the bill are
expected to reduce or, at least, limit the increase
in the cost of medical care to injured workers •.
The cc&t savings that might result is not quantifiable
at this time·.
B. Government:
One aspect of the fiscal impact of this bill is the
15% decrease in compensation costs described in A.
above. This decrease in costs should apply to the
compensation paid out by the state to injured ,
state employees. According to a spokesman tot the
Division of Risk Management, compensation paid out
in 1978 totalled approximately $5 1/2 million.
1 A 15% reduction would amount to a savings of
approximately $775,000 to the state as an employer.
The bill places numerous responsibilities on the
Division of Workers' Compensation, such as contacting
injured workers, evaluating claims, issuing
advisory opinions, publishing promptness of payment
reports, and examining claims handling techniques
of carriers. Pursuant to the Governor's request,
the Department of Administration estimated the
resources required to adequately implement
CS/SB 188 as passed by the Senate on April 4,
1979 and House Bill 1510 which substantially
became the amended version of SC/SB 188 as
passed by the House on April 9, 1979. The present
amended version of CS/SB 188 contains the division
responsbilities contained in those two bills. The
Department of Administration estimated that an
additional 168 positions ·,.-o,1lr.l be required at
a cost of $2,499,932 for 1979-80 and $2,676,793
for 1980-81.

ra�1:: �

SEr:ATE STAFF AriALYSIS AllO·ECO'.lO�IC IMPACT STATEMENT
Ways and Means Amendment
to House Amendment 01 for
CS/SB 188

According to a spokesman for the Department of
Insurance, creating a Workmen's Comp�nsation Rating
Bureau within the Department would require an
additional 11 positions. These new positions along
with the data processing equipment needed would
amount to first year cost of approximately $545,000.
Of this amount roughly $75,000 would be non
recurring.· Of the remainiug $470,000 in recurring
annual expenses, approximately $240,000 would be
charged to insurers for on-site audits, leaving a
total recurring expense to the state of $230,000.
There are likely to be increased administrative costs
because of the removal of the $3,000 minimum
limitation on reimbursement to employers from
the Special Disability Trust Fund. (See Section 15).
The removal of the limitation will increase the
number of claims filed by employers with the Fund
and will correspondingly increase the costs involved
in the Fund's defense of these claims. The increase
in costs is not quantifiable at this time. Another
reason for increased costs is the bill's
requirement that the Division implement "utilization
review" of medical care provided pursuant to
Chapter 440. · (See Section 20) • This mechanism
necessitates use of a computer-operated system
to identify physicians who exceed established
. parameters for utilization of services. It is not
possible to estimate the cost of implementing such
a program, but the costs should be substantially
reduced if the Division contracts with a
qualified entity which already operates a
utilization review mechanism.
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The Joint Committee on Work:nen's Compensation s����s ��e
attached material for your review, including the Committee's
final report on :ecomr:1.endations for changes in ��e Workmen's.
Compensation System, a proposed bill and minority report
drafted by �epresentatives Moffitt and C'Malley.

This mate.:.-ial is ��e result of extensive deliberations by
the Committee, evaluation of testimony to the Com:ni.ttee and
review of nt:=erous proposals by interested individuals and.
associations t:i.roughout ��e state. It i�cludes an analysis
of the Committee's recoirimended solutions to some ct t..�e major
problem a=eas in Florida's Work:nen's Compensation System.
!t is t..�e belief of t..11e · Com.1!1.i ttae that implementation of the
proposed recom:ner.dations will se.rve not only to reduce work:ne.�'s
comcensation rates in Florida, but will also orovide for a more
equitable dist=ibution of benefits within t.�e-system.
The Committee was :aced with a.� er-=emely diificult task due to
the complexity of the issues involved in its study.
Th=ough the
efforts of the me.ftlbers of the Committee and the invaluable in�ut
fror.t concerned individuals in the st.a ta, the Cammi ttee belie�,es.
that ��e enclosed recommendations constitute a significant
L�prove.�ent in the Work::len's Compensation System :o= the
State of Florida.
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A.

INTRODUCTION

l.

Bac.kqrou..�d
Work:men�s compensation was the first for.m of social insur

ance to be developed extensively in the Onited States.

Its

objective was to assure prompt payment of benefits to indiv
iduals who received injury or illness f:rom job related factors.
Any other for.m of injury or illness, however, was not covered.
The concept of workmen's compensation grew out of the
rapid industrial growth of the twentieth century and the con
current rise in the number of industrial accidents.

Existing

common law was LT1capable of dealing with the growing problem.
It reflected an industrial environment in which most employers
had had few employees, an environment which was more akin to an
extended family t.�an to the industrial workplace of today.
IlL'less and inju_ry we.re dealt with interna.lly.

Recourse to the

cou:ts was an exceptional circumstance because the common law
greatly favored the employer in such actions.
As plaintiff, an injured employee had the burden of proving
that his injury was the result of the employer's negligence.
The employer, i..� tu_i-n, had three traditional de=�nses:

contrib

utory negligence, t::...�e fellow-servant doctr ➔ ne, and assumption
of the risk--each with harsh results to the inju=ed worker.

The

doctrine of contributory negligence precluded the employee from
recovery if he shared any o'f the responsibility for his injury.
Si.milarily, if a fellow worker were responsible, no recovery
was available from the employer.
l

The third defense, assumption

0£ the risk, imputed knowledge to the employee of his partic
ipation in a dangerous occupation.

By his choice to work in

that occupation, he was deemed to have assumed some ·of the
risks of his injury.

Some courts went so far as to apply

the doctrine of assi.Jmption of the risk to cases of employer
negligence.

If the employee knew of this negligence, he was

deemed tc have assumed the risk of injury and could not recover.
The situation became so critical t.�at a solution to the
question of fair compensation for employees involved L� indus

trial accidents necessitated avoidance of the traditional common
law doctrines.

The issues of "blame" and "fault" had to be

relegated to �;�or positions, while payment of benefits had to

assume central .importance •

.Employer liability laws removed
most of the deficiencies and
!
�eqw.ties of the con:it:lon law.

Such laws, howeyer, still required

that the a.�ployee prove negligence.
t.�e employee went t?,IlCOmpensated.

In the absence of such proof,

The courts, which were seen

as a primary forum for the deter.mination of negligence, fault,

and compensation, were typically too slow for resolution of such

questions.

It was not until t.�e question of blame was ruled

�ut that compensation of inj'lll:'ed workers could be dealt with

effectively,
In return for the employer assuming the financial =esponsi
bility for all job related injuries, he was L"':1Inune f=om any
other liability.

?lorida currently requires most employers to

participate in t.�e wor!<l?len's compensation system.
2

Should such

an employer refuse to participate, he loses his common law
defenses.
The essense of a workmen's compensation system •is an
assurance from the employer that the employee will receive bene
fits while the employee, in return for the certainty of compen-·
sation, foregoes the option of suing for damages.
is

t.1-iereby

The employee

giving up his right to sue in return fo·r the

certainty o f compensation.

With the passage of a workmen's

compensation law in Mississippi in 1949, the United States had
a nation-wide system of workmen's compensation.
2.

Florida's Wor!cnen's Com�ensation Law
Chapter 440 of the Florida Statutes sets out the Workman's

Compensation Law for the state of Florida.

Florida's law is

quite typical of other state laws on this issue.

The following

is a brief description of the provisions of this act:
The act is. compulsory on all employers and employees
covered by the act; not covered are: employers wit.�
less than three e.�ployees, domestic and certai..� agric
u..ltural workers, (440.02).
Every employer must secure the payment of compensation,
which may be done by acquiring insurance or becoming
self-insuxed, (440.38 and 440.57).
Claims must be filed within two years a£ter the injury,
or within two years after the last payment of compen
sation or the last re.�edial attention furnished,
( 4 4 O . l3 ( 3) ( d) and 440 • 19 (l)) .
60% of the e.�ployee 1 s average weekly wage is paid in
the event of permanent total disability subject to a
maximum of 66-2/3% of the statewide average weekly
wage, (440.15 (l)) .
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60% of the employee's average weekly wage is paid
in the event of tempora.ry total disability up to
3S0 weeks, subject to a maximum of 66-2/3% of the
statewide average weekly wage, (440.15(2)).
Permanent partial disability is compensated at 60%
of the e.�ployee's average weekly wage for the number
of weeks statutorily scheduled, ( 440 .15( 3) (a) - ( t) ) ,
subject to the above maxim\litl payment. If the injury
does not fall withi.� the schedule, the n�er of weeks
of compensation is dependent upon the physical im
pair.nent rating, or the loss in wage-earning capacity
rating, whichever is greater, (440.lS( 3)(u)') •
Funeral expenses of up to $1,000 are paid, (440.16(1)).
All dependents of a deceased employee may �eceive up to
60% of the employee's average weekly wage, not to
exceed 66-2/3% of the statewide average weekly wage.
Benefits may not exceed $50,000, (440.16(2)).
Rehabilitation is the responsi.bility o! the Division
of Labor, (440.49(1)). Expenses of rehabilitation
are paid from a fund maintained by assessments
against the car=iers, (440.50).
The workmen's compensation program is adnµnistered
by the Bureau of Wo.r!-cnen's Compensation, (440.44).
Compe..�sation is typically paid bi-weekly, (440.20(2)),
�ut provisions are made for lump sum settlements,
(440.20(10)).
Cases are initially heard by a Judge of Industrial
Claims. The case may be appealed to the Industrial
Relations Commission. Orders of the Industrial
Relations Commission are subject to .review only by
petition for writ of certiorari to the Supre.�e Court,
(440.25 (4) and 440.27(1)).
The compensation order may be modified, (440.28).
75% 0£ attor.:iey's fees are paid by the employer or
carrier in addition to the compensation award; but
100% of the attorney's fees are paid if the employer
or carrier acted in a negligent, arbitrary, or
capricious manner in handling the claim, (440.34).
A second inju_ry fund provides incentives to employers
to hire handicapped workers by partially reimbursing
e.�ployers for certai..� injuries occurring to such
4

workers, (440.49(5)).
The costs of administration of the workmen's
compensation system is funded by assessments on in
S'\ll:'ance carriers and self-insurers, (440. sir.
Chapter 78-300, Laws of Florida, ·repealed Chapter 440,
Florida Statutes, in its entirety, effective Ju1y l, 1979.

It

is n_ecessary, therefore, for the state of Florida to enact a
workmen's compensation law prior to that time.
3.

The Objectives of Workmen's Comoensation
The basic objectives of workmen's compensation are:
l)

Broad coverage of employees and work-related injuries
and diseases

2)

Substantial protection against interruption of income

3)

Provision of sufficient medical care and. rehabilitation
services

4)

Encouragement of safety

5)

An effective system for delivery of the benefits a.�d
services

The five objectives of workmen's compensation present a-
convenient organization for the =eview of �lorida 1 s system.

The

particular conce.:n of this =eview deals wit� the cost of premiums
in the present system and the necessity of imple.-.uenting the
fifth objective - efficiency in operation.
B.

WORF..MEN 1 S COl-U'ENSAT!ON IN FLOR!DA
All e..�ployers subject to the act are required to provide
5

workmen's compensation coverage to their employees; penalties
are set out for failure to comply.

All employers are covered

by the act except t.�ose with fewer t.�an three employees, domestic
workers, and certain agricultural workers.

There are, addition

ally, certain other exceptions, including professional at.�letes
and independent contractors.

With the exception of i:regular

agricultural workers, Florida does provide broad coverage, par
ticularly in light of the current problems in ac.ministration.
The Joint WorJo,.en' s Compensation Committee is not, t.'i.e.refore,
recommending any extension of the coverage of the act.
2.

Income Protection
Florida has established several income ?rotection prog=ams.

Sixty per cent of wages is paid for tempcra...-y total disability,
up to 350 wee..1<s.

Once maximum medical improvement is reached,

t.�e period of te.�porary disability ends and compensation for
pennanen-t: disabili t:.y, if a."ly, begins.

.For per:na..T1ent total

disability, the ·....crker is paid 60% of his wages for ':he contin
uance of the disability.

For pe.rmanent partial disability, a

worker is paid 60% of his wages for a specified nu.'11.ber of weeks
if the inju_-y falls wit.�in the statutory schedule.

For non

scheduled inju=ies, 60% 0£ an employee's wage is paid for such
number of weeks as the percentage of disability is of 175 weeks
when the disa�ility is 10% or less, of 350 weeks when the
disability is more than 10% but less tha.� and L�cluding 50%,
of 525 wee�s when the disability is more than 30% but less than

and including 99%.

For these non-scheduled injuries, "disa

bility" means either physical impai.rment or loss of wage-earning
capacity, whichever is greater.

Compensation to the dependents

of an employee killed on the job cannot exceed 60% of the em
ployee's wages, and total bene£its cannot exceed $50,000.

All.

of the above benefits are subject to a maximum weekly compen
sation rate of 66-2/3% of the statewide average weekly wage,
which is currently $130.
It is widely believed that these income protection pro
visions are unsatisfactory.

The basic objection is that

temporarJ total and pe:onanent total disability benefits are too
low, while per.:nanent partial disability benefits are distributed
inequitably.

In determining compensation benefits for non

scheduled injuries resulting in a pe.rmanent pa..rt�al disability,
a very high degree of subjectivity is involved in dete.r:nining
both tlle .i.=lpai=:ient rati..�g a.�d t.�e loss of wage-earning_capacity
rating.
earnings.

No regar� is taken of.an employee's actual loss of
In many cases, this results in generous treat:nent of

the partially �isabled worker who suffers no income loss.

Further,

there is no assuzance to a person with an L.�jury resulting

.l.' l"I

...

loss of wages that such wage loss will be compensated.
3.

Provision

of Su£ficient Medical Cara

The Florida law provides that all necessary a."'ld legi ti.znate
medical costs be paid.

The injured employee, therefore, is

gua=a.�teed sufficient medical care.
7

HowP.ver, certain problems

do exist in this axea.

From 1971 to 1976, the costs of

workmen's compensation medical care increased by 18.6% per
yeaz.

These-·increases vastly exceed those which ax� the result

of inflationary pressures.

During this period, the overall

cost of medical care increased at a rate of 7.5% per year.

Wh�le

sufficient medical care� available, cost increases are a
continuing problem and cannot be simply attributed to inflation.
4.

Provision of Rehabilitation Services
Section 440.49, Florida Statutes, establishes Florida's

policy on rehabilitation.

This section establishes a special

disability trust fu..,d for the payment of the costs of rehabili
tation for workers per.nanently disabled.
effort is the Division of Labor.

The key factor in this

Whiie rehabilitation seJ:Vices

are available, there is criticism of the relative passiveness of
the program and of the lack of inducement !or its use.

Attached

as a.� appendix to this report is a study on rehabilitation pre
pared at the Committee's request by Or. Claude Liily of Florida
State University.
5.

Safetv
The key to solving the dilemma of work-related injuries

is not merely the compensation of injured workers but, rather,
prevention cf the injury itself.

The objective of the total

elimination of industrial accidents and occupational diseases
should never be lost.

Rather, every accident or occupational
8

illness must be seen as preventable and their occur=ence as a
failure to the system.
From 1971 to 1976, work injuries in Florida increased by
10.2% per year.

Viewed in light of a 3.6% rate 0£ increase in

employment, work injuries have increased at a rate three times
greater than employment.

Signi£icant advancements in sa£ety

engineering and, more importantly, safety administration are
needed.
6.

Efficiencv
The central concern with Florida's work:nen's compensation

systa..� relates to its efficiency.
much.

Simply put, it cost too

Florida's statutory benefit levels are in the lower half

nationally, yet the premiums charged to Florida employers are
near the top.
During its deliberations, the Joint Committee received
testimony which illustrates this point:
Em�lovrnent
Code

SOURCE:

Rate oer Sl00 Pavroll
Fla

Q

NC

6325

$12.97

$4.53

$4.01

3724

7.38

2.95

2.38

5190

6.03

2.55

2.02

5606

8.38

l.80

l.79

8810

.34

.15

.07

Testimony a�d submissions of Mr. Carl OWenby, Jr.,
before tr.e Joint Legislative Ccm:nittee, January 5, 1979.
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7.

Attor:iey Involvement
A

frequent point of comparision of various states' workmen's

compensation systems is the degree 0£ attorney invoivement.
The nclosed Claims Survey" done for the Florida Association of
Insurance Agent's revealed:
(a)

In Florida, 20.8% of claims had representation
by counsel as contrasted with Alabama's 2.8%
and Wisonsi.n's 3.0%.

(b)

Attorney fees in Florida averaged 11.8% of the
incurred los� as opposed to 4.1% in Alabama and
9.9% in Wisconsin.

Three reasons have been suggested for the higher attorney invol
vement.

They are the following:

(a)

In Florida, temporary benefits are too low;
benefits are slow in coming; the carriers treat
claimants arbit=arily; and the only recourse
the individual has is to an attorney.

(b)

The administration of the workmen's compensation
syste.� has not been sufiiciently effective.

(c)

Unlike t.�e vast majority of other states, Florica
requires the employer/carrier to pay 75%, (formerly
100% ), of a successful c.la..imant I s attorney's fees.

Support may be found for all of these arguments.
8.

A&ninistration
Florida's worJanen's compensation system, as well as oose

throughout t.�e nation, was designed to be self-administering.
It's objective was to administer all work injuries through the
Bureau of Work::llen's Compensation without the need of attorneys
or hearings.

Onfortu.�ately, however, as desc=ibed in the

attorney involvement section above, litigation occurs more
10

frequently in Florida t.�an should be necessa_ry.

Criticism has

been leveled aga.L.�st the Bureau for failing to take a more

..

aggressive approach towa.=d claims administ:ration.

s·uch an

aggressive policy would involve info:ming parties of their
rights and obligations as soon as possible a!ter a work injury·
has occurred and attempting to persuade pa_-ties to solve their
disputes iniormally, before adjudication becomes necessa_ry.
The Bureau's regulati.on of self-insurers is another aspect
of its acministrative policy which is believed to need strength
en:L�g.

Self-insurance has been rapidly growL�g in Florid�.in

t...�e recent past.

Currently, approximately 22% of the volume of

workmen's compensation coverage is in the !or.il of self-insu=ance.
The Jc:L�t Committee commissioned Dr. James Nicholas, of Florida
Atla..-,.tic University, to conduct a study on self-insurance.

The

result of his study is attached to this report as an appendix.
':he grow-...h of sel.f-insurance demands t.i.at the Bureau
guarantee the solvency of self-insurance funds and the efficiency
of their operation.
9.

Mk'
.Ra -+-...e ..
ai ing
Florida law requires every insurer writing workmen's com

pensation insurance to file all rates for prior approval by the
Depa:tment of Insurance.

E:owever, the law also per.nits an insurer

to become a member of a licensed =ating org�ization which makes
such filings a.�d permits the insurer to authorize the Depart.uent
to accept such filings i..� the insurer's behalz.
11

Although me.."!\ber-

ship with a licensed rating organization is not required, all
13S active workmen's compensation insurers currently belong to

..

the National Council on Compensation Insurance, a ra•ting
organization which makes one rate filing on behalf of all 195
insurers.
10.

Problem Areas
The Joint Legislative Committee has identified sL� problem

areas in need of consideration.

These a.re:

(1)

The high cost of worknen's compensation i..�surance.

(2)

The rapid rise in on-the-job injuries in Florida.

(3)

The Jli..�i.ual utilization of rehabilitation.

(4)

The hig� costs which result fzom the relatively·
high vol1Jine of pennanent partial disability claims.

(5)

The inequity in income compensation among worl,ers
with penna.�ent partial. disabilities.

(6)

The high degree of attorney involvement.

C.

TEE JOINT COM?-'..J:TT:E� 1 S RECOMMENDATIONS

l.

Waae-Loss
The major recommencation of the Joint Legislative Cor.i:nittee

.on Workmen's Com-censation is the conce-ot o:f Wage-!.oss.
put, the objective of wage-loss is to assure that

a.,

Si.,nply

injured

worker will not su:ffer a significa.�t loss of income as a result
of his inju....-y or illness.

By t..�is approach, the primary objective

of workmen's compensation, that of income protection, is achieved.
This is done in a more efficient manner t�an that provided by
12

the present system of compensation for pe.manent disability,
whic.'l !:lane.ates that a certaL'l n1JIIl.ber of weeks of compensation
be paid on the basis of physical impainnent or loss
earning capacity".

of "wage

�here are four categories of disability bene£its:

temporary

total, tempora_ry partial, pe.rmanent total, and per.manent partial.

The period be£ore the injUied worker attains maximum medical

improvement, (M?-(..:t), constitutes the period o.f temporary disability.

Once M..'!I is reached, a decision must be made whether there
should be a.11y payment of compensation for either per.ma.nent par
tiai o= per.nanent total disability.

The sole application of

wage-loss, as recommended, is to the permanent partial disability category.

It keys on paying the injured worker a speci

fied proportion of the difference betwee..� his pre�injury and
pcst-i.njury ea.-�i:ags.

In th.is manner, workers in financial need

of ccmpensation receive payment, while those who have suffered
no loss of ea...-nings receive no wage-loss benefits.
?rofessor Joh.� Burton and Wayne Vroman* did an extensive
stucy on pe:cnanent partial disability in Wisconsin, California, and
Florida.

?rofessor Bu:ton, who testified before the Committee

�n Ja.nua....-y 17, 1979, concluded that the nmost serious and
pervasive shortcoming in all thJ:'ee states is the lack of equity
in tr..e benefits.

The basic cause of the problem appea=s to be

*Burton, J'ohr: ::., Jr., and Wayne Vroman, ";'a.rtial Disabilities
Under Wor!-o.en' s Compensation" , prepared for t.�e tr. s • Depa=t.-nen t
of Cccmerce, April l978.
1.3

that pennanent partial disability bene£its are deter.mined on
the basis of a prospective assessment of wage-loss, and the

predictive a.6ility of these assessments is limited."·

Wage-loss, as recommended by the Joint Committee, will
compensate workers when they suffer at least a 20% income loss·
as a result of a work-related injury.

Such compensation would

begin in the first month in which a wage-loss occUis.

The

injurec worker would provide statements showing the amount of lost
wages, if asiy, on a monthly basis.

The injured w9rker would

receive 80% of the dizference between post-injury earnL�gs and
80% of pre-L,jury ea__-ni..-,.gs.

The requirement of at least a 20%

income loss accot:nts for fluctuations in income that would be due
to .factors ot.11.er t.11an an L-,.jury.
The Con:mittee 1 s =ecol!lmendation further prov�des that wage
loss benefits would be payable until t..�e eaxliest of three dates:
(l)

350 weeks, (2)

age sixty-five, or (3)

the passag� of

two yeazs after Ml"..J: in whic� there were not at least three
consecutive months of compensable wag� loss.

These limitations

are an attempt to relieve the system of the high administrative
costs that would result iz all pez:nanent partial disability
cases remai.�ed open indefinitely.
The Cammi t-:ee beJ.ieves that a wage-loss systa"Il would.
justifiably reduce the cost of workmen's compensation by providing
permanent partial disability benefits only to those workers who
are in actual need of s�ch benefits.

14

2•

ImPai.rment Be.'lefits
In its consideration of wage-loss, the Joint Committee was

..

concerned that wage-loss protection may be insu£ficient for
workers who have suffered a permanent L.�pai.rment due to amputa
tion, total loss of an eye, or serious disfigurement.

There

fore, the Joint Committee is recommending that impair.nent
benefits be paid in addition to wage-loss benefits·for these
t.'u:ee types of impaiz:nents •.

The impairment benefits recommended

are the following:
(a)

Fifty dollars for each percent of permanent
impaL"?T.Lent of the body as a whole from 1%
t."lu"ough 50%, and

(b)

One Hundred Dollars for each percent of per.na.l"le-nt
impaizment of the b ody as a whole for that portion
in excess of 50%.

These impair.ne.�t benefits are to be paid within.30 days after
the attainment of 11MI.
3.

!m�ai.rment Rati.�a
The Joi.-it Committee recornmer..� that an impair.:ient schedule

be utilized in the deter.n.ination of the existence and degree
of impaizment of an injured worker.

The Division of Labor should

adopt a schedule based upon generally accepted medical standards.
The Committee recommends that the ��erican Medical Association's
Guide to the Evaluation of Pei:manent !..�paiDnent be utilized
until the Division adopts such a schedule.

The Joint Committee

is making this recommendation on L�ai.rment ratings in order to
reduce the subjectivity of such ratings.
Under the wage-loss system reco:mmended by the Committee,
an impai.rment rating would be of importance for the three
following reasons:
(l)

Deter.mi.nation of the degree of impairnent in
order to compute impairnent benefits for a
worker who s'U££ers an amputation, total loss
of ci.n eye, or serious disfigurement.

(2}

Oetel:lllination of the existence of an impai.r.ment
in order to determine whether a worker· is
eligible to receive wage-loss benefits. The
degree of impai.m.ent, however, would be
i.rreleva."lt to this dete.r:nination.

( 3)

4.

Deter:nination of the degree of impairment in.
order to establish the burc.en of proof require
me."lts. The Committee recommends that i.f t..l'j,e
physical i...�pai.::ment rating is 1S% or less, the
burden should be on the employee to prove t..11.at
any wage-loss claimed is the result of a com. pensable inju_ry. If the impairment rati.."lg is
greater than 15%, the burden should be on the
employer/carrier to prove that a wage-loss
claimed is not the result of a compensable
injury.

Tamoorarv Total and Per.na..�ent Total Oisabilitv Benefits
The Joint Committee recommends �hat te..�oorarv total and

oe.rma.�ent total be..�efits be increased.

The Committee is conce.r.ied

that t.11.e compensation offered to workers who are totally, tem
porarily, or pe.J:manent.ly disabled may be inadequate.

Moreover,

it recognizes that t..11.is L�aeequacy may contribute to an excess
L� pennanent partial disability claims and attorney involvement.
Therefore, t..�e Committee recommends that the rate oi compensation
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to an individual for temporary total and per.nanent total
disability be increased from 60% of the individual's average

..

weekly wage to 66-2/3% of the average weekly wage.
This Committee has assigned the objective of cost reduction
a very high priority in its review of workmen's compensation.
While its recommendation of benefit increases may appear to
be inconsistent with this objective, the Committee has come to
the conclusion that existing inequities and inadequacies must,
nevertheless, be addressed.

In fact, an injured worker should

have less inducement to seek "supplemental benefits" in the
for.n. of permanent partial disability compensation due to these
recommendations.

It is this reduced incentive t.:.iat the Committee

believes will. S'l:Wsta.--itial.J.y reduce unwarranted claims for- ?el:'lna
nent ?artial disability and the excessive attorney involvement
t.�at results.

The Comxn.ittee also believes that the increase

in temporary total benefits is an eq-uitable t=ade-off with
the additional recommendation that the claimant be required to
pay his own attorney's fees.
S.

Maxi=nUJD. Comoensation Rate
Currently, the maximum compensation rate i� Florida is

66-2/3% of t.1.e statewice average weekly wage.

That is, the weekly

compensation pa.id to an employee cannot exceed 66-2/3% of the
statewide average weekly wage.

Effective January l, 1979, how

ever, the statewide a11erage weekly wage is $_195, so t...1.at t...1.e
max i �-um. weekly compensation is $130.
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This maxi.mu.� rate applies

to temporary total, temporary partial, permanent total, and
permanent partial disability benefits, and death benefits.
The Committee recommends raising the maxi.inum compensation
rate to 100% of the statewide average weekly wage.

As with the

recommended increase in the rates of compensation for temporary
total and permanent total disability,1this recommendation is an
attempt to place Florida's statutory benefit levels closer to
t.�e national average, while reducing an injured worker's incen
tive to seek an attorney.

The actuary hired by t.lie Committ-se

indicated that t..'lese L�creases L� benefit .levels add only 1% or
2% to the cost of the package.

However, this minimal increase

is dependent upon the Committee's additional recommendations
being enacted into law, pa.-ticularly the wage-loss concep.t and
the 80/80 computation of wage-loss benefits.

If _the wage-loss

concept or the 80/80 computation is abandoned, the above recom
m�ndations for inc:eases i.� t.'le benefit levels become s�gnifi
cantly more expensive. to the system and may not be justified.
6.

Eliminatina "Shot-Gun Claims"
The Committee recognizes t.'lat a problem exists with the

current system of claim fiJ.ing.

Although s. 440.19(1) (c),

Florida Statutes, requires that a claim filed with the Division
put the employer on notice as to the nature of the cla.im, in
actual practice, the Claims Section of the Bureau of Workmen's
Compensation officially noti!ies t.�e employer if� indication
is received froo an e?r.?loyee, in writing, that he feels he is
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not receiving what is due.

No matter how broad or vague the

claim may be, it tolls the statute of limitations and, under
present law, requires the payment of 75% of a successful
claimant's attorney's fees if the claim is not paid within
21 days.
rn order to fairly put the employer/carrier and the Bureau
on notice as to the existance of a problem and basis of a claim,
the Com:nittee recommends that claim-filing be replaced with a
request for hearing which must specificallv state .the benefit that
is due and not beina oaid.

In order to enable the employee or

his attorney to
discover what sho1.lld be paid, the Committee wou.ld
;
also require than an employer or carrier provide these parties
with any relevant information in their possession (medical reports,
wage statements, etc.) whether or not a request for hearing has
been filed.
7.

Rehabilitation
Providing rehabilitatior. for per.:nanently injured workers

is currently the responsibility of the Division.

The Committee

recommends that this res�onsibilitv for �rovidi..�g rehabilitation
be olaced u�on the e.molover a.�d carrier, at their ex�ense.

It

is believed that the employer and carrier are best situated to
provide this service.

Immediate contact with the worker, a

problem with the present rehabilitation system, would be assured
by this recommendation.

The carrier, through its claims adjuster,

and the employer would have no need of a referral rnecha.�ism to
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initiate the rehal:lilitation process.

In addition, the

e.�ployer and carrier would have a direct economic incentive
to rehal:lilitate an injured worker under the wage-loss system
recommended.

The wage-loss benefits payable would be reduced for

every dollar the worker is able to earn after reaching maximum
medical improvement.

In short, logistics and incentives make

t."le employer and carrier t..�e logical choice for providing
rehabilitation services.

The Bureau's Rehabilitation Section

would serve in both a consultative and an oversigpt role il1
order to assure t..�at the nece?sa.ry rehabilitation services are
provided.
8.

Lu.�1:i Sum Settlements
Section 440.20(10), Florida Statutes, autho�izes a Judge of

Industrial Claims to enter an order discharging the liability
of an employer by the payment of a lump sum, k..'"l.own L"l �11e ?ractice
as "washing-out" a claim.
is a debatable question.

Whet..½ez washouts should be aut..-iorized
At best, washouts appear to be a

necessary evil 0£ the system.
paz-ticu.larly troubling.

However, one aspect oi washouts is

A report presented to t..11.e Joint Committee

_by Associated Industties of Florida L�dicates that payments in
washouts for future medical benefits account for more tha.� one
fourth of the system's total payout for medical expenses.

The

Committee believes that eete.r.mining the proper amount for future
medical benefits in a lump sum settlement involves too high a
cegree of subjectivity, especially when a settlement is reached
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soon after an ill.ju_�.

Therefore, the Committee recommends that

future medical benefits be el.L1ninated from all lum� sum settle
ments, while.oroviding that the ernDlovee remains en�itled to all
medical benefits for one vear following the settlement.
The problems associated with lump sum settlements may be ·
exacerbated by the Committee's recommendation that the claimant
be responsible for payment of his own attorney's fees.

A danger

may exist that a claimant's attorney may u.�duly persuade his
client to accept a lump sum settlement in order to provide pay
ment of the fee.

A further concern is that the use of washouts

could conceivably negate the benefits of a wage-loss system.
The ?urf?OSe behind wage-loss is to comf)ensate a worker for his

actua1 loss L� wages, not to make prospective assessments.of
wage-loss.

In certa.L.� cases, washouts may be in tjle best intere sts

0£ all parties concerned.

The Committee, therefore, has not

recommended that they be eli..-n.inated.

However, it does recommend

t..�at this issue receive further study by both houses and that
strong restrictions on lump sum payments be considered.
10.

Ad..-ninistration
Any solution to the problems existing in the work:nen's

compensation syste!Il depends on ag gressive ad.ininistzation and
regulation by the Bureau 0£ Workmen's Compensation.

Without an

aggressive policy by the 3ureau, all recomme.�ded solutions are
jeopardized.

unfortunately, time constraints forced the Joint

Committee to do little more in the area of claims ad..�inistration
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than offer a.� overall recommendation that the Bureau take a
st=onger position in policing the system.

..

We understand,

however, that the House Insurance Committee will loo� further
into t.�is issue.

The Joint Committee does recommend, however,

that unless adequate assurances are received, aggressive policies
should be adooted in the a&ninistration of claims and in informing
parties of their rights.

F'\lrthernore, unless assurances are

received that there will be adeauate regulation of self-insurers,
the Joint Cocnittee would recommend that t.�e Bureau of Workmen's
Compensation be transferred to the Oeoart:ment of Insurance.
The Committee additionallv recommends that eXPress statutorv
authority be given the Division of Labor to effectivelv regulate
self-insurers.

This authority would include the promulgation of

rules requiring proof of competent personnel and� safe working
environment as a condition to self-insure.

The Division should

also be given t..�e authority to adopt rules by which bus�nessas
may become q,..ialified to provide underwriting claims-adjusting,
loss control, and safety engL.�eering services to self-L�surers.
It should also �e mandator1 upon the Division to adopt rules
requiring moneta_ry resarves to be mainta.L�ed by group sel!-i.�sura.�ce
funds to assure their financial solvency.
ll.

Medical
The prL�ary conce.rns in the area of compensation fo= �edical

services rendered to an injured eI:1ployee involve the cost and
possibility of over-utilization of such services.
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The Committee

recommends t.11.at a "peer medica.l utilization review" svstem
be implemented to monitor the necessity, quality, and cost of
medical care.. provided pursuant to Chapter 44_0.

A similar

system has been used with great success by Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of Florida, Inc., as inteniediary for the federal Medi
care program.

Such a system would require that all practi

tioners who are reimbursed under workmen 1 s compensation sul:::lmit
their records to "utilization review."

This initial stage

would identify practioners whose services exceed-an acceptable
range of utilization.

Suspected cases of inappropriate utili

zat.ion would then be submitted to a "peer review committee,"
composed of �embe=s who have met the same licensi.ng requi=ements
as the practioner whose sei:vices are being reviewed.

!f .the

pee: review committee deter.nines that a practiti�ner has over
uti.lized or otherwise rendered inappropriate medical treatment
or services, the Bureau would have the aut.�ority to req1:lire
the practitioner to repay the amount which was paid for such
serv-ices.
The Joint Committee suggests that the respective houses
consider two additional recommendations pertaining to the cost
of medical care which are not included in the proposed bill.
The first =ecommendation would provide that a physician be paid
either the fee specified in the workmen's compensation fee
schedule or t.�e fee which is usual and customary for· that physician
for such services, whichever is lower.

The second recommendation

is t.�at hospitals be re�fflb11.rsed for a given service at the
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lowest prevailing charge for that service in the community.
The Committee additionallv recommends that medical testi
monv at a hearina before a Judae of Industrial Claims be limited
to �ractioners who are certified bv the Division.

This rec

ommendation would serve to eliminate the problem of "doctor
shopping" by claimants seeking favorable medical testimony.
The Committee recognizes that this problem may be substantially
eli.-ui..�ated if t..�e wage-loss recommendations are adopted.

Since

the Committee's recomnended system would pay impairment benefits
only for certain serious injuries, there would be little need
for "doctor shoppi..�g" to seek a higher impairment rating in
the majority of pe=a.ner.t partial disability cases.

The existence

of a perma.�ent impai.r.:nent, however, is a prerequisite to entitle
ment to wage-loss benefits.

The degree of impaix::;nent is also

important for burden of proof purposes, (see page 15), under the
Committee's recox:endat.ions.

The Committee, there£ore, _felt'

t.�at the requirement 0£ ?hysician certification should be in
cluded L.� its recommendations.
12 •

Rate MaJd.r..i::r
As mentioned earlier in this report, the National Council

en Compensation Insura..�cs ma..<es one rate filing with the Depart
me..�t of Insurance on behalz of all insurers writing workmen's
compensation ins--..i:ance in Florida.

The Committee has felt a

certain cegree of dissatisfaction with this rate making p=ocess
and has considered a ni.:mber of alternatives to the present
24

system.

Further study a.'T'J.d investigation in this area should

be undertaken by both houses.

Possible alternati""les include

mandated rate filings by each individual insu:rer, (!.e.,
eliminating the authority of a licensed rating organization to
make rate filings), rates set by a goverr.mental rating bureau,·
and limiting the authority of a rating organization to a state
indust:"y rating bureau.

Special attention should be directed

toward the last alternative, that of an independent indust..ry
rating bureau.

If the process of rate making is to be open·and

responsive, an independent rating bureau which would conduct its
sessions L'T'J. Florida and be open to the public may be the best
solution.
O.

COST L'\!PLIC.�TIONS

The evaluation by the National Council on Compensation
!nsu=ance, (NCC.I), of the legislation proposed by t.i.e Jo.int
Conunittee indicated that t.i.e legislation can be expected to
reduce premii.:m rates �y 20 - 25% from an otherNise adequate
rate level.

This evaluation was closely reviewed by the Joint

Committee's .independent consulting actuaries and found to be
reasonable.

It was the opinion of t..i.e consulting actuaries that

further reductions in premium rates would be likely to occur as
experience develops under the wage-loss system.

This i.:nproved

experience would reflect factors that t.i.e NCCI believes are too
intangible or uncertain to calculate presently, such as decreased
use of medical specialists and fewer controverted claims.
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The

actual experience will begin to appear in the rate ma.�ing
approximately one year after the e£fective date of the legis
lation.

The··consulting actuaries also caution that .predictions

of future premium rate reductions are necessarily quite uncer
tain, since they are essentially predictions of future human
actions.
E.

CONCLUSION

The problems of Florida's Workmen's Compensation system
demand more attention t..�.an any other issue facing the 1979
Legislature.

The Joint Committee is confident that its

recommendations would not only help to relieve the syste..� of
its exorbitant rate levels, but would also provide for an

equitable dist:ibution of benefits.

The objective standards

inherent in a wage-loss syste..� would provide workmen's compen
sation with the degree of certainty that is currently absent
from t..�e system and desperately needed.
On£ortunately, due to the time pressures facL�g the
Committee, we were unable to make our recommendations as compre
hensive as we would have liked.

We are faced with a complex

proble.� which de.�ands a great number of possible solutions.

We

would be less than candid if we were to say we have done all
that needs to be done.

The Committee 1 s recommendations address

what we felt to be some of the most serious problems.
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Concl!lSion

The objec:ive of this repore is co preseuc and co
C!laXlges assoC"'..a.ted 'IJ'i.th rehabilitation that could be inc:orporatad inco' a..
Qr; ;;or:<:en's c:oapensation law.
itself to e-.ro ::a.jor areas.

Speci!ic:ally, chis report acdresses

The first sec:ion deals 'IJ'i.ch the proposals

ma.de by George T. �elch, President of !ntaoacional Rehabilit:ation Asscciates, I.::cor,,oratad, duri:lg the norida Association of !�suranc:e Age:its'
work:e:i.'s Cct:;,e�sacion Ccnierence on �age Loss.

The second section con-

re?ort is desig::ed to ?resent soce of c.�e pros and cocs about eac:b. issue
to :ac::!.litata the Ccc:::i.ttee's revie� of these issues.

An effor� has be�

BASIS OF co�AR.ISON

The issues

c.::a:

a.re presantsd •.n.l.l be e.�ned i:,. ligh.c of che la.Y or

regulations i:l oc�er stacas as �ell as ec:oncmic: and =egul.acor:, c�eo'tj.

aot acting and d0 no plan to act in the near future on some of the issues

Coccents on some of the issues vere sought f:om the rehabilitation
and/or vork::1en's compensation· wuts in Michigan, Wisconsin, California,
�evacia, a.:ici Oregon.
report.

These coi:=ents have been used as input: into this

The author also received assistance from Mr. tdvin ?. Stewart,.

Ac:::l.:i.nist=ator, Work::len's Co:::;,ensation Rehabilitation, Florida Departt:18?2.t:

of 1..a.bor and E:::ployi:eo.: Securiey.

Rovever, the prasent3tioa· in

chis =epor� is the responsib�:y of the author.

Mr. Welch .:a.de five c.a.j or recoi::imenciac:!.o::s in b.is presa:t:.ation to c:he
worben's Compensation Conference.

Zach of these raco:::::eo.dations is

prasentad,and then.a :e-vi:?w" of t�e racoi::cenciation is given.

Reco=endation l:

The insuranc� indust=-7 �use be allowed to supply
and cont:�ol the rehabilic:at!cn source �nether it
be their own staff, an iadependent prov-ider or
ta.� supported ?rogra:s such as che Bureau o!
Vocational Rehabilitation (OVR in so�e states).
Only t.�4ough open a�d ethical ccc?ec!cion by
prov-!.di..�g sources can the disabled individual
get the best and :ost =esult orie=tad ser-n:e.
Thera should be no conc=cl �ocopolias.

-S-·

F!L"tI3!!.ITY
This r�o=endat:ion has c-�o facets:
muse be allowed fle:cibil.ity

it,.

(l) the i..isurance ;!.ndust::-y

providing sources, and (2) monopolies

and restrictions on coi::petition should noc 1 be deve.loped.

The for.ner

topic is covered in this section �hile the second area is covered in
Che. ::i.ut sect:i.oa..

Si..lce the insurance industry' is ?t'ov-idi::ig soae. of

:he rahabilltatio:1. se=vices, an argu=ent can be ma:ie that: ehe indus1::-y
should be afforied fla.ubility in su?ply.ing and control.l.i:g the .rehabi.!.i:.acion source.

Ca:-t:a:!..:l.ly, any a cciou taken to encourage c�e indust-:-y

to provide serncss is hi6hl7 desirable.

And, it �ould see: ehat fle.�-

ibilit7 wuld be a dasi:acle fut:�re f:om the bdust:-y' s perspective.

stantial conc-rol even ii regu.l.ations are instlgatad.

Regulations do not

should be avoicied only i! the private :ecilanis::1 is toing an adequate job.
So�e people contend that an ade�uata job is nor: bci!l� done i� Florida,
a:d :he:a!ore, soce additic�al controls ar� necessa=7.

3efor� any a:�e.:!lpc

i.s c.ade to coatrol the insurance indust-:-y's provision of rehabilitation
serv�ce, a decision should be ma.de on �hat the objec:ive of the control
should be and how it bes 1: can be achie'le1i.

Th:is entails all analysis of

the �eaknesse.s in the cur=ent systein.
To t�e e:cteut that cont=ol is necessary, it should be afforded
pr:!.=larily through regulations, not legislation.

The state vocational

rehabilitation unit should be given :�e auth0rit:7 necessary to handle

it: only has r:o -:e:!.:l.force t;ie. Division of tabor's authority.

!!ouc�olies and s:ate operated s7ste?:s can e..'Ci.st for a::.y one of a

public �ea.J..

!! a rehabilitation :onopol7 or state o�era:ed sys:= can-

cot satisfy at least one of these crtte=ia, r:hera is so�e question if::
should e.."'d.st.

�nopolies or state syste:s do e."d.st i� the area of rehabil-

itatiou i!l other jur-.sdictions.

�ost of Canada has relied on govern::.ental

rehabili:at:.on cen:ers for saveral :,ears.

�eYada has :-acentl.y !.tti:iated.

a ceni::-aJ. rahabil:!.tation .facili::1 •.;hich hanciles ::osc rehabilitat:::,n ca$as.

And, 0Tegon and Washington have centTalized rehabilitation facilities
�h.ich are used exterusive.ly.

A brief review of some of the state rehabil-

it:ation programs should pTovide·an ucellenc basis for e."'!amining the
possibilicy of a ::cnopolls:ic or state system t7?e of anangement in
norida.

does cot have to be s�: co cha Canter, he ;:iay be evaluated by a vocation.al
rehabil!ut!on counselor loca:aci i� the area ghere the injured �orker resides.
(The voca:ional rehabilitac�on counselor is siQilar to c�e rehabili:acion
nu:se i:i Florida.)

Once a �orker is released

E==� :�e Center,

a vocational

rehabilitacion counselor :ay be cailed in to assist the 'Jerker in finding
a job o: in obtaining vocational rehabili:ation.

The Canter is designed

pr:1.::arily to handle medic.al rehabilitation problei:.s not vocational rehabilitatiou.
washington is one of a fe� states which has a state worben's co�ensation fund.

?ar�ici?ation in cbe state fU.tld is !:l2!lda:ory �ich one except-

The only e."Cc:e;,tion is thac an employe: r::.ay elect to sel.f-insure. The

ioa..

e.ustence of a stata fund facilitates the developma.�t of any state operated
rehabilitation c:entar.

This result accrues because tbe state can handle

the financ:i.lg by :erely i:c:easing t.�e rate tbat it char�,s to �loyers.

ing aed.ical rehabilieat!on se:"'Tices to c:hose 'Jho need tbose services.

Eo�-

ever, the.re is :oc:!:.i:lg c:o �dicata that: t:iis syste: ace.ls above other
approac:�es used i: states �hich do and 'Jhic:.� do �ot have state i.lsurance
funds.

Like �ashi�geon, Nevada has a state insurance f��d.

;,

E::ployers i�
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Nevada,· however, cannot elect to self-insure t�e �orker's co�ensation
exposure.
Recelltiy t!evada developed a central facility for handling limited
medical rehabilitation and some vocationaj. rehabilitation treat:cent.

The

�ew facilit7 is equi?�•d to handle 250 patients on an outpatient basis
ouly.

(Injured vorkers vhich require hosp�talized :edical caru are

treated in public and private facilities.)

Once a �orker co longer

re�ui:es !!ladica.l care or only requires ci:i:imal �edical ca�e, he/she is
eligible for treac:.ent at the state center.

'!'-.;o tea::.s ha.::.cile each c..ase.

One taa::t concena-ates oa physical care -hile the secct".ti tea:i concen:rac.es
on vccatioe.al. e:e.a;c:::.e:i.c.
R.e:fer:-al.s cot11e pr-=artly .:rem privata doc:ors.

To ind."ta �at'ian-i:

refe::TaJ., a strong public relations· drive is conducted to encourage physicians to cake refe:-ra.l.s.

On� of tbe advantages of a central unit is

· that cu:i::,• of the physid.ans can:..be_assi��d as adjunce sta::: at t:he
:acil.!.t7.

This has had a posit:;re i::?act on doctor rafer.als.

The ·illitial cost of che �evada progra::1 �as $7 cillicn.
s:aif:.:.g, equipcent, a.:i.d a 90,0CO squ.a�e foot buildi�g.

This included

T�e ongoing c�sts

-lO- .

are handled through the funds collected by c.�e Nevada !ndust:ial Commissicn
for th.l state's worben's compensation fund.
Oregon
The rehabil.itaticu center in Oregon ccnceutrat�s on physical rehabilitation, nee vocational rehabilitation.

Vocational rehabilitation is

h.an<iled by service ccordin.atcrs who assess the vocational problem and �ho

vocational rehabil.i:ation cases are given either to the State Depar::ent
of Vocational Rehabilitation or to privata fir-...s.
The Oregon ce::i.ter is based on t.�e tea::i concept.

Each .team is com-

prlsed of ?hysicians, a physical therapist, an occupational therapist,

also ue available.
Oregon, unli.�e Ne�ada and Washington, does no� have a c::andator: st�ta
· wrk::len' s com.p�acion insurance fund.

The funds to operate the reh.al:lil-

itation facility are provided !.!l the state budget.

The est�-atad cost :or

running the facility during t�e next �Jo ye.a:s is $7.7 mil.lion of whicb
$1.l Clillion is for purchase 0£ equipment and $130,000 is for ca?ital

-uimprovement.

Thus, t he operational budget •Jill be approx��ately S3,22.S

:::Ulion �er year.
Florida
The cunent systam Cl.a.Y or may not. provide adequate services.

Car-

tainly, addi:ional research would be necessary to ascer�ain it the current
syste: is doing a good job.

!£ tbe assumption i.s c:ade that the cunent

syste:: is not adequate, the possibility of a state rehabilitation facility

· norida does not provide di:ect rehabilitation se:vices.

To develop

a facil.i:y (�es) for ?rovidi:lg =ahabilitation se..'?"'!Tices (:edic.a.l or vocat:'ioual) '..Ould �aau a ded.d.ed shi!-: b policy.

Because of :lor:.da 1 s

probably �ould be desirable to have several rehabil.itation facilities
located th�oughout the state.

As

an alter:i.ative t o const=ucti:tg ae�

facilities, Florida could use existing facilities,

�here available a.:d

bui!d facilities �here e.�isti:g facilities �ould t10t �eec the �eed.
ill.r.:Stl:'ata, in an area li�e �.emi., the seate probably could develop a

i!'.La.nd, it tl!.ighc

oe desi=able to build a new facilicy.

To

!he cost of any new progra:i could be funded ouc of state revenues.
Since norida does not operate a state insurance fund, the cost of operations also could be funded out of the state budget, or it could be appor�ioned amcng insurance carriers and self-insurers based on a for.:iula..
ror �le, a car.:ier :igh� pay a percentage of cos: equu to the ratio

!he e.:t:.sti.ng syste:i of :-ehabilitaticu llurse.s ..-ould have c.c be :odifiad if t�e stata decidec to est:.a.blish its

O'Wtl.

rehabilitation center(s).

5ut, there •.:ould still be a c.e.ed for c!lese individuals, a.s illustrated by
e!le e."ta.:,ples of �a.shi.o.gcou, Nevada, and Oregon.

Soi:neoue ..:1th expertise i:

the :-ehabilit.ation area is a.l7ays needed to follo� U? on cases.
There is a danger � esi:ablish.i!lg s::ate fac:ilicies ,:,;hiC!.:.i a:e act
l!Cnopolistic; t�e facilities can become the d�ing g=ounds for c.�e cases

bad is that t�esa cases cor:a.lly are not referred uncil long aiter the
injury has occurr;d.

!zprove::ents in the cun:-en� re£er=al syste::i �ould �e

:andatory ii :he stata de�ided to enter int� c.he rehabilitacion services
fie.lii.

tu:GUU.'!!ONS

Recormendation

Z:

�nitoting and regulation should be as si:l1)le and
d1.rect as possible. The la._ should not be rehabil
itation by com�liance, as is prese�t today in one
state. Such adlllinistration leads to little action
and heavy administ�ation costs. Legal compliance
becomes the end product rather than reb.abilitacion.

The first concept in recommendation t:f.i'o is innocU0us.

Ceruillly, every-

one agrees that to the e.x�ent it can be e£fective, :egulacion should be as
sim�le and cU.rect as possible.

Th.is is the res�onsibility of the regulatory

ar.: of the �orkcen's com;,e:sation prog=aa.
!he second as�ect

or the recoi:=endad.on is not totally clear.

!£ t..�e

recommendation is sc=essing t�e vi.r�ues of persuasion cot coercion in geeting Q'Orkers into rehabili.:ad.on, t�e eonce�t is a��eal�ng.

Hoqever, t!:lis

should not rasult i:1 the e l •�nat:icn of incentives and pressu:e :o:- '-Ori{.a::-s
to participata in rehabil;.tation progra:::.s.

Recoc:iericiation 3:

Rehabilitation ac:ion should be ail::ed at early
reien:-al. to :he provider and ac:ion chat rill laad
co resul:s. Very fe� disabled ?ers�ns ill �ork in
jury cases need a.�:ensive and e."q)ensive ret=ai=ti.:ig.
?=ofessioca.ls assigned the case in a ci::ely manner
can return the individual co his sa:e job and sai::e
e:iploier 1� cost instances. T:us is best for t�e
disabled person, the eoployer and che insurer. �he
illdi·ridual is back. to a secu-re r.:crk at::os�here, -.ri!:.h
friecds and a: no re�uced �age. Soce::.:::es job re
desig.i and re:icval oi architac:ural barriers ,;nil �e
cecessar,-. Toe insurance rehabilitation S?ecialisc
can accocplish these casks at the leis: ?OSsible
coses �i:h che cooperation of che e.:?loyer a�d e�e
insu:er.
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The third reco=.endation probably is the most uipor�ant recommendation
presantad by :-ir. �elch.

i:'he early referral of an injured �orker who needs

rehabilitation services is of ut:10st �ortance.

As one author has stated:

••• in c.�e injw:ed �orker's efforts to cope �th the injurJ
there are c=itical periods of adjustment and adaptation. The
activities "11:hin the adaptive phases are designed to protect
the individual� .n.ake sense of what is happening to him.or her
and :o reduce the real or.perceived negative effects of the
disab�ty. This is alYays from the injured worker's point of
viev. Cor::espocdingl7, there are crltical ?eriods and/or ac
tivities related to the employer's, insurance carTier's.rehabil
i::ation S?ecialist's and other interested party's response to
the injury. S.i:ilar to the injured. �orker� the employer's,
ca..-ri.er's and rehabilitationist's responses are dasiiued to :e
duce the �e6ative effects of che injury •.••

• • • u:NG'ni OF T'n-!E 1'0 lU:!EP.RAL - �e ha-r,e fcw::.ci c.�at che
grear:er a=!Wlt of t±ne chat e."'?i:es be�e� the ti:!:.e i:he
injw:ed �orkar is inju::-ad and the.first rehabili:acion coatac:
is made, the lass chance dl9:e is that the injured ..,.orkar •..-4.J.l
retur.1 to ai:�loyt:e:i: ••••
Thus, t.'le:e ar� �..o factors .;hic.'l m.aka early refer:.-al. of· an inj'ured
�orkar a �ay objecti�e.

F:oc the hu::ane pers�ective, che sooner an indi-

vidual begins a reha�ili:ation program i:�e higher the probabili�/ cha: t�e
individual �1 ret\4-:l co active a:d productive �ork and social lives.
Second, rehaoili:a:icn beco�es an izpor:anc factor in reducing cost.

I£

a �orker can be rehabili:a:ad, i:he total dollar benefit i:hat he :light be
?ai.d unde= �crben's CCQ?e�sacion possibly can be =educed.

This is tI"Ue

; �er c.he �age loss conce?t is or is not ado9ted by ehe Legislature.

,v
;

_../
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Unfort'l.!na.tely, achiavi:lg an early referral by an insurance ca�ier or

loye is
11 �p .r a di!ficul: process, and Chere does not appear co be any

I,

i

'P

,

. ;}
·}

J,

� .:Le solutions.

The lag beC'Jeen the ti:ne an employee is referred to a

ta
�-l:>ili cion progTaJ:L and che time chat a reh.abilitaeion program- is in-

- eed varies significantly both. bet:"..Jeen states and •rlt:hin a state.
?

C.a.lif-

,--a- reports that so.me injuries are reported w'itb.i:i. a few �eeks while others
u::.s:ed even in states, e.g., Michigan and i:.'iscon.si:l.

The refer:-al pre-

is itighly dependent on Che report, by t:he insu:er or employer, of a pocasa, and samet�-es, t:h.e e::ploye:r oa.y noe be folly
..sed of the e:i:1:ant: of an �loyee' s inju..7 ii

c:e.

in.surance c.ar.:-ier does

'the. Wisc:0nsin worker's Com;:ensation Divi.sion usu.ally receives "first
repor1:.s" four or core days after an accident.

These report:s are

sane co e�e Of:ice of Vocational RehabiJ.ieation (CVR).

These

injury re?or:s" are so sket:chy t:hat :he OVR ::.gnores :he reports

until �ore detailed infor.:at:ion is available.

Thus, t:he system has a

rapid reportilig vehicle ill the "first injury reports," but this does act
solve the p-roblem.

(Cue favorable result of the

11

first injury reports"

is chat an injured York.er is sent a booklet notifying him/her about bene::its.

!he e:iployee at bast lur:is that: benefits are available.)

consi:l has had. some success rece:i.c.ly using another technique.

�is-

!t has

been �ork.i.:ig �"ith the insurance carriers i: an effort to expedite the
report.:!.ng of severe injuries.

Mei!ti:lgs have been held. bee-..:een the vo-

caeiona.l. rehabilltatiou ;,ersomie.l of tile stace and t!le insurance c:a=i�rs
i::. an effo-rt to e::.ge=.der cooperation.

Ac:co-rdi:lg to t�e vocacional ra.�abil-

itation personnel, the �u:t"anc:e indust:7 h.aa bean -receptive to ::his apiJroacil., and c::.e early repor'ti::.g of cases has improved.

M!.c!liga.n recani::ly

llas promulgacad neT.: regulations '.Jn.ich ?lace tigh-c const=aint.s on ::he re.?or-eing of rehabil.itation cases by �l0yers and insurance earners.

(A

copy 0£ these :-egula.t:ions i;n.ll be obtained and. p-rovided to �e Comc.i:::ae.)
These regu.lat�ons are ne�, and it is di!fic:1.i.lt to ascer:ain ho� effective

lefanal delays, �o�eve�, c�noc be ac:�ibuted enti=ely ::o poor re-
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por�ing sys:ems.

The fear of so�e �or�ers about rehabilitation, the lack

of k.::.o�ledge o� the part cf the employer, and ehe i�stigatioa of litigatioa
alJ. i:tpac: oa the repor�ing of claims.
The Joint Coa::iittee could a:ctac:k the referral problem by racomcending
changes in the ti=.e foT repoTting a clai:: and the degree of i.nfor.::.atiou
reported.

Or, t.�e Cocu.ttee could reco=end legislation that stipulates

that a:cre s::ingenc rules should be promulgated by th.e Division of Labor.
The key he:e is bot� the s�eed in getti.lg and the qualit7 of i.nfor.::.ation.
(!nfor.:?al aetil.ods, e.g., aeetings ,;nth the insurance i!ldUSc:"/ ara tile
res-ponsibili:y of the Vocational Rehabilitation Office a:d the Oiv!.sion
of Labor.)
!.I�lSTITG �cun:::-!!NTS

Rec�Cle!ldation 4:

No c:itaria or liceusure of rahacili:acion pro
fessionals should bar the insurance rehaoi.lltation
nurse free practice. norida has been a natiocal
leader iu t;rl.s are.a and the dedicated and calantad
rab.a.bilica.cion nurse has prove?i his/he= effec:iYe
�ess �hether -s�ata, company o� independent.

norid.a has bee:1 a leader in t:iat it has 1JC'il.1zed i::he se�ic� of
r�habilitation nurses.
ble :!.P.di,,idu.a.ls.

These nu:ses, are registered and are highly capa-

There is a question as to �het!ler or not this should be

used as a �asis for �ct reg�lati�g the servi.ces ai:orded by rehabilitation
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professionals ��rti:lg for a coin-pany and/or an independent agency,

The

argument can q� cade that these individuals should meet the standards set
by tile state for its rehabilitation professionals.

Several. states are

e::amin1ng the possibil.i.ey of establishing licensing rei:tuirements.

�crgia,

for· e."(.am�le, �h.ich has just cl:1.a.nged its rehabilitation law is planning to
develop l!c:ensi!lg re�uire::ients co sor-e out che untrained and unsc:ru-pulou.s
i:ldivid.uals c:lai::ing to be rehabilitation professionals.

Standads could.

be established. by tile Di-vision of Labor or by t:he Legisl.atu:e.

Let:ting

the Division of Labor foc:u.lace c!ie s tandards W0uld a.i::ord it flex:i.bil;i.ey,
a::d since the Coc:ti.::tee is operad.::,.g under a ti:e const=ai!lt, .-oulci :-educe

Re�O'!Cendation S:

!;1.Surance rehabilitation is i!l no ::.amier an C?loy
aen: agency. While it is true t.:iat plac�ent of ��e
disabled is a. par't'. of the rehabili:ation process, it:
is a smal..l pa:1: and th:i.s is different i;,. approac� a..�d
teclmique to e!le e:ployc:enc agen::7 busi:"s. Yet here
in F1orida -a:ry com;,any and ochers .-e!:e t:old •�e :use
com;,ly �ci:1 such regulation and licen:sure. Sue�
b.arass:ent can only be a deter=enc co ser,ica co t:ie
disabled and make ic less ef.fec-cive. The mcnit:or:.ng
.md ragulation of the wor�er 1 s co��nsation act by
che norida worur's Compensation Coc:ti.ssion of Flor
ida should be t:he sole and onl7 =onicoring and reg
ulation o! ins�rance rehabili:acion providers and
sern.c:.e.

There is no �eason :;.at rahabilitac!on services should have co co�ply

vith regulations and licensing procedures apper�a:i.ning co the mploymenc
agency busine��es; other states generally are not using this approach.
Forcing compliance could l.i::lit the number of good service providers beea.us� it would appear that :i.aking rehabilic:aeion sern.ces subjec: to
these regulations 1-70uld be burdensome.
ao�ever, there is a difference bec-�een requiring rehabilitation service providers to be licensed as employment agenc:.es and requiring cha: to
assis: in finding jobs for �orkers �ho have suppcsed�y been rehabilitated.
The value of any rehabil.itat:ion service provider can be ceasured i;i par1:
by the ability of the individuals �ho a.re rehabil�tated to obtai� e:ploy-

developed by the Coc::::ictae's sea££ showing tile di!fe::er.ce bet""�een :�e
existing la� and the proposed changes.

The outline in this sec:ion

generally follows the outli..�e in the com?arison.
RES?ONS!:3!!..I'!'Y FOR ??,OVTI:)ClG SE..�V!CES

There are three factors �hich should be considered �hen e.�.a::ining
�nether t�e e::ploye:/c.an-ier should provide vocaticnal rehabilicat!on
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senices.

These fact.ors are (l) cos�, (2) �esponsibility, and (3) dete:-

:iination of bene!its.

ill of the proposals �ould modify Section 440.49(l)

of the current lava.ad .i..i�act on these factors.
All of these proposals Y0uld place the responsibility for par...ng for
vocational program.son the e:ployer or r:he card.er.
the c-un-eut situ.atio-a..

This does differ from

The ccst of vocational training, currently, is

pud out of t!le 1iork::ec.' s Cotlli)easatioa. Adi:1:iJlist=at.ion Trus-:: Fund (unless
services are ;rrovic:.ed. voluntarily) ,;.rti,ch is financed by the em;,loye�s an<i c!le
carriers.

Si:.ce some serti..ces ara provided by public agencies, tl0t all of

the cost �s passed to the e.i:ployers and c:arriers.2
There is s� ratiouale for b.a:v◄-ng the e:ployers and car=:iers pay for
all. of cha vocational rahabilieation cost.

Vocational rehabili:ation is a

reasonable u:ansion of benef.ir:s to an i::.jured. ;orker since clle rehabilltztion
procass is 'O.Ot coc;,lete u�:il the �rker has been helped as we: as possi�le.

carrier pa-yr:a:i.t. of 'locat.ior.al benefits, cost sb.culd. inc::ease. The i::.c:aased.
cos� is a iu�cticn of t�e ��o tie�s 0£ vocational rehabilitation services.
The seco�d il:lpoTt.a..�t :actor is responsibility.

ill of the proposed· la�s

�ould tilake :he Division of Labor responsible :or oversee.i:lg the provisio� of
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sernces.

!:i practice., c:here probably would be very little difference be-

t'"Jeen the ul),le:entation of any of the proposed changes i:1 r:�� area of
respoi::i.sibility.

If the employers and caniers are made responsible for

all vocaticu.al rehabilitation, a reviev Qecilanism would aid in sundardiution.

Oete.r.:u.:iation of beti.e.fit entitle::ient varies bei:-..-een all three of the
proposed. lavs.

The !Iation.a.l Co�ssion proposal ..:ould require the. Di-

vision of Labor

t:,

asceru .; � who should ha�,e benefits.

The F•.W, AL�,

and !..U.C� pro?osal� �ou.ld base benefits on wage loss, and. ��e Bar plan
wou.ld lll.aka benefits de?endent on the degree of i::xpa.ir.::enc.

cou.ld benefit frot::t vi:,cat:.onal rehabilitation.

Yei:, c:!le seeond scandard •.;ould

be core hu:na.ne a.::.d possibly. of greater benefit to an i:ljured �orker.

The questioc addressed is '�1lat !s c:he c:=ade off bee-..-een cost effec:iveness and cost savings'?"

Cl.l.ne:tly no Li::ri.ts are placed on the r:i::te or
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the cost of the rehabi.litation serricas provided by the Division of Labor.
By l.i:liting benefits, costs should be reduced.

If most rehabilitations

can be accomplished within the co11Straints in the pro�osed c..1langes, then
the changes alight be qorth�hile.

Unfortunately, the cost savings- brought

about by t.,.e changes probabl7 voul.d nae be highly sign:Uicaut.

(The next

set of recom:1e!ldati0:s in the comparison generally are designed to coincide
vith t.:ie 1; ... ts oti Reh.abili:at:!.011 Ser-rices.)
-1

BONUSES :OR SUCC!SS?'U!. BE.U!I.ITATION
The recm:mie.ad4tion by Sacicv, de.signed to encourage the e:ployer to
uka back �lcyees �ho are disabled, is one of several .,_ays th.at could
be used to facilitate the availabi.li.ey of jobs for d.:!.sabled e:ployees.
Other cou:tt=ies have e:xperi::ented �t:h establishi:l.g quotas and rese..�-ng
3
s�ecific jobs for the d:isabled. Before accepti..�g any ucent�ve systam,
ot!ler a.lta..�tives should be

0:,:a;::j

"ed.

injured �orker be out of �or� at least six months and have at least a 10
percent i::pai=:ent is ,robably too restrictive.
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!fan e:::ployer is n0t avare of an e:ployee's physical i=.lpai.r:ieut, the
point can be raised chat he should nee be al.lowed reimbursement frotll the
Special Disability Tr.1st Fund.

The Fund �oulci have 00 i::ipact on the em-

ployu' s decisiou to hire t:he e:lt'loyee; i.e., the employee �uld have been
hired eve:i i! the fu::d h.ad not e:d.sted.

However, t:bis puts a bu:rde:i ou 3ll

e:ploye:r co have each �loyee thorough.ly e:t.mined.

-:his precess :zight be

very costly and s1:ill r::light not expose every physical i:lpair.::1ent.

Thus,

raqui..�g advanced ·k:lc:Nledge of i:a.pair:::ents could. be coo restrtctive.

The National Ca=:!..asic-a. recommended :hat every effo-r� be ::.ade to
enc:ou:age cha hi...-:.ng of che h.anciica.-p�ed •.,;oJ:'1-"er.

'The remc-val of :!le $ :3 , 000

li=itat�on �ight facilitate :he hi�-ng of h.andicap�ed ·..or�ars, but t�e
-ac1:Ua.l i:tpac: is di!!icu.l: to predict.
CONCI.USION
There are a nu::ber of cbanges �hich can be :n,ada � ��e. rehabilitation
sect!on oi e..�a cu==em� �o�k.::en's compensation lav.

So:e of the changes,

e.g., the develop:en: 0£ rehabilitation cenears, �ou1d be !:l!.ajor; ot�ers, e.z.,
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changing t::he $3,000 �t on the Special Disability Trust Fund �ould be
Given the brief t::ime that t::he Co=u.t-cee has, it migh1: be bet-car
to mencion some of -c..�e i:i.ajor changes in its report rather than attempt
ing co include the:: in any proposed lav.

.SELF INSURANCE FOR
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION IN FLORIDA
PTepared for The
Joint Legislative Committee on Workmen's Compensation

INTRODUCTION
In Florida, workmen's com�ensation coverage is compulsory.
Within this mandate, the individual employer may elec� to pur
chase insurance ill the market or he can self-insure.

As or

iginally designed, primary reliance would be on the commercial

market with self-insurance being the exception.

During this

study of worben's compensation, a view into the workings of·
Florida's self-insurance is appropriate.

The first reason that reviewing self-insurance is appro

priate is t�e rapid gTowth of self-insu:ance.

Today, approx·

imately 25% of workmen's compensation insurance in Florida.
is of the self-insurance type.

ficient to attTact in�erest.

It's magnitude alo�e is suf

But, additionally, the gTowth

of sel.f-insur�c.e must be an i.nd.ica:tor of what is· going on in
the commercial market.
The second reason for reviewing self-insurance is to at

tempt to determine some of the reasons why the cost of selfinsurance is substantially lower than the cost of commercial

in�urance.

Insodoing, i� is _hoped that means to reduce the

cost of comlilercial insurance can be discovered.

-2Self-Insurance..

In its pure form, sel£-insura.:nce in workmen 1 s compen

sation simply means that the employer pays all compensation
I

claims.

The dii£erence between self-insurance and commercial

insurance is that the employer directly-, rather than· indirectly

pays the clail:l.

Additionally, the self-insurer must provide

for the administration 0£ the system rather than that being

the responsibility of the insurance company.
Self-insurance is allowed in 45 states, the District of
Columbia and also by the federal government.

typicai for self-insurance to be allowed.

Thus, it is

A major point comes

into view - the objective of the workmen's compensation sys

tem is to compensate injured workers.

Wide latitude is

typically granted as long as the objective is still served.
Simply put, the vast majority of states tell their employers

th.at 'the state is unconcerned how the employer does it, but
compensate injured wo�kers.
one way to do it.

Selz-insurance is, obviously,

Nationally, self-insuranca has been gradually declining.

Ae present, sel£-insurance benefits paid are 12% of the na
tional total.

The reason for th.is decline is generally be

lieved to be the strong competition from commercial insurance
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in the form of..retroactive plans, experience rating a�d pTe
mium. discounts.
The typical self-insurer is large.

to be able to "pooln .

It must be

in order

Pooling is the essence of insurance •

The usual role of an insurance carrier is that it would combine the necessary units so that the risks may be pooled.

Additionally, the carrier would administer th.a· program and
establish a system of loss control.

When an employer wishes

to self-in.sure it :ust go beyond bearing the risks a.�d also

administer the system and control losses.

The advantage presented to a self•insurer is the oppor�

tunity
to (1) administer his own system and (Z) control his
'
OMi

losses.

Obviously self-insurers believe that they can do

this more efficiently than an insurance company other.ri.se they
wouldn't self-insure.

This tends to fly in 'Che face of a dom

inant trend in the American economy - inc:-easin.g s:pecialization.
In order for a system to dis-agglomera�e, agglomeration must

be inefficient.

The inefficiencies typically identified with

comm.ercial insurance is the remo�eness of the carrier and the

resulting higher administration costs.
grams are claimed to

Moreover, safety pro

oe more extensive and e££ective. The

third claim is that self-insurance is more responsive to the

-4individual employee because it is his employer he is dealing

with rather than a remote insurer.

This latter claim is fre

quently identified as the reason for less litigation involving

self-insurers.
Self-Insurance in Florida

Self-insurers in Florida account for approxilllately ZS% of

the workmen's compensation market.
10% of l9i0.

This is up sharp'ly from the

!t is significant to note that the· 10% of 1970

was typical of the nation as a whole.

But, while tle· national

share of self-insurers continued its decline, Florida's shot

upward to its present level.

This growth is cited by some as

a danger sign. and a threat to commercial insura.i.�ce.

It is

cited by others as evidence oi_the gross inefficiency of com�

mercial insurers.
Florida has two types of self-insurance for workm�n's com

pensation - �he individual self-insurer and the group self
insurer.

These self-insurers are required to pos� a security

deposit with. the Departnent of Labor as a condition for the
ap�roval of the establisru:ient of a fund.

The minimtll!l deposit

is $25,000 for L�dividual self-insurers a.�d $50,000 for gToup
self-insurers.

Some foI"m of excess coverage of up to 75% of

-sannual pTemium.. is also required.

The characteristic of self-insurance is that the employer,

individually or in a pool, will be financially responsible
for the payment of compensation.

This is contrasted with com

mercial insurance where a company is responsible for· compen
sation payments.

Florida is carTYing fon,ard its general

philosophy of allowing mandated insurance to be p=ovided on
a self-insurance basis where the individual can demonstrate
financial res�onsibility.
The Cos� of Self-rnsurance

Due to the nature of the marke�s, it is not possible to

directly compare the self-insurance premium with the commer

cial premium.
essary.

Thus, passive or secondary i.n.dica�ors are nec

The primary indicator is the r-owth of the sel£

illsurance system · nost significantly the self-insurance pool.
!tis generally believed �hat these pools can w-rite a risk

=or 85% of the commercial rate.

The sel£-insurers cite their

w-ri�e a new risk a� a discount.

A counter charge is made that

lower administration costs as the reason that they are able to
the self-insurance pools do not pay their fair share of the

state costs, do not pay premium ta.�es and do not share in the

assigned risk plan and therefore are able to under bid com
mercial insurance.

The self-insurers also site their safety

progTam.s as the reason that their loss ratios remain favorable.·
Time did not perm.it a.n exhaustive survey, but inquiry in

to the claims frequency of self-insurers was undertaken.

This survey indicated that the claims frequency, claims per
100 employees, is declining.

This is contrasted with a

rising claims frequency for commercial insurance.

With the

claims frequency declining and with a rapid gTowth of self-

i:isurance, the only conclusion is that selective wTitin.g is

utilized.

The self·L�surance pools argue that it is not so

much selectii.rity as it is an emphasis on safety and clailD.s

�anagement.

The individuai sel£-insurer point out that when

one of their employees is temporarily totally disabled, it

tends �o be treated as sick leave, at full pay, rather than

as workmen's compensation with 60% of full pay.
ula� issue is deserving of more attention.

This partic

Le-:' s ta.ke an example of a const'!"uction manual labo:rer.

Let him have a take home pay of- $2S0.00 or $6.25 per hour.

Assuming he broke his arm in an on the job accident the follow
ing would result:
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·cosT
Medical Bills
Income

TOTAL

PAID
-

NET

$ 2,500.00

$ Z,500.00

l,4"40.00

78"0'.00

-66"0". 00

$ 3,940.00

$ .3,280.00

$-660.00

$

0

What this shows is that the individual will lose $6.60. 00 as a
result of the on the job injury unless he is able to receive

supplemental benefits - such as permanent partial disability.

Should his injury have been treated like sick leave, he ·would
have suffered no economic loss and would not need to look to
permanent partial as a means of restoring his savings.

A commonly discussed issue in self-insurance is the posi

tion an injured emP.loyee is placed in.

The e!lrployer is the

insurance carTier thus the em�loyee is faced with. confTonting

'his em�loyer in order to make a claim beyond th.at offered by
the plan.

It is argued that this intimi�ates the employee and

that this intimidation is the reason for the lower attorney in

volvement in self-insurance claims and the lower incidence of

permanent partial disability.

No doubt, there is some valid

ity to these points > but they cannot be viewed in. isolation

from the fact that the self-insurer views an injured employee

-avery diiferent.ly than from a third party carTier and �hat

these differences may very well account for the diffeTent
experience.

The cost of self-insurance is lower.

This lower cost

has been the majoT reason for self-insurance experiencing
its rapid growth.

Unless the cost of commercial insurance

becomes more competitive, there is every·reason to believe
that self-insurance will continue its growth.

Florida is

in the bad position of having a typical woricnen's compen
sation law, lower than average benefits., with. higher than
average premium.

Self-insurance is a logical result.

Florid.a is unique in having this high proportion of p:remiu.m.s

writ.ten by ·self-insurers.

The fa.c-c. may well speak more to

the conditions of the co1Im1ercia.l market th.an to those of
sel.i-insuran.ce.
The Soundness of Self-!nsura..�ce

With self-insu-rance attaining �i.e degree of uporta.nc·e

which they now have, the soundness of the progTam must be

considered.

Prom the outse� 1 it needs to be clearly stated

that there have been no defaults on compensation paymen�s.

Rathez:, this consideration is prospective in nature•-
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The essence of self-insurance is that the empl�yer will
be assessed for losses rather than a carrier.

This preswnes

that (l) the employer is la.rge enough to have a "pool" and
(2) that the employer will have sufficient resources to

meet all contingencies.

Florida does allow self-insurance

pools in the event that individual employees do not have
suf:icient size.

In the event of a major loss to a self·

insu=ance pool, the individual members are assessed for the

loss.

Again, it needs to be pointed out that no assessments

have been required.

The presen� situation with respect tot.he establishlllent

a.nd regulation of a self-insurance program is somewhat vague
a.nd permissive.

The division is authorized to adopt rules for

the establishment of self-insurance plans and "the reserves to

be maintained in such funds.

In the hearings before the Joint

�egislative Colillilittee, conce-rn. was expressed over the adequacy

of the reserves 0£ these funds.

Ad.di tionally, concern was e.x-

pTessed over �he relative ease of establishment of a self·
insurance funds.

Reserves
Basically, t.he division deter:nines the necessary reserves

-10for a self-insurance fund.

Tb.is st·atutory authority is per•

missive and does not set out specific standards for the ade
quacy of reserves.

Rather, the division may adopt rules re

gulating such issues.

The· options are to (lJ set out specific

reserve requirements or (2) require the division to adopt rules
and to maintain such rules as chang_ed conditions may dictate.
Establishment

The regulation of establishment of self-insurance funds

keys on the ability to pay com�ensation.

Wnile this is, in

all probability, the most important issue, it by far is not
the only £actor.

The division may establish rules relating

to other matters but the authority is pen:iissive and vague.

Again, an o�tion is to enact statutory criteria and require
ments.

The alternative is to clarify the division's author

ity to adopt r�les.

Additionally, maintaining an effective

self-insurance fund is deserving of equal attention to its

establishment and as is maintaining an effective commercial
insurance fund.•

Excess Coverage

In the case of an individual employer, the ability to pay

compensation can be judged by the financial rating of the

With self-insurance pools it is more difficult to det�rmine.
Inasmuch as assessments have not been required, this has not
been put to the test.

Yet, the issue remains.

Florida may

well want to require either increased security or re-insurance
to assure the so��dness of these funds.

At present,_ all that

is required is excess coverage of up to 7S% of annual pre�ium.

It is doubtful that this requirement is adequate to assure

the soundness of the fund.

Com1:1etitive-:iess of Self-rnsurance
The commercial writers are concerned about their abili�y

.to compete in the open market with self-insurers.
concerned that:

(l)

(Z)
(3)

They are

self-insurers do not have agent· training expenses
self-insurers do not have to par�icipate in the ·

assigned risk plan

self-insurers are under reserved and thus are main�
taining an artifically low premium.

The net result is that, according to the commercial wTiters,
sei£-insurers c.an make dramatic gains due to the mis-pricing

of self-L�surance.

It should be noted th.at self-insurers pay

the same premium taxes and assessments as do commercial carriers.

The sel£-insuTeT answer that it is the inefficiency of the
typical,

but by no means all, commercial writers that has led

to the rise in self-insurance.

They point to the excessive ad·

ministration costs, the "'taj mahals" which companies build, the
pra.ct.ic.e of washing ou't an unfounded claim because lt would

cost too much to fight and finally, the almost total ignoring
of safety by the commercial carriers.
Thus, there are clearly t�o sides to the question.

both make good points.

Perhaps

The major point both sides are making

is that the agency overview cf workm.en's com�ensation in

Florida is limited,· narrow, timid and weak.
Self-insurance has its basis

commercial insurance.

in being the alternative to

As suc:h., it constitutes an introduction

of rate competition i:a.tc Flori�a's workmen's compensation mar
ket.

Additionally, it should. be note� that the rates·established

by the National Council exclude the eicperience of the self-in-

surers.

Thus, it is not correct: to ta.�e the Tates set by the

National Council and conclude that they are refleetive of the

entire FloTida e:cpeTience.

Nevertheless, wb.at self-insurance

has sho-wn is that the ability tc competitively price insurance
is att:Ta.cti.ve in the market.

Th.is, Florida .migh.t wish: to. go ta

a system which allows a greater rate for competition pricing.
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February 28, 1979
Mr. Fred A.Martin
Sta.:f Director
Florida Senate Committee
on Commerce
410 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dea= Mr. Martin:
Re:

Workers' C,mpensation Statistical
Data

The following is a brief analysis of our investigation on data
reconci1ation proble.�s.
Several Workers' Compensation data sources exist in Florida.
Although the data are interrelated to varying degrees, wide
variances awong the data can be observed. The major contributing
factor to this disparity appears to be the intended use for which
each set of data is compi1ed. Necessarily, t.�e data a.re not
develooed to serve a common pu_�ose. Of the four that will be
discussed here, the �NO sources most independent of one another
yet working off practically the same base-are the Workers' Com
oensation Bureau and the Nationai council on Com�ensaticn Insur
�nce (NCC1). Two other sources having available-essentiallv the
same data are the Florida Insurance Deoart::ment and t.11.e 2LM. -sest
Company.
The-Workers' Compensation Bureau publishes comprehensive an.�ual
reoorts of worker injuries and associated costs. These reports
sunmiarize system costs as respects benefits from "processed"
claims during a given calendar year. A workers' compansation
case is proces.sed after the injured worker has recovered and
retu....-ned to work, or a first evaluation has been made so t.�e cost
o= �edical treat:nents and the com�ensation oavments rnav be
esti.�ated (reserved}. Thus, t.�e su.--nm.ary reflects t..11.e nu."!lber of
cases initially processed during t.11.e given calendar year. This
mea�s that some cases reported in prior yea=s are included, bu�
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because of t..�is time element were not processed until the given
calendar year.
Another report from the Workers' Compensation Bureau that seems
to be referred to frequently is the summary of operations
carriers recap. This summary is different from the annual
report summary in that the time element is six calendar years
instead of one calendar year. Like the annual report, data are
summarized on the basis of processed claims but this summary
includes only paid losses, not loss reserves too like the.a.'ln.ual
re�ort. Because of the extended time element, the carriers recap
also reflects Paid loss data in t.�e �.nnual Report and, addi
tionally, reflects claims payments made du.ring the given calendar
year on precessed claims for each of the preceding five calendar
years. For example, for calendar year 1978, the carriers recap
reflects payments in that year on claims processed during each
calendar year back t.11.rough 1973, L� addition to claims initially
processed in 1978.
Data collected by the NCCI are furnished solely by me?I1.ber L�su:ance
companies, contrasted to t.11.at collected by tb.e Workers ' Compensa
tion 3ureau which also includes ex::ierience from self-insurers.
D ata reporting requirements are altogether different for each of
these agencies though much the same information is reported to
each. Treatment oy t.�e NCC! is more extensive however. Their
system is highly complex, for its chief aim is to balance premiums
with expenses a.�d losses. !n =atemakL�g or pricing of workars'
compensation insurance, t.�e NCCI data are transfor:ned in a complex
manner. The results are usually seen by way of a rate iili..�g
which then becomes the oasis for establishing new manual rates.
The Florida Insurance Deoartme.�t :eceives data from insurance
companies on still a different basis. The scope of reporting is
much broader covering all lines of insurance, and practically all
financial aspects because the thr�st is overall regulation.
VaJ.uable workers' compensation i�fonnation is available, though
in iess detail than from either of the two previous sources,
through the Department of Insu=ance. Page 14 of th.e statutory
annual statement ("filed by e·ach insurer} depicting statewide
results by line of i..�surance is an example.
For industrywide use, t.�e A.M. Best Company asse.'!lbles ins-�=ance
company data and publishes this infoDitation in varying forms.
One of t.�ese re�orts is Bests' Executive Data Service. That
report contains-essentially t.�e same d ata t.�at have been repor�ed
by each insurer to t.�e Depart:nent of Insurance as seen on page 14
of t.rie Statutory Annual Statement. It summarizes the p::-emiums,
losses and dividends of all insurers filing such data within a·
given state, showing statewide totals by line of insurance.
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The enclosed exhibits a...�d explanations are intended to illustrate
that the different data compilations are not strictly comparable.
Use of these data to make representations about the state of
conditions in workers' compensation L� Florida, without considera
tions of the limitations on each, can be misleading, deceptive
and disturbing. Currently, for example, the NCCI is best at
describing the financial condition of the system while the
Workers' Compensation Bureau has superiority in describing worker
injuries by type and attendant matters. Use of the data for
other purposes entails exercising due care in order to. avoid
u..�necessarily distorted results.
In Exhibit I, the figures from Bests 1 Executive Data Service is a
combined representation of all claims �paid loss7s an4 reserve.
changes) transactions during the year �or every insurance company
irrespective of injury date and report date of the claims.
Attorney fees are included in t.�ese tigures, thus those shown in
Colu.-nn (SY should be added to Column (3) for comparison with
Best's. The Bu=eau's annual report =igures in Column (3) represent
only t.�ose claims initially processed during the year and ·used
here merely to de.�onstrate t.�e diffe=ence between them and indust:y
figures in Colu..'11.."l (2). Because of t.:.ie time element, they a=e not
comparable to eit...�er the Best's figures in Column (2) or the·
Bureau's .=igures in ColUIDn (_4) , since only a part of the total
transac�ions during t..�e year are reflected.
While t.�e carriers recap fig-..ires L"l Column (.4) are more compatible
the indust:y figu.=es L"l Column (2), they also fall short of
de9ictinq t..�e enti=e picture. One reason is because the ti.�e
element cf six years excludes any payment made during the given
calendar year on a clai.� processed more t:J.an six years ago, a...,d
th�s SUl!lmary also excludes reserve figures. Another £actor has
to do wit.� t.11.e effect of self-insured experience. The Workers'
Compensation 3-u=eau £ig--..lres includes experience from self-insured
t...-usts which, in 1977, =epresented more t.�an 3,000 employers and
a.bout 20% of t..�e total. premium volume reported to the Bureau.
Even with the reserve difference and shorter time element, it
appears the carrier recap =igu:=es should be much higher.
one apparently serious ?roblem is proper reserving of t..�e cases
processed by the WorJ<ers' Compensation Bureau. The annual report
!igures appear to be substantially u.�der reserved, and thus under
stated. It should oe �oi..�ted out t.�at incurred but not re�orted
cases are e..�cluded from both sats of data. Exhibit !I displays
percentage changes in nu."':lber of injuries Ccasesl and compensation
and medical costs eve= a t.1-iree-yea= ?e=iod. They were ta.�en
directly from the last five annual reports of the Workers'
Compe.�sation Bureau. As previously noted, annual report fi gures
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represent only processed claims iri one calendar year. In this
rather early st,fge of maturi t'f, expected subsequent cla:ims payments
(reserves) can be easily misestimated. That is the trend exhibited
for the years 1970 through 1974. For example, when reevaluated
in 1977, processed claims in 1974 show they were under reserved
at that time by 50.6%. The shift in the status of claims is
partly responsible as evidenced, for example, by temporary total
cases changing to permanent partial or permanent total, etc. The
permanent total and permanent partial cases show initial reserves
that were substantially deficient. This trend is not reflected
in the carrier recap figures since reserves for future payments
are excluded.
On the pre.�ium side, Exhi;Jit III shows the :igures are relatively
close together when self-insu.red premiums are separated out; a
condition t..�at is expected because less chance of variation
exists with premium detarmination than with ulti.�ate loss deter
mination.
The foregoing discussion illustrates t.�at a set of data should
not be taken on face value. Appropriate adjust.:nents must be made
in consideration of the 9articular PUr?OSe to be served. In the
case of workers' comDensation rates, for examole, the NCCI uses a
complex procedure (whose detail is beyond t.11.e- scope of this dis
cussion) to adj�st the data for many factors affecting premiu.�s
and losses so t..�at it will be suitable for rate making. P.ecogni
tion of changes in premiums due to audits, premiu.'"tl discounts,
in:lation and to account for loss develooment as exemolified in
Exhibit II are just a few ot t..�e many-adJust:nents required. Nei�i.er
Best's Executive Data Service nor the Workers' Ccm�ensation
Bureau compiles data on a basis suitable for ratemaking. Although
broad indications can be obtained. by comparing tb.e premi-ums and
losses reported to t.�e Workers' Compensation B�reau, it is clearly
inappropriate to judge th.e adequacy of rates on th.is basis. L�
addition, it would be similarly difficult on this basis to judge
systein per=ormance without fi.rst atte.�pting to identify and
quantify cause and effect factors.
The Workers' Compensation Bureau data have been used recently in
certain instances to explain specific ills of the Workers' Com
pensa�ion problem in Florida or to L�ply excessive profits in the
system. However, there are several shortcomings, some of which
have already been discussed; aggregation of insurance company and
self-insurer experien�e a.�d the way claims data are processed.
The point is, these data a.=e not directly reconcilable with data
from ot.�er sources. The Bureau personnel understand this. A new
program is being impleme.�ted t..�is yea.r which will include payments
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on all prior years claims not just for a specified time period.
That st ep will make available loss data more compatible·with. the
industry's.
Sincerely,

�aJ-11.�
Willard W. Peacock, ACAS
w-i;.n, :bs

Enclosures

£xhibit I
FLORIDA WORKE�S 1 COMPENSATION
Comoarison of Comoensat�on and Medical Costs
(l,OOO's)

· Cal.
Year
l9i8

Best's Executive
Oata Service Total Losses
?aid+
Paid
Reserve
'. 2)

( J.)

not available

Workers' Comoensation Bureau
Carri.ers
Annual
Recap
Report
Attorney
Paid
Total
·Fees
Losses
Losses
b)
( ..n
(4)
$256,729

$289,610

$ 19,741

1377

$ 26 S, 315

$351,288

232,993

266,204

21,190

1976

244,964

332,179

230,276

267,116

20,699

1975

223,690

288,430

195,491

222,253

19,313

l.9 74

133,599

242,749

,l.09,146

lll, 604

14,142

�otes:

ColUI!'..n (3)

W/C 3-u:eau losses taken t=om Table 9 of
annual report - total losses reflect reserves
for future payments - reflects data from only
those claims "processed" during the year (both
insurers and self-insureds).

Colu.."?L."l ( 4)

Car:::ier I s Recap taken from summary of opera
tions (W/C Bureau) - reflects paid data from
those claims "processed" during the latest
six-year period (e.g., for 1977; all losses
paid :iuring the year 1977 on all c lai..�s pro
cessed curing t..�e perioc 1972-1977) per form
13 filed annually by the carriers (insurers
ar.d self-insureds).

Colu."nn ( 5)

rlttorney !ees ta.�en from carriers' recaps .

Tillinghast, ,'le!sor. & 'vVarren

F'LORID/\ WOHl<ERS' COMPENSATION

Three-Year Hun-Off of Number of Injuries (Cases)
and Total Costs (Compensation and Medical)
After Year of Initial Processing of Claims
Change Since
Year Processed

Dismem
berment!

Non
Disabling
(7)

- 5.1%
-37.3

+ 4.0%
+11. 8

-0.9%
-2.5

+ 40.9
+ 82.6

- 4.4
-32.8

- 0.6
- 5.3

-3. 9

+505.6
+348.7

+ 33.5
+ 40.8

- 3.8
-33.4

- 0.8
-13.0

-0.9
-4.7

+ 4.3
- 2.2

+322.7
+202.0

+ 29.9
+ 40.5

- 4.2
-32.2

-0+ 1.9

-0.7
-3.4

+10.9
+ 2.4

+258.5
+219 .1

+ 30.7
+ 54.0

- 2.0
-23.5

- 0.6
- 2.9

-0.8

.Total
(All 'l'ypes)
(1)

Fatal
(2)

Permanent
•rotal
(3)

Permanent
Partial
(4)

1. 1974 to 1977
No. of injuries
'rotal costs

+ 0.2%
+50.6

+19.2%
+ 9.5

+362.7%
+397.0

+ 73.1%

-t-112.3

2. 1973 to 1976
No. of injuries
Total costs

+ 0.2
+45.6

+12.4
+ 6.7

+611.0
+821. 3

3. 1972 to 1975
No. of injuries
Total costs

- 0.1
· +24. 4

+ 7.9
+ J.6

4. 1971 to 1974
No. of injuries
Total costs

- 0.1
+23.9

5. 1970 to 1973
No. of injuries
•rotal cos ts

-0+27.0

Notes:

'femporary
•rotal
(5)

(6)

This data taken from W/C Bureau Annual Reports, 1973 through 1977, Table 12.
Column (2) includes death from natural causes.
Column (7) includes injuries resulting in disability of 1 to 7 days and hernia.
Approximate percentage distribution of total costs by injury category: fatal 5\,
p ermanent total 12%, permar•ent partial 60%, temporary total 12J, dismemberment
l\ and non-disabling 10%.

Tillingh.1�1, NC'lson & Wam•n

-0.8

-3.0

..,.

t:J'
P·
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H
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Exhihit III
FLORIDA WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Pre.miu..� Comparison
(l,000's)

Year

Insurance
Com-oanies

SelfInsureds
(2}

Insurance
Companies &
Self-Insureds
Combined.
(3)

1978

$577,614

$202,175

$779,789

not available

1977

468,825

116,524

585,349

$470,184

1976

357,663

69, so 8

427,171

360,858

1975

316,611

48,682

365,293

300,781

1974

301,492

42,496

343,988

294,535

( l)

Note:

Earned Premium
(From Best's
Executive
Oa ta Service)
(4)

Colu.-nns (1), (2) and (3) reflect premium
reported to the Workers' Compensation Bureau.
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March 2, 1979

Senator Kenneth H. MacKay, Jr.
Florida Senate Committee on Commerce
410 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
Dear Senator McKay:
Re:

National Council on Compensation
Insurance Cost Evaluation

Tillinghast, Nelson & Warren, Inc. was requested by you, as
Chairman of the Joint Legislative Committee on Workmen's Compen
sation, to evaluate the reasonableness and appropriateness of the
met...�odology utilized by the National Council on Compensation
Insurance (NCCI) in its calculation of the �mpact that proposed
legislation would have on rates for workers 1 compensation insur
ance in Florida.
The methodology followed by the NCCI is generally the same as it
has used for many years in evaluating benefit changes in all
states where it fu.i.�ctions. There are, however, two major depar
tures from the standard methodology, which are necessitated by
u..�ique provisions in the Joint Committee's recommended legisla
tion: attorney's fees and wage-loss benefits. Also, special
methodoloqy was required to evaluate the impact of the revised
definition of pe.r:nanent total disability .
The vaiues and zactors used in standard methodology of the NCCI
are·updatgd pe�iodically, of course. And for t.�e Pur?Ose of
deter.tining changes in the relative benefit level, exac� accuracy
is not required. We have reviewed the NCCI standard methodology,
as used in evaluating the Joint Committee 1 s proposed legislation,
and f±nd it to be reasonable and appropriate.
Wit.� respect to attorney's fees, the NCCI has relied upon the
closed claim study it conducted in cor..nection with the Florida
Association of Insurance Agents in 1977. That study indicated
t.�at attor�ey's fees in Florida represented about 13.4% of all
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indemnity costs. (Subsequent legislation reduced this by one
fou:th, by requiring the claimant to pay 25% of the attor�ey's
fee.) While we believe that this figure is reasonable, there is
some evidence that actual fees are somewhat less. This would
i=tply that actual savL�gs will be less than projected by the
�CC!, and that future rate modifications based on developed
ex?erience will be somewhat higher than they other�ise would be,
reflecting the fact that actual savings were less than antici
pated. The total impact of this difference, however, is probably
no more than ll of t.�e overall rates. Also, it is probable t.�at
acditional cost savi�gs, in the for:n. of decreased utilization,
will result from changing t.�e responsibility for attorney's fees
f=om t.�e em�lover/insu=er to the cla.L--nant. The NCCI has not
�rejected any such cost savings, because they are conjectural. If
the additi�nal savL�qs co materialize, t..�en future rate revisions
:,ased on developed e:q:,erience will reflect them •
. The wage-loss =oncept of indem..�ity under workmen's compensation
will be a major chanqe for Florida, and we are unaware of any
experience under a similar systa� in another state that wou�d be
useful i� evaluating t.�e cost impact of such a change. The
�c��, in mak�ng its evaluation, has relied primarily on a study
conducted by Burton & Vroman* concerning perma.�ent partial losses
i� �lorida. This st�dy compared actual wage histories after
injury with projectec wages, for a sa.�ple of 1968 Florida in juries.
T�ere are seve�al potential biases in the use of t.�e Burton
V=o�.an study for evaluating the cost i.lnpact of a wage-loss systa�:
(l)

Non-controverted clai.us from fa�ales were not included,
nor were agri��ltural and governmental workers, but t.�e
direction of t.�e resulting bias, if a..�y, is un.ic..,own.

(2)

The study is based on 1968 losses, and t..�ere have besn
significant shifts in bot...� the labor force (e.g., more
females) a=d the compensation system (e.g., higher
benefit le"'rel, greater proportion of permanent partial
claL�s). The use of older claims is unavoidable if
complete post-injury wage histories are to be obtained.
The direction of the =esulting bias is probably toward
an understatement of the amount of savings that might
result rroc a cha.'"lge to a wage-loss syste.in.

*Eurton, John :'. , Jr., a:.'"ld �,roman, Wayne, A Re-cort on ?e::r:1.anent
Pa=tial Disabili":.ies Cr.de= Worker's Comeensation (Fi:ial Edition),
Olyr.:pia Fielcs, IL, 19.78.
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(3)

The computation of post-injury wage loss in the study
calculated expected wages and actual wages for each
cell, or group, in the study population. In some
cases, actual post-injury wages exceeded expected
wages, effectively making the amount of wages lost a
negative amount. Where this occm:red within a cell,
the negative wages lost were offset against the more
normal positive wages lost in the overall computation.
This was equivalent to saying that wages would be
transferred from workers whose post-injury wages were
greater than expected to those who suffered an actual
wage-loss. In actual operation, of course, no such.
transfer would be made, and the worker's compensation
benefits paid to the workers who suffered actual wage
loss would be somewhat greater t..1-ian the· amounts
estimated from the Burton-Vroman data. The direction
of this bias is toward a.."'l overstatement of the amou..""lt
of savings that might result from a change to a wage
loss system.

I� addition, t..�e NCCI has not projected any cost savings in
medical expenses resulti..,g from decreased utilization under a
wage-loss syste.�. lmile this decrease is by no means certain, it
see.--ns orobable that the removal of the incentives to "shoo" for
disa.biiity ratings will reduce the amount of medical expense
associated with permanent pa=t�al injuries.
!� e�aluating t.�e cost impact of the tightened eligibility for
per.nane.,t total benefits, the NCCI assumed that ?lorida e..""t"Oer
ience would become relativelv similar to that of other Southeastern
states. This assumption is also reasonable and approp=iate.
On balance, it is om: ooi..,ion that t..�e NCCI has been somewhat
conse._..-vative in its projected rate level change resulting from
the JoL�t Committee's orooosal. This conservatism should manifest
itself in the actual er.:,erience t..�at develoos under the new
legilsatxon and will have an i..�pact on rate.revisions begi..-ming
a?proximately one year after the legislation takes effect. We
illUSt point out, however, that this evaluation process is essen
tially a prediction of future huma..� actions, since the actual
cost of the system will depend upon how injured workers, employers,
doctors, attorneys, judges of industrial cla.L--ns and insurers
reac� and adapt to t.�e new system. The pojected cost impact
must, therefore, be viewed as uncertain.

MacGinnitie, !CAS, �-�

MINORI':'Y REPORT
All agree that the cost of workmen's compensation insur
ance in Florida must be reduced.

However, the wage loss plan approved

by a majority of this committee is not the best or most equitable way
to lower premiums.
Such a plan will require a monthly comparison between the
preinjw:y average monthly wage and the ·postinjury average monthly wage
of all per::ianently injured employees (many of whom will be illiterate
and/or migratory) in order to compu�e, recompute and veriiy the amount
of each individual employee's monthly wage loss benefit so as to cause
a virtual blizzard of additional paper and clerical work.
nifica.�tly increase the number of state employees.

It will sig

It will significantly

increase ad::!inist:ative costs for all L�volved.
It will reduce the injured worker's incentiva to return
to work.·
It will increase the ?resent law's subjective determina
tion of a disabled employee's ability to return to work.
It lacks finality a.�d will prolong the handling of claims.
It will aggravate t..he already serious problem of estab
lishing ?roper loss reserves for subsequent claim payments.
It will unfairly eliminate any compensation for permanent
disability !or most seriously injursd workers such as paraplegics and
. quadriplegics unless they have suffered an amputation, the total loss
of an eye or serious dis:igureoent.

Finally, it is an untried and risky plan that unfairly
eliminates any compensation for permanent injury for most seriously
disabled workers without any proportionate reduction in premiums.
Therefore, we respectfully oppose the wage loss plan
adopted by the committee and resp�ctfully submit this minority report
to recommend the following major changes in our present compensation
law which we believe will significantly reduce premiums without any
radical departure from our present law or any inequitable reduction
of benefits to injured worke=s.
{l)

Limit compensation for impairment of wage �arning

capacity in accordance with the recommendation of The Florida Bar
Workmen's Compensation Section, i.e. amend Section 440.lS(u), Fiorida
Statutes, as follows:
"However, for the purpose of this paragraph
'disability' mea.�s either physical impair
ment or, if t.�e injured em-cloyee is unable
to return to rsgular, gainful e..�Dloyment at
eauivalent waaes, dimunition of wage earning
capacity, whicheYer is greater."
This amend!:tent will reeuce premium costs by precluding
tr� payment of additional permanent partial compensation for "impair
ment of wage ear:iing capacity" to L-ij-ured e..1t1ployees who are able to
retu__...-:1 to work at similar wages.
(2}

Amend Section 440.lS(u) to make the three-tier

schedule of benefits for permanent partial disability of the body as
a whole ��mulative in accordance wi�h the recommendation of Attorney
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A.lbert M. �rierson.

This change will lower premium costs 5.3% by

significantly reducing payments for permanent partial disability of
the body as a whole in most of such cases unless the permanently in
jured worker has more than a 50% pennanent partial disability of the·
body as a whole.
(3)

The 1978 amendment to Section 440.34, Florida

Statutes, requiring the injured worker to pay twenty-five (25%) per
cent of his attorney's fee unless he proves to a Judge .t.11at the
employer or carrier handled his claim in a negligent, arbitrary or
capricious manner should be repealed.

And although this amendment has

only encouraged controversy, employee's attorney's fees have cont.L�ued
.to decline from 4.4% of compensation premiums in FY-77 to 2.9% in FY-78
to 2.5% in FY-79 (July t.i..rough December, 1978) - largely as a result of
the 1977 statutory liI.litations placed upon 'Ulem.
Ot.11erwise,

iz

the 1978 attor:1ey's fee amendment is not

repealed, our compe..�sation law should be further amended to provide
that the injured eoployee be required to pay all of his attorney's fee
(even though the cost of non-compliance will be shifted from the delin
quent employer/car=ier to the injured employee victim of such non-com
plia.?lc·e) , but �

g

the ma..·dmum compensation rate is also inc=eased

.from 66-2/3% to 100% of the state average weekly wage and if the injured ·
employee's compensation rate is also increased from 60% to 66-2/3% of
his average weekly wage.

Then Florida's maximum compensation rate will

be increased from its present =ank of 37th among the states and the
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injured employee will have some increased capacity to pay an attorney
if one's services are required to collect statutory benefits.
(4)

Compensation rate making must be reformed.

Other

wise, other statutory changes in our compensation law may have litUe
o r no effect on compensation premiums.
(a)

Such reform should include:

Rate making L"l the sunshine subject to Section

I
286.011, Florida Statutes, wit.'1 all hearings relating to Florida rates

to be held in this state..

Then and only then can the legislature and

the public look behind t.'le data presently provided in rate increase
filings to determine its com?leter.ess, relevance and reliability.
(b)
making agency.

�he establishment of a state compensation rate

At the present ti!:le, compensation rates are determined

by t.�e Florida Compensation Rating Bureau, a private corporation spon
sored by and se.rvL�g the compe.�sation insurance industry, subject only
to approval by the Insurance Commissioner.
(c}

Fu..-ther consideration should be given to the

establishment of a competitive state compensation insurance fund as
in Colorado whe:e particpating e.�ployers obtain a 30% premium discount.
Farticipation by private employers would be volunta-ry, but participation
by t.�e state a.�d its political subdivisions would be required.

A state

compensation fund would be a friendly competitor with private insurance
companies and self-insu=eds charging the same established rates (sub
ject to discount) but should allow Florida employers to obtain compen
sation coverage at su.ostantially reduced costs and will provice the
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state and public with all of the data required for rate making and a
measure of proper c�sts.
(d)

T�e establishment of additional L�centives for

employers who institute approved safety programs with improved safety
records so as to provide increased premium rebates to such employers.
(S)

Require the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Work

men's Compensation, to establish regulations governing the establishment
of loss reserves by compensation insura...�ce companies and self-insureds
with independent loss reserve certification in major cases.

A number

of Florida employers have ?resented testimony to L�dicate that loss
.

.

reserves have su.bs�antially exceeded actual claims paid so as to L�crease pre..�iums and investment earn.i.�gs by compensation insura..�ce com
pan�es.

They have recom::tended legislative controls which appear to

have merit.

Thus the De?art...�ent of Commerce, Bureau of Workmen's Com

pensation, should be reqi�ired to establish rules and regulations con
cerning the estalishcent of loss reserves subject to indepencent loss
reserve certification in major cases with full disclosure of such loss
reserves to the 3ureau (and employer involved) for review and approval.
Sue� regulation of loss reser�es will provide much needed information
concerning such reserves and coulc signi=icantly reduce premiu:os.
(6)

The excess profit rebate provisions previously in

cluded L� House Sill 2193 by the Eouse Commerce Committee at the 1978
legislative session should be enacted into law.

Excess compensation

prei:tiums (not L.�cluding reserves =rem prior years carrier forward or

-s-

investment earnings) over benefits and attorney's fees paid inc:eased
from 46.3% of premiums reported in FY-77, to 53.7% in FY-78 to 61.5%
in FY-79 (July through December, 1978) according to the most recent
report of the Florida Department of Commerce, i.e. in FY-79 benefits.
(L�cluding attorney's fees) were only 38.5% of premiums reported.
(7)

The final wash-out settlement of compensation cases

not subject to reopening and modification under the terms of Section
440.28, Florida Statutes, should be prohibited unless:
(a)

All parties, including the employer, are pro

vided adequate prior notice of such final settlement;
(b)

A heari.�g is held subsequent to proper notice

after which the Judge of Indust=ial Claims specifically determines that
the final settleme..�� is clearly in the employee's best inte:est, that
there is no evidence to indicate the payment of excessive benefits and
t.�at the e..,uployee's atto�ey's fees are not excessive.
Such legislation should inhibit the promiscuous use of
wash-out settla�ents and the occasional abuses they cause.
(8)

�=a..�sfer original jurisdiction of workmen's compen

sation claims from Judgas of Industrial Claims to a work..�en's Compen
sation division of the Ci=�uit Cou.r:s and appellate jurisdiction from
the L�dustrial Relations Commission to the Oist:ict Courts (or Court)
of Appeals in accordance with the recommendation of the Florida Supre�e
Court Commission on Judicial St:uctu=e.
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(9)

Effective rehabilitation provisions still need to

be developed and enacted into law.

Unfortunately, the joint committee

is required by law to complete its work by March 1, 1979, prior to the
recei�t of statutory disclosure information from compensation carriers
and sel!-insureds by Ma:ch 31, 1979, and more complete staff work.
Thus ti::1.e and circumstances have not permitted the committee to fully
consider a..�d deter.nine all of the changes that need to be made includ
L�g those concerni..�g rehabilitation.
In summary, t.."le disadvantages of the wage loss plan· ap

proved by t�e majority of the committee far outweigh its advantages.
Such a =adical, untried and risky change would destablize our workmen's
compe."l.saticn law so as to produce even more abuse, confusion and liti
gation.

�hus we reco�.mend adoption of the aforementioned recommendations

which are not only more consiste..�t with our established compensation
law, but· are much more likely to reduce costs without u...�fairly· deprivi...�g
seriously inju=ed worke=s of benefits t..�ey need.
Respectfully submitted,

�Qi)(;A
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